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Abstract

Nowadays every person is carrying in the everyday life at least a smart object. A smart

object is a simple everyday thing equipped with computation, storage, communication,

and sensing capabilities. These things have a very large and worldwide usage, so vast

and pervasive as to be considered ordinary. In this context the concept of Internet of

Things (IoT) has taken hold, and it has changed from a set of connected computer de-

vices, into a set of connected surrounding things of the human’s living space. Smart

objects, or namely IoT objects, are wearables, sensors, actuators, smartphones, smart

medical equipment etc. IoT enables the communication among these objects and to-

wards internet, making those smart things able to see, hear, think and perform jobs

by having them “talk” together, to share information and to coordinate decisions. The

IoT transforms these objects from being traditional to smart by exploiting its underlying

technologies such as ubiquitous and pervasive computing, embedded devices, commu-

nication technologies, sensor networks, internet protocols and applications. IoT devices

produce huge amounts of raw data and that introduces vulnerabilities in many aspects,

just to name a few, security, privacy, and sustainability/energy efficiency. Furthermore,

this huge amount of data would need to be promptly processed, stored, manipulated,

and managed. All these actions cannot be performed from the IoT devices themselves.

This because IoT objects have only a limited capabilities and they are not able to carry

those onerous operations. IoT-cloud integration enables fully-personalized on demand

platforms that are able to promptly react to the various needs and configuration changes

that an IoT application can have, in a pay-per-use manner. Furthermore, the integration

of IoT with the Cloud cuts the capital and operational expenditures for IoT applications.

Although the Cloud computing paradigm overcomes most of IoT application needs, low

latency, geo-distribution, location-awareness and mobility support, to efficiently collect

and promptly process the IoT data remain open challenges. As acknowledged by the on-

going research, the widely distribution of IoT datasources and the low latency needs lead

in-cloud data processing to fail of meeting IoT requirements in timely decision-making

process. Indeed, this two-layered architecture fails in meeting the IoT tight constraints

of low latency, cost effectively, and timely decision-making process. To overcome the

above mentioned issues another quite novel networking paradigm can be used, fog com-

puting. Fog computing has a distributed architecture targeting application and services

with widely spread deployment analogous to the IoT. Fog computing is positioned as an

intermediate layer between cloud computing infrastructure and IoT devices. Thus, fog

nodes bridge application objects running in the Cloud and the edge. The benefits of

fog computing is the support of the IoT environments with computing resources, com-

munications protocol, location awareness, mobility support, low latency, geo-distribution,

and enhanced Quality of Experience (QoE). Physically, fog nodes are industrial network

routers, smart mobile access points, smart switches, deployed into the environments of

interest; such as smart residential or business buildings, shopping centers, smart urban

areas and so on. As a complementing concept to the cloud, fog computing has been
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identified as a possible solution to ensure energy efficiency at the IoT devices and to

overcome the main other issues. IoT is not a mature paradigm yet, and it has a plethora

of open issues and very challenging future developments that fog paradigm can help to

address. These open issues and challenges are drawing the attention of the research

communities, those one that have most relevance are:

• Device Heterogeneity;

• Device Staticity;

• Object Availability;

• Network Scalability;

• Node Data Rawness.

There are many type of objects in our lives and in the market and, potentially, each of

them might, carry a different type of hardware, communicate with a different protocol,

have different amount of resources, etc. It is clear that a kind of standardization or ho-

mogenization is needed in order to be able to use and communicate with any type of IoT

object. The IoT paradigm is very mobile, the nodes have an high dinamicity and they

suddenly join or leave the network. Here, emerges the need of properly managing the

objects network, the node connection loss, new smart node discovery, and the device

data migration from a network to another. Directly related to device mobility is device

availability. In IoT a device should always be capable of providing measurement infor-

mation, because several actions might depend by it. It is clear that, a strategy of fault

tolerance and device recovery is needed.

Under this preamble, this research project introduces the novel concept of Device as a

Service (DaaS). The research effectively faces the above technical challenges and aims

to raise the devices from physical layer to a higher level, making them integrated and

available to the cloud. The basic idea is to virtualize sensors/actuators, more generally,

IoT nodes, by making them available as a service to the Cloud. This virtualization will

create an abstraction of the physical sensor. This abstraction will be available for Cloud

applications and services, via advanced mechanisms, algorithms, protocols, and strate-

gies for aggregation and virtualization. The project intends to solve the currently most

challenging hot topics in the IoT scenarios.

Nodes Homogeneity Device homogenization cloud side through the sensors virtualiza-

tion;

Advanced Smart Device Discovery Solutions Sensor’s mobility introduced with new

discovery protocol approach;

Device Sustainability The IoT node power efficiency is provided by fog middleware;

Complex Computation and Query on Smart Sensor Data Cloud side, the virtualized

sensor data are made available for querying through Semantic Web.

First of all, this research introduces the definition of Device as a Service, and its all pos-

sible configurations as a services available to the cloud. As it is already stated, the two

layered IoT-Cloud architecture fails in meeting IoT need in many scenarios. More pre-

cisely, when for example, an IoT application needs of low latency, or very quick decision-

making process, the cloud is unable to timely satisfy the IoT application constraints. This
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research introduces a middle layer between IoT and cloud in order to leverage these

problems. This research proposed a three layered architecture by interposing a fog mid-

dleware between IoT and cloud. Furthermore, this research project exploits a fog middle-

ware to perform a smart IoT device node discovery improving the device discoverability

and the power efficiency. This discovery protocol exploits the main features and charac-

teristics provided by fog middleware such as location awareness, mobility support, and

geo-distribution, in order to optimize the devices’ discoverability of the traditional discov-

ery protocols and reduce the power consumption, by increasing the node sustainability

at the same time. The novel proposed protocols are smart and fog middleware driven.

These protocols, indeed, exploit the support given by fog nodes to enhance the discov-

erability and the power efficiency of the IoT discovery protocols. More precisely, the

proposed architecture and protocols will be implemented in a traditional Bluetooth Low

Energy (BLE) discovery scenario. This scenario, normally composed by two entities,

scanner, and advertiser, will be enriched with a third entity, the fog node. The fog node

will alert the scanner via Message Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT) message when

an advertiser is nearby. The alerting message sent by fog node, makes the scanner

aware that a new advertiser is nearby, enabling the discovery process. With this novel

fog middleware driven approach, the discovery process is activated only when a scanner

and an advertiser are effectively in their proximity, increasing the device discoverability

and nodes sustainability.

In addition, a new approach of querying data at cloud level through Semantic Web and

its standard de-facto query language SPARQL will be presented. This research uses this

mechanism to make virtual sensor abstract data available and accessible to end-user

application and/or other services at cloud level. Finally this thesis presents and shows

the feasibility of using DaaS in a telco application by exploiting the concept of Network

Function Virtualization (NFV) in possible and future scenarios. In the last chapter will be

presented a full use case of the vertical architecture cloud-fog-IoT. This use case is part

of big European project powered by Artemis, named Arrowhead.

This dissertation concludes at chapter five with the conclusion that summarized the

achieved results and the future directions of work.
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Chapter 1

IoT and Fog Computing

In this chapter will be introduced the context in which this research project is placed.

Furthermore this chapter will give a large overview on the two main computing paradigm

this research addressed. Finally a briefly presentation of the key concepts this research

project proposed.

1.1 IoT: Internet of Things

In the recent few past years, the concept of Internet has changed from a set of con-

nected computer devices into a set of connected surrounding things of the human’s living

space. These things, namely smart objects, are everyday life physical things equipped

with computation, storage, communication, and sensing capabilities, i.e. wearables, sen-

sors, actuators, and even smartphones. The communication among these smart objects

is referred as Internet of Things (IoT). The IoT enables physical objects to see, hear, think

and perform jobs by having them “talk” together, to share information and to coordinate

decisions. The IoT transforms these objects from being traditional to smart by exploiting

its underlying technologies such as ubiquitous and pervasive computing, embedded de-

vices, communication technologies, sensor networks, Internet protocols and applications

[1]. Already in 2010, the number of Internet connected objects had surpassed the earth’s

human population, and the trend is still growing [2]. According with the US National Intel-

ligence council has stated, by 2025 the IoT will connect everything in our life [3]. IoT has

been defined as new paradigm embracing all the wireless communication technologies

such as wireless sensor network (WSN), and mobile notwork (MN). The term IoT was

initially proposed to refer to uniquely identifiable interoperable connected objects with

radio-frequency identification (RFID) technology [4]. Later on, researchers relate IoT with

more technologies such as sensors, actuators, GPS devices, and mobile devices. Today,

a commonly accepted definition for IoT is a dynamic global network infrastructure with

self-configuring capabilities based on standard and interoperable communication proto-

cols where physical and virtual ‘Things’ have identities, physical attributes, and virtual

personalities and use intelligent interfaces, and are seamlessly integrated into the infor-

mation network [5]. The basic idea of this concept is the pervasive presence around us

of a variety of things or objects – such as Radio-Frequency IDentification (RFID) tags,

sensors, actuators, mobile phones, etc. – which, through unique addressing schemes,

5
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ation or to keep tracking the trends of particular activities. Then these data are processed

offline to infer a model, and finally, run the model as a predictor for new data collected from

the sensor in the future. An application for tracking user’s sport activity improvements or a

system for monitoring the environment pollution at home or along a user’s everyday path

[11], are two examples of real data collection and analytics applications. The real time re-

active applications category groups all those applications that involves real-time reactive

systems such as autonomous vehicle or manufacturing processes where the systems

make real-time decisions based on observed sensor values. Another example of applica-

tion belonging to this category might be a smart health application that monitors a patient

life’s values and promptly alerts the nearest medical center as soon as any of these val-

ues exceeds the regular threshold. The domains listed above are the most targeted by

IoT applications, they address the most relevant spheres of our lives. In the transporta-

tion domain, cars, public transport, bikes , and even roads, can be equipped with sensors,

actuators, and processing power. IoT applied to transport and logistic can help to send

important information to traffic control sites and transportation vehicles to better route the

traffic, help in the management of the depots, provide the tourist with appropriate trans-

portation information, and monitor the status of the transported goods. The logistic field

can also benefit of IoT application support; it is possible to realize a real-time monitor-

ing application in order to follow the good along every step of the supply chain, just to

name an example. Many more benefits are provided by IoT technologies to healthcare,

real time life’s signs monitoring application, patient-flow monitoring to improve workflow

in hospitals, real time diagnosis, emergencies detection, medication regiment prediction

and many more. The applications of IoT technologies that can have the biggest impact on

the people everyday life, fall in Smart Environments domain. All these applications aim

to make our lives more comfortable applying sensors, actuators and intelligence to our

homes, office spaces, buildings, and leisure environments. Rooms heating can be turned

ON/OFF or adjust according to weather or to our preferences remotely, the switching

ON/OFF of the lights and their brightness can be adapted according to external luminos-

ity, personal garden’s irrigation can be monitored and triggered remotely, museums and

gym can provide real time information to their visitors, just to name some example. Fi-

nally, the Social domain groups all those applications that enable the user to interact with

other people to maintain and build social relationships. Indeed, things may automatically

trigger the transmission of messages to friends to allow them to know what we are doing

or what we have done in the past, such as moving from/to our house/office, travelling,

meeting some common mates or playing soccer [4, 12]. Fig. 1.2 shows the projected

market share of dominant IoT applications [13].

IoT is having a huge impact on the market in several sectors, and its projections is growing

year by year. According with Gartner, IoT market value by 2020 will be $ 1.9 trillion [15].

While the whole annual economic impact caused by the IoT is estimated to be in range

of $ 2.7 trillion to $ 6.2 trillion by 2025 [13].
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actions, data and performance of the IoT system elements. This tier is also named Man-

agement tier because it can perform IoT service orchestration, and provide support to

decision-making processes based on Big Data analysis. Moreover, this layer compares

the output of each layer with the expected output to enhance services and maintain users’

privacy.

The three layer architectures described above, borrows its layers and concepts from net-

work stacks, but this kind structure does not cover all the real IoT environments and it is

tailored for a specific types. Indeed, for example, the Network layer of this type of archi-

tecture, does not cover all underlying technologies that transfer data to an IoT platform.

In addition, a coarse-grained architecture leads to have more duties and responsibilities

on each single layer. It brings the whole system to be unbalanced, moreover because the

lower layers are supposed to be run on resource-constrained devices. For example, all

the actions and processes performed by Service composition layer would consume the

most of the time and energy of the device to communicate with other devices and inte-

grate the required services. On the other hand, a five layer architecture is more suited for

covering the needs and constrains of all IoT environments. In this architecture, the Appli-

cation layer is the entry point by which end-users can interact with a device and query for

interesting data. In addition, it makes Business layer capable to produce high-level anal-

ysis and report, by providing an interface. The control mechanisms of accessing data

in the application layer are also handled at this layer. This layer is hosted on powerful

machine due to its complex and enormous computational needs, i.e in the Cloud. The

five-layer architecture is the most applicable model for IoT applications.

1.1.3 IoT Open Issues and Challenges

Despite its widespread adoption and its continuously growing supporting community, IoT

is not considered at mature level yet [20]. Indeed, IoT paradigm, still presents several

open issues and very hot challenges to research community. The main open issues fall

in two big category, Technological challenges, and Security and Privacy. Also, future ef-

forts are needed to address these challenges and examine the characteristics of different

industries to ensure a good fit of IoT devices in the industrial environments.

Technical and Technological Challenges

IoT include an incredibly huge number of different nodes, each of which produces an

enormous quantity of raw data. In addition, this data would need to be accessed from

everywhere regardless the underling technologies. IoT is a very complicated heteroge-

neous network, which includes the connection between various types of networks through

various communication technologies. Currently, there is lack of widely accepted com-

mon platform that hides the heterogeneity of underlining networks/communication tech-

nologies and provides a transparent naming service to various applications [21]. Large

amounts of data transmission across the network at the same time can also cause fre-

quent delay, conflict, and communication issues. Indeed, with the huge number of things

connected to the Internet, a massive amount of real-time data flow will be automatically

produced by connected things [22]. IoT is typically developed based on a traditional ICT
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environment, hence another remarkable effort would be required to integrate IoT with al-

ready existing IT systems or legacy systems into a unified information infrastructure. De-

sign a Service Oriented Architectures (SOA) for IoT is not trivial, indeed, service-based

things might suffer from performance and cost limitations. In addition, scalability issues

often arise as more and more physical objects are connected to the network. When

the number of things is large, scalability is problematic at different levels including data

transfer and networking, data processing and management, and service provisioning.

From the viewpoint of service, a lack of a commonly accepted service description lan-

guage makes the service development and integration of resources of physical objects

into value-added services difficult. The developed services could be incompatible with

different communication and implementation environments. In addition, powerful service

discovery methods and object naming services need to be developed to spread the IoT

technology [21], [23]. According with what is stated above, the crucial technical and

technological IoT open issues, are summarized as following:

Device heterogeneity: There are many types of objects on the market, they differ each

others by the hardware they carry on (quantity of sensors embedded, device’s intelli-

gence, etc.), the level of OSI stack they can support, the communication technology

they can adopt and many others.

Device staticity: The thing’s mobility is currently barely handled in IoT networks, indeed,

an object moving among different IoT networks, is not properly managed without

connection loss. This topic really opens a large amount of unexplored and very

hot fields, such as IoT nodes discoverability, device networks hand-off managing,

sensor’s portability, network elasticity, data quality etc.

Objects Availability: Often the objects in IoT network could be unavailable, or for a

networking problem or for a device fault; for the time being a fault tolerance and/or

recovery is a big open issue for the IoT scenarios.

Network Scalability: With the increasing of number of the devices connected to the

network a single router device could be no longer enough to manage the massive

amount of connected devices and all the communications these require. In other

words, when the number of devices boosts up, they can saturate the network re-

sources, and this represents a big ceiling, moreover with the continuously growing

of IoT diffusion.

Node Data Rawness: Devices are a big source of raw data that need to be managed

in order to optimize the connection with the Cloud, the battery life and the quality

of these data. The manipulation of data could cover a very large scope from secu-

rity and privacy up to data awareness. The majority of these scenario aren’t well

explored, analyzed and/or standardized yet.

Security and Privacy

The acceptance and widespread of new IoT technologies and services will largely rely on

the information security and data privacy protection, which are two difficult issues in IoT
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[24]. People use to resist the IoT as long as there is no public confidence that it will not

cause serious threats to privacy. IoT allows many daily things to be tracked, monitored,

and connected, and a lot of personal and private information can be collected automat-

ically. IoT is extremely vulnerable to attacks, the majority of the communications are

wireless, which makes eavesdropping extremely simple. Moreover, IoT components are

characterized by low capabilities in terms of both energy and computing resources and

thus, they cannot implement complex schemes supporting security. In addition, authen-

tication and data integrity also represents two crucial weak points for IoT. Some existing

technologies are available for consumer use, but are not suitable for industrial applica-

tions that have strict safety and security requirements. To secure the information, existing

encryption technology borrowed from the WSNs or other networks need to be carefully

reviewed, when they are used to build IoT. Protecting privacy in the IoT environment be-

comes more serious than the traditional ICT environment because the number of attack

vectors on IoT entities is apparently much larger [25], [26]. For example, in a smart health

application, a health monitor continuously fetches patient’s data, such as heart rate and

blood sugar level and then delivers the information directly to the hospital or the doctor’s

office over the network. When the information is transferred over the network, patient’s

personal data might be stolen or compromised. Another example is a smart home where

smart sensors can be use to monitor the occupancy, to turn ON/OFF the lights accord-

ingly with the external brightness, to turn ON/OFF the heating, etc. The sensors in a

smart home can produce sensible information regarding the people living in the house.

This information, if stolen or altered, can be a serious problem. If altered a completely

outsider might take the control of our home. In addition, the theft of a such personal

information is a severe privacy violation. This information can be used by a thief to know

when nobody is inside. It should be noticed that some issues, such as the definition of

privacy and legal interpretation are still vague and are not clearly defined in IoT. Although

the existing network security technologies provide a basis for privacy and security in IoT,

more work still needs to be done. A reliable security protection mechanism for IoT needs

to be researched from the following aspects:

• the definition of security and privacy from the viewpoint of social, legal, and culture

• trust and reputation mechanism

• communication security such as end-to-end encryption

• privacy of communication and user data

• security on services and applications.

Accordingly with what has been stated in these two subsections, IoT is clearly not at a ma-

ture level and it still presents several open issues and hot challenges to the research com-

munity. From the aforementioned highlighted problems and open issues clearly emerge

the necessity of a middleware or middle tier to bridge the IoT world and open Internet-

Cloud.
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router, gateway, switch, and Access Points (APs). These component are named

fog nodes and possess the ability of data storage, computation, routing, and packet

forwarding. These fog nodes can also collaboratively share storage and computing

facilities.

IoT Objects/Things Tier This is the bottom-most tier of the architecture. This layer con-

sists of IoT enabled objects including sensor nodes, EU’s smart devices such as

smartphones, tablets, smart cards, smart vehicles, smartwatch, and others. These

IoT nodes are often termed as Terminal Nodes (TNs), they sense heterogeneous

physical parameters and transmit the same to the immediate upper tier.

The principle of fog computing architecture is based on bridging IoT world with cloud com-

puting bringing the cloud capabilities from the core to the edge. The IoT smart objects of

the IoT Tier are assumed to be grouped in a location-based logical clusters. These logical

clusters are named virtual clusters (VCs). The VCs together form an edge virtual private

network (EVPN) that transmits data to multiple fog instances (FIs). An FI is conceptual-

ized specific to a geographic location. The mobility of a IoT objects makes the mapping of

a thing to an FI flexible and non-static. While the data are transmitted upwards (towards

the fog tier) they are processed within the intermediate fog devices. The fog devices can

stretch from different networking components, such as routers, switches, gateways, and

access points to high-end proxy servers and computing machines. As stated by Bonomi

et al. in [52], the fog computing architecture can be classified into two sub-parts:

• fog abstraction layer

• fog orchestration layer

While the first manages the fog resources, enables virtualization, and preserves tenant-

privacy, the second one accounts the exclusive fog properties. The fog orchestration layer

comprises of a small software agent—foglet which monitors the state of the devices, a

distributed database to account for scalability and fault tolerance, and a service orchestra-

tion module which is responsible for policy-based routing of application requests. Within

the FIs, the data are processed and analyzed to decide whether it needs to be transmit-

ted to the cloud DCs. Application requests which require storage or historical data based

analytics are redirected to the cloud, else, the data are processed within the fog units.

The fog devices possess limited semi-permanent storage that allow temporary data stor-

age and serve the latency-sensitive applications in real-time. The cloud computing tier

is commonly responsible for permanent storage of huge, voluminous data chunks within

its powerful DCs. The DCs are equipped with massive computational ability. However,

unlike conventional cloud architecture, the core cloud DCs are not bombarded for every

single query. Fog computing enables the cloud tier to be accessed and utilized in an

efficient and controlled manner [51]. Another example of fog architecture has been pro-

posed in [33]. This architecture has six layer, and it is structures as following, from top to

the bottom:
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Transport Layer Sends data to the cloud

Security Layer Handles security related issues

Temporary Storage Layer Stores the data temporally

Preprocessing Layer Perform data filtering and trimming

Monitoring Layer Handles services requests and energy consumption issues

Physical and Virtualization Layer Contains IoT smart objects and virtual sensors

description

Physical and virtualization layer mainly contains physical IoT nodes and virtual sensor

nodes. The Monitoring layer handles the requested task and observes the energy con-

sumption issues of underlying physical devices. Data management related tasks such

as data filtering and data trimming are performed in Preprocessing layer. The Temporary

storage layer stores the data for a limited time only. The security-related issues are han-

dled in the Security layer. Finally, the Transport layer is responsible for sending data to

the Cloud [30].

1.2.3 Issues and open challenges of Fog

Fog, being a not mature technology yet, presents several open issues and challenges

that attract the research community focus. The main challenges and open issues of fog

computing are presented as follow.

Fog Networking

As it is already stated, fog is located close to the edge, and this drives it to be heteroge-

neous. Fog network aims to connect every fog element. Nonetheless, handling such a

network, maintaining connectivity and providing services upon that, especially in a large

scale scenario as IoT, is not trivial. In order to create an easy to maintain and flexible

network environment, two emerging techniques has been proposed, software-defined

networking (SDN) and network function virtualization (NFV). The adoption of SDN and

NFV can improve fog computing under many aspects. NFV and SDN can increase the

network scalability, make easier the the management and the implementation, and re-

duce costs. The improvements due to SDN and NFV benefit the resource allocation, VM

migration, traffic monitoring, application-aware control and programmable interfaces.

SDN "When SDN concept is implemented with physically (not just logically) centralized

control, it resembles the fog computing concepts, with fog device acting as the

centralized controller." [53]. In the fog, each node should be able to act as a router

for nearby nodes and resilient to node mobility and churn, which means controller

can also be put on the end nodes in fog network. The challenges of integrating SDN

into fog network is to accommodate dynamic conditions as mobility and unreliable

wireless link.
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NFV NFV replaces the network functions with VM instances. Since the key enabler of fog

computing is virtualization and those VMs can be dynamically created, destroyed

and offloaded, NFV will benefit fog computing in many aspects by virtualizing gate-

ways, switches, load balancers, firewalls and intrusion detection devices and plac-

ing those instances on fog nodes [54].

Although NFV and SDN brings a remarkable advantages, there still are unsolved prob-

lems with these two emerging techniques. Most of the researches in SDN address how

to proper design distributed SDN system that meet the harsh requirement of fog comput-

ing such as latency, scalability and mobility. For NFV in fog computing, the performance

of virtualized network appliances is still the first concern [55]. This problem has two as-

pects: one is the throughput or latency of virtualized network appliances (middlebox) in

fog network, and the other is how to achieve efficient instantiation, placement and migra-

tion of virtual appliances in a dynamic network, together to meet low latency and high

throughput requirements.

Application Offloading

By computation and storage offloading facilities, fog computing benefits the applications

that are not effective while running them on resource constraint EU’s devices. However,

in certain instances, application offloading is not always efficient regarding the delay,

bandwidth, and energy consumption due to lack of available resources in fog layer [56,

57]. Thus, before offloading any application, it is equally important to find the parameters

that have an impact on the offloading performance. In addition, it would be useful if we

can accurately predict the performance of the offloaded applications. If the predicted

performance does not gain any significant advantages, then offloading to the fog is not

efficient.

Resource Management

Compared to cloud computing, the fog computing does not enough computing and stor-

age resources. Thus, efficient resource allocation is an important research issue in fog

computing. Due to dynamic nature, the IoT devices and fog nodes leave (join) from (to) a

fog layer arbitrarily. Thus, the dynamic load balancing and task assignment to mobile end

device become very difficult due to the scalability issue in fog layer. Therefore, how to

balance the load towards cost-effective concerning delay, power consumption, and band-

width resource distribution is one of the open research directions. Since fog computing

is localized, understanding the mobility pattern of end devices may be helpful for task

assignment and resource management in fog computing.

Heterogeneity

As the bottom-most layer in fog computing architecture consists of various end devices

such as a smartphone, smartwatch, virtual sensor node, intelligent devices including

autonomous car, smart home devices, the heterogeneity issue arises regarding data col-

lection, data format, and data processing capability. Nevertheless, fog node in fog cluster
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comprises by routers, switches, gateway and other devices with different computing and

communication facilities. Thus heterogeneity becomes an important design factor in fog

computing architecture. Handling of different data formats and various communication

protocols for managing semi- or unstructured data becomes major issues.

Standardization

The working group of OpenFog consortium is working towards standardization of fog

computing architecture in terms of communication; security, testbeds, manageability, and

software Infrastructure. Standardization is required so that various IoT systems can se-

curely interact each other and cloud service. This also enables computing, networking,

and storage across multiple edges, fog, and end devices.

Billing and Incentives

To obtain high QoS, such as low service latency, sufficient storage, high bandwidth, and

fast computation for the service sometimes require a cost in terms of money. Neverthe-

less, pay-as-you-go seems to be an essential aspect in terms of incentives for the users

who share their computing and storage resources [58]. Proper cost management and

how to properly bid the computing and storage price towards a ‘trustful’ collaboration are

worthwhile to be studied in fog computing.

1.2.4 Differences between Fog and Cloud Computing

Although fog and cloud are strictly related in terms of providing resources, and application

support, they differ in several aspects. As it is already stated, fog computing extends

cloud computation, storage, communication and networking capabilities to the edge, the

IoT world. At this scope, fog has a distributed architectures and approach based local

geographical orchestration, while, on the other hand, cloud is more centralized and based

on DCs [59]. This lead the IoT operations with the fog to have lower cost, lower power

consumption end extremely lower latency than with cloud. On the other hand, cloud offers

more stability, reliability and fault tolerance. Indeed, fog computing has an higher failure

rate due to its decentralized managements, wireless connectivity, and power failures [60,

61]. Fog computing, thanks to its vicinity to the IoT, allows almost real-time interaction.

This type of interactions are not possible with the cloud due to its very high distance

and latency. The distance between IoT and fog is estimated to be one or two hops

in wireless connectivity, while the distance between IoT and cloud surely requires multi-

hops in wireless and wired connectivity [59, 62, 63]. On the other hand, the large distance

allows the cloud to provide a global resource optimization and to have an overall view of

the underlying layers and application, while fog organizes and manages the only the

local environments. Fog is definitely suited for supporting, enhancing and improving the

efficiency, performances, and the critical aspects of cyber physical systems [64]. In the

table 1.1, are summarized the main technical differences between fog and cloud
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Table 1.1: Main Differences between Fog and Cloud Computing

Features Cloud Fog

Computing Model Centralized Distributed, close to the
edge

Deployment Cost High low
Resources optimiza-
tion/managing

Global/Centralized Local/ Distributed and
Centralized

Fault Tolerance High Basic
Latency High very Low
Reliability High Low
Computation Cost and Ca-
pacity

High Low

Storage Capacity High Low
Node Mobility and Mobility
Management

Very Low/Easy High/Hard

Maintenance Expensive Cheap
Power Consumption High Low
Power Source Direct Power Battery/Direct

Power/Green Energy
Distance from IoT Multi Hops Few Hops
Real Time Application Very Difficult Easy Possible

Finally, fog and cloud are two different paradigms tailored for two different purposes.

They have different characteristics and one cannot replace the other, but they can work

perfectly together. Both contribute to fulfill distinct goals.

1.3 Building a Fog-Oriented Middleware for the IoT

As it is already emerged in the previous section, fog paradigm is particularly suited for

overcoming the IoT issues. This project aims to solve the above addressed IoT open

challenges with a particular focus on the aspects of: device heterogeneity, IoT objects

mobility, and data quality. The project intends to solve the currently most challenging hot

topics in the IoT scenarios by presenting an hardware/software middleware infrastructure

that exploits fog paradigm and its key features. Among the all still open issues of IoT, the

proposed middleware aims to fulfill the most challenging ones, according to the research

community. The key features the proposed middleware target to provide are listed below:

Device Homogeneity: Device homogenization the Cloud by devices’ virtualization

Advanced Discovery Solutions: Object’s mobility introduced with new and smart de-

vice discovery protocol approaches

Node Network Elasticity: With device mobility the sensor network is able to re-size itself

on demand

Complex Computation on Smart Sensor Data: Exploiting all points above, it is possi-

ble to make complex data computations.
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This project is based on the idea of effectively dealing with the above technical challenges

by raising the device from physical layer to a higher level through the middleware. In this

way the proposed infrastructure would be able to make the physical devices integrated

and available to the Cloud. The basic idea, on which the project is based, is to virtualize

the IoT devices, by making them available as a service for Cloud applications and ser-

vices. The proposed solution to achieve this goal, based its core on the introduction of

smart discovery protocol cabable of overcoming the device heterogeneity. In addition,

a proper ad-hoc middleware architecture based on fog computing principle provides

support for the discovery and make the new devices available to be queried at cloud level

as virtual device. The designing of this architecture and the development of such het-

erogeneous device discovery protocol, are the core of this project. They are the effective

core elements for realizing and enabling the concept of virtual sensor. As first step, I

start from the valuable seminal work described in [65] and plan to work on significantly

extending its scope on other hard technical challenges, such as re/shaping of the sen-

sors network (Elastic WSN), efficiently virtual sensors provisioning and aggregated data

manipulation. My primary idea is to virtualize sensors by creating an abstraction, or vir-

tual device between the physical devices and the resources seen by the Cloud; over the

virtual device will be totally separated from a physical implementation or even a single

real device, thus reducing and managing the associated heterogeneity issues. Like the

already well known cloud paradigms Infrastructure, Platform and Software as a Service (

PaaS, IaaS, SaaS), the cloudification of the devices would introduce the innovative con-

cept of DaaS - Device as a Service. In addition to homogeneity via virtualization, DaaS

allows many other interesting and disruptive features, for instance a virtual sensor could

abstract a set of physical devices acting as data manipulator/handler toward the Cloud.

A virtual sensor could represent an entire physical sensor network into the Cloud, creat-

ing, in this way, a cloud sensors network of networks; all of this seen as a single virtual

device from the Cloud side. The DaaS concept has the potential to become very relevant

for industrial developments as well, because all existing IoT applications and realizations

are isolated and based on a vertical domain, hence based on a single technology. With

sensors virtualization, or rather, with the devices seen as a service, the application will

no longer see the physical layer (physical devices) and they will loose the tight binding

with a specific hardware or communication technology. For instance, if a user application,

made to monitor a zigBee sensors network, can just work over a zigBee network, using

that specific communication technology; an application (or service) interacting with a vir-

tual sensors network, it is completely uncoupled from which communication technology

the sensors use to communicate each others or how the data is provided to the Cloud.

The DaaS concept can introduce other interesting benefits as the constant sensor avail-

ability: the device cloud abstraction allows the applications to be completely hardware

independent, this makes the IoT application automatically hardware fault tolerant. A vir-

tual sensor can continue to work even if a physical sensor is faulty by simply switching

the real device the DaaS support transparently takes data from. The continuous service

uptime also allows a transparent sensor’s recoverability; the final user does not realize

anything about what happens on the device side of the system’s architecture, that turns

out totally transparent to the application.
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1.3.1 QoD: Quality of Device

Along with the introduction of virtual sensor, another related concept has been introduced,

the Quality of Device(QoD). This new term is stemmed from DaaS, where QoD includes

all the aspects regarding Quality of Service for virtual sensor. DaaS aims to guarantee

the following list of QoD aspects:

Availability: Virtual Sensor guarantee the continuous data availability through the possi-

bility of gathering data from several real devices. When an object becomes unavail-

able, for example because the battery is discharged or it leaves the the network, the

virtual sensor replaces the sensor with another one in the network. A Virtual Sensor

can obtain the same data type of unavailable sensor by deriving and manipulating

other sensors data type.

Scalability: DaaS can resize the physical sensors network in case of application load

peaks. For instance, a virtual sensor can enlarge the corresponding physical sen-

sors network under an incoming load peak and reduces it when the load disappears.

Recoverability: Similarly to the availability, A Virtual sensor dynamically can switch data

source when the real devices is faulted. DaaS can recognize a faulted device from

one that has left the network, and it alerts the final user.

QoD is a combination of much more other aspects, it also include user experience, sam-

pling cost and all the aspects regarding the Quality of Service (QoS). The cloud side

device virtualization requires the introduction of high dynamicity on the sensors network

side, more specifically, there’s the need to be able to add devices to the sensors network

on demand.

1.3.2 Discovery Protocol

As it is already introduced before, discovery protocol is one of the two core part of this

project. An efficient and smart discovery protocol has a crucila relevance in order to meet

the heterogeneity and the battery life constrains belonging to IoT. furthermore, the device

mobility support does not exist in every IoT scenario or application/realization and, where

it is provided, it is typically not fully managed. Normally it is bound to a vertical domain and

technology, and it is not inter-operable at all. The key for filling this gap is the introduction

of a new device discovery protocol. A discovery protocol in IoT scenario has to deal with

connection devices typically battery powered and with limited memory and computational

power, for this reason the way in which a new device approaches to a sensor network and

discovers others nearby devices, assumes a main role, and must be dynamic. Another

important aspects to face is the heterogeneity of the embedded equipment carried by

devices. For this reason an approach based on REST and Coap over HTTP like that one

proposed in [66], in some cases could not result as the best solution. This project aims

to provide an advanced and fully-horizontal discovery protocols able to add any type of

IoT device to the network. The proposed protocol targets the adoption of a totally new

fog-integrated and smart location-driven approach. Such smart protocol has to adopt

a multi-layer approach in order to overcome the heterogeneity of devices at IoT layer.
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Following a multi-layered approach for discovery, the proposed protocol can discover any

type of smart object regardless its type, the hardware is carries and the communication

technology it uses. There are many project aspects that a new discovery protocol has

to consider; according with [67], discovery protocols in ad-hoc systems can be mainly

divided in Request-Based Discovery and Direct Discovery. The first one includes all

the protocols which attempt to discover the nearby devices by broadcasting a discover

request, most common protocol included in this class are Bluetooth, Wi-Fi Direct and

IrDA. On the other hand, Direct Discovery category includes all the schemes where a

device periodically transmits its discovery signal in order to advertise its presence or

listens for others’ devices discovery signal (every certain period of time); FlashLinQ and

Wi-Fi ad-hoc are both part of this class. All the literature are pushing toward the using a

Device-To-Device (D2D) communications and Proximity-Based discovery protocol, even

more in new LTE technology [68]. The introduction of mobility in IoT sensors network

field requires a quite groundbreakingly new approach for the discovery protocols, a more

efficient and smarter one. A smart location-driven fog initiated protocol is what this project

is going to introduce. This protocol is based on the following steps:

1. the smart device (for instance a smartphone) periodically pings the fog with its po-

sition

2. the fog node alerts the in-range device closest network gateway

3. the gateway initiates the direct communication

4. the device establishes the connection and advertises the device

5. the device became part of the network

With a higher degree of details, we intend to propose a hybrid protocol based on D2D

communication following the Direct Discovery pattern, optimized through fog interaction

so to enable the beacon only in the network’s neighborhood, according with the device

position/direction. When the fog will alert the WSN that a new device approaches, the

gateway awakes the closest device (closest to the approaching one) that switches the

beacon mode on, it acts as a gateway, and tries to establish a direct connection. Once

the device is connected to the network, it will expose its type of device and the services

offered. The protocol is inspired and then extended and improved, by multi-hop cellular

device discovery for LTE application mentioned in [67] for the direct connection, from [69]

and [68] for energy saving and proximity principle.
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Related Works

After having introduced the context in which this research project has been placed and

the goals it aimed to achieve, this section provides a large overview on the state of the

art and similar researches.

2.1 Virtual Sensors

The large wide spreading adoption of sensors and, more in general, the IoT, have paved

the way among research communities that the concept of virtual sensor might be the main

actor in addressing the hot open challenges and issues of IoT. The virtual sensor concept

is very large scoped and among the several research fields, it has found a quite different

adoption. For example in [70], the authors have been moved by the same motivation of

mine, and they have proposed the concept of virtual sensor, but they proposed a different

architecture and scopes. While, in [71], the focus has been led on creating a network of

virtual sensor rather than to direct provide the abstraction on physical real sensor at cloud

level for its service or application exploitation. This application of virtual sensor network

(vsn) has been thought to primary target the mobility issues that affects the traditional

sensors network. The authors in [72], define and describe a new paradigm of computa-

tion for wireless sensor networks, the sensor cloud, which decouples the network owner

and the user and allows multiple WSN to interoperate at the same time for a single or

multiple applications that are transparent to users. The paper provide a first sketch of the

principle addressed in this research project defining sensor cloud as a heterogeneous

computing environment spread in a wide geographical area that brings together multiple

WSN s consisting of different sensors. Each WSN can have a different owner. The sensor

cloud then virtualizes the wireless sensors and provides sensing as a service to users.

Because users buy sensing services on demand from the sensor cloud, use of large-scale

sensor networks becomes affordable with ease of use. The widely diffusion and adoption

of sensors has also opened the door to new type of network, moreover with the emerging

of IoT. Body Sensor Networks (BSNs) represent an emerging technology which has re-

ceived much attention recently due to its enormous potential to enable remote, real-time,

continuous and non-invasive monitoring of people in health-care, entertainment, fitness,

sport, social interaction. This paper [73], introduces multi-layer task model based on the

concept of virtual sensors to improve architecture modularity and design reusability. The

25
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concept of virtual sensor, in this paper, is defined as abstraction of components of BSN

systems that include sensor sampling and processing tasks and provide data upon exter-

nal requests. The virtual sensor model implementation relies on SPINE2, an open source

domain-specific framework that is designed to support distributed sensing operations and

signal processing for wireless sensor networks and enables code reusability, efficiency,

and application interoperability. The proposed model is applied in the context of gait anal-

ysis through wearable sensors. As it is already stated the virtual sensor concept has a

very large scope and it can be applied to many fields. One of them, vehicular network

and application result to be particularly rich of virtual sensor’s application. In [74], where

the virtual sensor have been used as observer to monitor the sideslip angles of cars with

three different levels of speed. The authors were particularly concerned with the stability

of observers and models when the vehicle approaches the linear dynamic limits. Results

for three different sets of sensors: yaw rate; vehicle speed; yaw rate and vehicle speed

together are presented in their paper. Results concerning observability have been also

included in their research work. Another remarkable application in the vehicular field is

presented in [75]. This work resulted to be a patent, the virtual device is used to mon-

itor the NOx emission of a target engine. The virtual sensor is exploited to predict NOx

values based on a model reflecting a predetermined relationship between control pa-

rameters and NOx emissions, wherein the control parameters include ambient humidity,

manifold pressure, manifold temperature, fuel rate, and engine speed associated with the

engine. Another patent has been granted by US government to the application of virtual

sensor robot navigation fields. In fact, in [76], the virtual sensor concept has been used

for improving the navigation system of a mobile robot. The navigation method using a

virtual sensor includes:

• generating information on positions of obstacles, the information which is estimated

to be generated by virtual sensors that are virtually present, based on information

on positions of the obstacles, which is generated by physical sensors;

• controlling a movement of a robot according to the information on the positions of

the obstacles.

An application of virtual sensor in smart traffic field is presented in [77]. Where, more pre-

cisely, virtual sensors have been used to enable fault detection and isolation flight control

system. The virtual sensor, in this case, is an virtual acceleration sensor used in the

flight control system of a small commercial aircraft. Another application of virtual sensor

in navigation system is presented in [78]. The authors, here, have adopted a virtual sen-

sor for abstracting several sonar sensors and and odometric information, with the goal of

improving the robot navigation system. More precisely, the virtual sensor has the main

objective of detecting new room space in a indoor environment. Among the other IoT field

benefiting of the virtual sensor concept is smart manufacturing. In [79], a predictive Fuzzy

ARTMAP neural system and two hybrid networks, each combining a dynamic unsuper-

vised classifier with a different kind of supervised mechanism, were applied to develop

virtual sensor systems capable of inferring the properties of manufactured products from

real process variables. A new method to construct dynamically the unsupervised layer

was developed. A sensitivity analysis was carried out by means of self-organizing maps
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to select the most relevant process features and to reduce the number of input variables

into the model. The IoT application field that, perhaps, benefits the most of the virtual

sensor concept is smart environment. Smart environment is a big field in which home,

building, factory, farm, more generally any environment equipped with IoT devices (sen-

sors/actuators), falls into this category. In this field virtual sensor can abstract the several

types of physical real sensor by addressing, in this way, all the mobility and heterogeneity

issues of a typical and traditional IoT smart environment. Context information is the key to

producing self-adaptive applications in IoT smart environments. However, the supporting

infrastructure that generates context information can be made dynamically responsive to

the environment. Therefore, for the development of self-adaptive applications, it is nec-

essary to demonstrate that valid context information can be created by virtual sensors

instead of physical sensors. In [80], the authors present a context aware simulation sys-

tem called CASS. In particular, it generates the context information associated with virtual

sensors and virtual devices in a smart home domain. By using CASS, the self-adaptive

application developer can immediately detect rule conflict in context information and de-

termine optimal sensors and devices in a smart home. Another simulation system for

smart home is presented in [81], here the authors present a solution for physical sensor

deployment in a real scenario based on virtual sensor. Virtual sensors in smart envi-

ronment have not been just used for developing simulation systems. In [82], the smart

home environment presented, adopts the virtual sensors to obtain information from the

Internet, local network or local computer. The use of virtual sensors broadens the scale

of context that is available in the environment and allows to develop more complex ap-

plications. The virtual sensors developed in this research project, aim to obtain music

listening preferences by parsing iTunes music databases, news from online RSS feeds,

concert timetables, concert tickets, TV listings, and stock quote information. Further-

more, the authors have also developed a virtual weather sensor to illustrate the ease

in which Internet data can be incorporated into a smart home application. This sensor

uses web-scraping techniques to read weather data that is published online. The using

of virtual sensor in this context has brought many advantages. For example, the virtual

weather forecast sensor, makes available a weather service without the need of having a

physical personal weather forecasting infrastructure installed on the roof. It also directly

provide the final weather information to the final user, avoiding the end user to be able to

read the raw weather data provided by a physical weather infrastructure. It is ever more

evident, even from the cited examples, that there is the necessity of a IoT middleware.

This middleware would leverages the principal issues of IoT, such as the following:

Device Heterogeneity: There are many types of sensors on the market, they differ each

others by the hardware they carry on (quantity of sensors embedded, device’s in-

telligence, etc.), the level of OSI stack they support, the communication technology

they adopt and many others.

Device Staticity: The sensor’s mobility is not currently handled in IoT networks, in other

words a sensor cannot move to another networks without connection loss. This

topic really opens a large amount of unexplored and very hot fields, such as IoT

sensors discoverability, sensor networks hand-off managing, sensor’s portability,
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data security and privacy, network elasticity, data quality etc.

Device Availability: Often the devices in IoT network could be unavailable, or for a net-

working problem or for a device fault; for the time being a fault tolerance and/or

recovery is a big open issue for the IoT scenarios.

Network Scalability: With the increasing of number of the devices connected to the

network a single router device could be no longer enough to manage the massive

amount of connected devices and all the communications these require. In other

words, when the number of devices boost up, they can saturate the network re-

sources, and this represents a big ceiling, moreover with the continuously growing

of IoT diffusion.

Sensor Data Rawness: Sensors are a big source of raw data that need to be managed

in order to optimize the connection with the Cloud, the battery life and the quality

of these data. The manipulation of data could cover a very large scope from secu-

rity and privacy up to data awareness. The majority of these scenario aren’t well

explored, analyzed and/or standardized yet.

Some solutions above cited present a first approach to virtual sensor concept, but in or-

der to properly address the issues above mentioned, this concept might not be enough.

The introduction of an IoT middleware that supports and fills the lack of using only the

virtual sensor concept. In [83], a study of the role and the importance of a middleware

for IoT. In that research work the authors introduce the middleware for IoT as an entity

that acts as a bond joining the heterogeneous domains of applications communicating

over heterogeneous interfaces. Furthermore, it is roughly introduced the concept of us-

ing an ontology to describe the abstract virtual sensor entities as a virtual node. Another

remarkable research work on IoT middleware is SOCAM. It is the acronym of Service-

Oriented Context-Aware Middleware and it is presented in [84]. SOCAM is defined as

a middleware architecture for IoT for the building and rapid prototyping of context-aware

services. This middleware aims to provide efficient support for acquiring, discovering,

interpreting and accessing various IoT contexts to build context-aware services. This

middleware also sketches the concept of virtual sensor to gather data from physical sen-

sor not directly connected to the middleware, e.g. web service, or third-party device. A

first outline of virtual sensor architecture along with a middleware in presented in [85].

This architecture sketch, although it is only an outline, is similar to that one adopted in

this research work. It presents a three layered architecture in which the second layer has

the purpose of virtualize the physical sensors and resources in the cloud. According to

the authors, this virtualization is then used for enabling the provisioning of cloud-based

sensor services and other IT resources remotely to the end-user without being worried

about the sensors exact locations. The authors, in this architecture, have proposed the

creation of virtual sensor based on the utilization of a service template. In their architec-

ture, the service templates are prepared by the service providers as service catalog, and

this catalog enables the creation of service instances automatically that are accessed by

multiple users.
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2.2 Fog for IoT and Discovery Protocol

As it is already stated, IoT scenarios produce huge amounts of raw data and that intro-

duces vulnerabilities in many aspects, among the others the most relevant are objects

mobility, device availability, nodes sustainability/energy efficiency, security, adn privacy

[27]. The integration IoT-cloud via fog middleware enables fully-supported on demand

platforms that are able to promptly overcome to the various needs and configuration

changes the many IoT scenarios can have. Furthermore, the integration of IoT with the

Cloud cuts the capital and operational expenditures for IoT applications [28]. Due to the

frequent sensing and actuation, high volume of data in-transit, and lightweight analysis

on the data, sustainability problem in IoT devices has appeared as a grand challenge

[86]. Fog computing and its distributed middleware architecture has been proposed as

solution to overcome the above mentioned IoT issues. By its definition fog computing

brings computational resources, and storage resources from the cloud to the IoT de-

vices. Fog middleware also provides location awareness, mobility support, low latency,

geo-distribution, to IoT scenarios. In this doctoral research projects fog middleware has

given a crucial support for IoT by primary overcoming device mobility, object heterogene-

ity, location awareness, node availability, and, maybe one of the most important, device

sustainability and power efficiency. In this research project, I leveraged the possibility of

easily integrating short and medium range wireless connectivity in the same IoT devices

to propose novel cross-network management operations to overcome those typical limi-

tations of IoT node discovery. The power efficiency issues is crucial in a scenario where

the totality of the nodes run on battery. The fog middleware can also address this type

of issues by providing support for IoT by making the traditional node discovery protocol,

smart [40, 41]. This research project has targeted the presentation of an architecture and

two protocols aiming to improve the traditional IoT node discovery and achieve a better

power management. The architecture exploits Internet connectivity and fog paradigm

to enhance the conventional discovery process. The proposed protocols is technology

agnostic and can by applied on each scanning/advertise paradigm. The protocols are

an enhanced node discovery solution specifically tailored for IoT-Fog environments to

ensure sustainability/energy efficiency and discoverability, as well as reliability. The fog

layer entity (fog node) bridges the IoT devices and the cloud and provides needed con-

text awareness about nodes in the locality. They only require that the IoT nodes would

be capable of internet connection. The protocols are not technology dependent because

one of the main goal of the proposed fog middleware is to overcome device heterogene-

ity. The protocols developed and adopted in this project are application-layer protocol, in

this way, working at high level, they are not prone to the typical technology related prob-

lem. Moreover, with the fog middleware support, they are not onerous for the IoT nodes

themselves.

In the research the protocols have been implemented Bluetooth Low Energy technol-

ogy. IoT devices at the edge are considered to be a Bluetooth Low Energy Scanner

(BLE-S) and a Bluetooth Low Energy Advertiser (BLE-A) in the subscriber and publisher

roles, respectively and the fog node keeps track of the trajectory of the BLE-A, and im-

plements a signalling scheme to control the Bluetooth interface of the BLE-S depending
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on the geo-location of the BLE-A which is communicated through WiFi interface. The

signaling scheme allows to synchronize the advertisement and scanning frames leading

to 100% discoverability of the devices, and remarkable savings in the BLE, CPU, and

per-application battery consumption. BLE has been chosen as reference technologies

because, it has become the main technologies to connect smart objects to the IoT [87].

For this reasons, more and more researcher are focusing their effort in studying the BLE

discovery phase, and its power efficiency. The power efficiency of the BLE discovery

process is still an open challenge, and it can be faced in several ways. For example, in

[88], the authors proposed a method for improving the BLE device discovery by tuning

the BLE advertisement’s interval. Hence in that article the authors focused their effort on

the advertiser’s settings instead scanner’s one as the approach adopted in this project.

Another type of approach, used in literature, is to work at lower level [89, 90]. Several

researchers are focusing their attention in tuning the settings parameters of the discovery

process. The authors, in [91], tune the discovery parameters according the mathematical

theory they proposed in order to improve the device discovery both in terms of power ef-

ficiency and discoverability. One of the closest approach to that one used in this project,

is presented in [92]. In the article the authors use an adaptive approach for significantly

improving the device discoverability and the power efficiency of the process. This ap-

proach differs from that one we present in terms of discovery protocol. A similar idea for

context-aware discovery has been adopted by [93]. In that article the authors presents

an technology agnostic context-aware approach for discovery. CANDi, this is the name of

the presented protocol, works on clusters of nodes with a more complex and structured

architecture. CANDi works at MAC level. On the other hand, the adopted approach pro-

posed in this research, works with the granularity of single node, and presents a much

more lightweight and simpler architecture. The adopted approaches in the protocols work

at application level. In [92] is used an adaptive advertising strategy based on user’s be-

havior, while our approach exploits the advantages provided by Fog. The fog has a role of

main importance, indeed it helps to exploit the fully potential of IoT nodes and it paved the

way to the development of our model and a power efficient node discovery protocol [94].

Finally, in December 2017, the last version of BLE has been introduced, the Bluetooth

5.0. This version has introduced several discovery features and improvements compared

to the previous one. In [95], an evaluation of the BLE discovery performance of the new

features of Bluetooth 5.0 is presented.

2.2.1 Energy Management

The IoT node discovery protocols adopted in this project also target the device sustain-

ability and power efficiency. The protocols exploits the internet connectivity for communi-

cating with fog middleware and to be alerted when a new IoT node is approaching. This

type of scheme allows the IoT node to keep the BLE interface always OFF until it will be

strictly needed, saving energy. At this point the last source of power consumption remain

the internet connectivity. The power efficiency among the Internet connectivity interfaces

is still under investigation and it drawing the attention of a relevant part of the community.

Several studies have been done about the power efficiency of WiFi, LTE and 3G tech-

nologies, among the others. For example, in [96], the authors provide a in-depth com-
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prehensive study on per-frame energy consumption of the WiFi interface. They address

all the aspect of power consumption due to the behavior of the IEEE 802.11 interface

for different device types (such as tablets, smartphones, wireless router, and embedded

devices), and for both UDP and TCP traffic. On the other hand, in [97], the authors have

analyzed the power efficiency aspect of the LTE technology. They highlight how LTE

is power consuming, and propose a different timer setting to achieve a good trade-off

between power saving and traffic performance. Finally, speaking of energy analysis of

Internet connectivity, it is worthy to be highlighted [98]. In this article, an exhaustively

study on power consumption among WiFi, 4G LTE and 3G technologies is addressed.

The authors also provide a comprehensive comparison of the power consumption under

the technologies aforementioned. From this analysis is emerged that in terms of power

consumption WiFi is more efficient than LTE and 3G, while these mobile technologies,

especially LTE, are more suitable for applications that require an high throughput.

This research also proposes an optimization model, based on the sky rental problem

formulation, to save energy by introducing an adaptive BLE interface switching ON/OFF

strategy based on the advertisers’ arrival frequency. Starting from more theoretical ap-

proaches for the smart management of energy. In this paper, we have adopted an energy-

saving strategy based on the Ski Rental problem [99]. This type of theoretical problem

belongs to the class of problems to help in choosing between a periodic cost, paid re-

peatedly (rent a pair of skis), and a determined price paid once (buying price) also known

as the “ski rental problem”. It can be demonstrated that the optimal off-line deterministic

strategy to minimize losses for this class of problems is to pay the repeated rent cost until

it is equal to the buying price, after then it is better paying the buying cost. We used an off-

line deterministic strategy because this kind of approaches are the simplest and achieve

easily reproducible results [100]. The authors in [101], demonstrate that this problem is

2-competitive. This kind of strategy perfectly suits that kind of problem in which there is

the dilemma between paying a small amount repeatedly or paying a bigger cost just once;

another application of this strategy is in [102]. In addition to a power efficient strategy the

choice of communication technology plays an important role on the power consumption

balance of the mobile nodes.

2.3 Cloud-based Support for IoT

The success of the IoT world requires service provision attributed with ubiquity, reliability,

high-performance, efficiency, and scalability [103]. This research project aims to exploit

the Semantic Web and its standard de-facto query language SPARQL for exposing the

heterogeneous abstraction of services at cloud level. Many researches have been ad-

dressed the IoT-cloud data delivery model to try of achieving efficiency and scalability.

For example, in [104], the authors have proposed a PaaS framework that provides es-

sential platform services for IoT solution providers to efficiently deliver and continuously

extend their services. The basis for the convergence of cloud and IoT was established

in the work of Web of Things [105], which has proposed a set of methods to access

devices through web-based technologies such as web services and RESTful interfaces.

It has solved the problem of managing and using IoT resources in a service-oriented
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framework. The early work on the convergence of cloud and IoT are mostly direct ap-

plications of WoT architecture on cloud. Hassan et al. integrated cloud and wireless

sensor networks (WSN) by developing several key functional components of WSN on

cloud, namely pub/sub broker and resource registry [106]. In [107], the authors virtualize

physical sensors as software entities on cloud, which provides users with sensory service

provisioning, resource management, and monitoring. Semantic technologies have long

been adopted in modeling sensory information. Alam et al. [108, 109], enhanced sensor

virtualization through semantic abstraction for sensor capabilities. Generally, the focus

of the early work is on IoT resource management rather than service delivery. Cloud is

viewed as computing infrastructure to facilitate the management of large amounts of IoT

resources. Following these early results, domain-specific systems have been proposed

on ambient living [110], healthcare [111], agriculture [112], and so on. Since recently,

new research initiatives have started to emerge on exploiting the service delivery models

of cloud to accommodate the growing scale and diversity of IoT services. Soldatos et al.

in [113], has presented the idea of converging IoT and utility computing on cloud as the

core concept of the OpenIoT project12. The proposed architecture is based on CoAP

and linked data [114]. The work uses the cloud concept at infrastructure level, in the way

that the utility of services provided by interconnected objects is measured. However, the

concept does not address the problem of efficient service delivery and multi-tenancy in a

PaaS model.

As it is already stated, among all the approaches listed above to make IoT data available

to the cloud, in this research has been chosen the Semantic Web.

2.3.1 Semantic Web

The Semantic Web, as envisioned by Tim Berners-Lee and described by the W3C Se-

mantic Web Activity, is an evolving extension of the World Wide Web in which the seman-

tics, or meaning, of information on the Web is formally defined. Formal definitions are

captured in ontologies, making it possible for machines to interpret and relate data content

more effectively. The principal technologies of the Semantic Web include the Resource

Description Framework (RDF) data representation model and the ontology representa-

tion languages RDF Schema and Web Ontology Language (OWL). Semantic Web has

long ago emerged as the transformation of the World Wide Web in an environment where

contents (HTML pages, binary files, images/media content, and so on) are enriched with

metadata that specify the semantic context of any content itself. Metadata languages and

formats (such as RDF and OWL) are primarily conceived to easily express information

about content, and automatically perform semantic data query (e.g., via search engines),

interpretation, and, more generally, to automatic aggregation and reasoning. Semantic

Web advances interaction between computers and humans one step further, and allows

humans to leverage a more autonomous and intelligent machine support in the execution

of the generic tasks. A key element of the Semantic Web is W3C SPARQL, which is a

query language for Resource Description Framework (RDF), and has long set itself as

the de facto standard to perform semantic queries on content exposed on the Web. RDF

describes the concepts and relationships about them through the introduction of triples

(subject-predicate-object); triples that have some elements in common become parts of
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a knowledge graph. SPARQL helps navigating such knowledge graphs and searching for

sub-graphs corresponding to user requests. Semantic Web and SPARQL query language

form a promising platform to support Data Governance and federation needs, and allow

building a connected network of information [115]. However, federation of semantic data

and navigation via SPARQL queries is still at an early stage and requires users to explicitly

express the distributed nodes upon which to perform semantic queries and subsequent

result aggregations, therefore negating the intrinsic benefits of adopting a semantic ap-

proach to distributed data aggregation and reasoning [116, 117]. To exploit the Semantic

Web as a resource for the resource discovery and providing at cloud level, let me intro-

duce the concept of Semantics of Sensors. Sensors encoding of observed phenomena

are by nature opaque (often in binary or proprietary formats); therefore, metadata play an

essential role in managing sensor data. A semantically rich sensor network would provide

spatial, temporal, and thematic information essential for discovering and analyzing sen-

sor data. Spatial metadata provide information regarding the sensor location and data, in

terms of either a geographical reference system, local reference, or named location

Local Metadata Local reference is especially useful when a sensor is attached to a mov-

ing object such as a car or airplane. Although the sensor’s location is constantly

changing, its location can be statically determined relative to the moving object.

In addition, data from remote sensors, such as video and images from cameras

and satellites, require complex spatial models to represent the field of view being

monitored, which is distinct from the sensor’s location.

Temporal Metadata Temporal metadata provides information regarding the time instant

or interval when the sensor data is captured. Thematic metadata describe a real-

world state from sensor observations, such as objects or events. Every discipline

contains unique domain-specific information, such as concepts describing weather

phenomena, structural integrity values of buildings, and biomedical events repre-

senting a patient’s health status.

Thematic metadata can be created or derived by several means, such as sensor data

analysis, extraction of textual descriptions, or social tagging.

The location type within the query could be a single coordinate location, a spatial region

within a bounding-box, or a named location such as a park or school. The semantics of

the time interval specified by the query could be about weather conditions that fall within

the time interval, contain the time interval, or overlap with the time interval. The type of

metadata necessary to answer the queries listed requires knowledge of the situation the

sensors observe. Such knowledge can be represented in ontologies and used to anno-

tate and reason over sensor data to answer complex queries. Initially, IoT is considered

as a RFID based technology. However, now the vision is much broader and anticipated

as combination of different technology enablers such as wireless sensor networks, SOA,

semantic web, and virtualization. These technology enablers act as building blocks for

the realization of the Web of Thing (WoT) vision. In this regard, open geospatial consor-

tium (OGC) provides a suite of standards (i.e., sensor web enablement (SWE)) [118] that

provides base line technologies for modeling sensors, observations and transducers. It
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also provides specifications for sensor observation, planning, alert, and notification ser-

vices at cloud level. Jongwoo Sung and colleagues proposed metadata framework that

stores sensor nodes capabilities in distributed servers on the internet instead of sensor

nodes [119]. Sensor metadata is described in XML format and accessed via web ser-

vices or HTTP. The framework has the advantage of minimizing the metadata overhead

and discovering sensor services efficiently. In [120], the authors highlighted the impor-

tance of resource discovery in the wireless sensor networks and provided the solution

in the situation of heterogeneity and mobility. The simulation results show that the us-

age of customized encoding formats consume less energy but lack interoperability. On

the other hand, XML encoding formats provide interoperability at the cost of more en-

ergy consumption. Thus, there is a tradeoff between efficiency and interoperability. The

aforementioned research works lack in providing the intended meaning to the data due

to the use of XML. In relation to make sense of sensor data and services, Amit Sheth

and his colleagues implied semantic web technologies to annotate the sensor data with

semantic metadata, exactly as this research proposed, which results in increasing inter-

operability [121]. Furthermore, different vocabularies are proposed to model sensor, and

smart objects services [122, 123, 124]. While, in Haung and Javed, in [125], proposed a

Semantic Web Architecture for Sensor Networks (SWASN), focusing on sensor data and

inference over sensor data for wide range of WSNs. In [119], is presented a general ar-

chitecture, attempting to meet the IoT requirements. However, the work only considered

the near field communication (NFC) enabled mobile phones to sense physical objects

embedded with NFC tags. The interaction between user and services is handled by in-

teraction proxy, which utilized the semantic reasoning capabilities for composing services

and entertaining the user request. Most recent works on smart objects are focusing on

linking and sharing smart object services and data so that the novel IoT application will be

able to enhance their autonomous decision making capabilities. In this regard, in [126],

the authors introduced the inspiring concept of Linked Sensor Data. They developed a

framework to make sensor data and metadata publicly accessible by publishing it on the

Linked Open Data (LOD) cloud. The enablement of smart object sensor data in the form

of Linked Sensor data brings different challenges such as discovery, access control and

privacy. In [127], authors proposed a middleware that includes a sensor registry and a

sensor discovery service to access and discover sensor using named- locations. Most

of the aforementioned research works either focus only on vocabulary or sensor network

framework. Whereas, we imply a holistic approach, considering the complete IoT en-

vironment and provide a semantic overlay of underneath infrastructure that enables the

framework to offer IoT capabilities in the form of web services.



Chapter 3

Middleware Architecture and

Discovery Protocol

This chapter is the core part of this dissertation, it will present the model of virtual sensor

and its architecture, then the fog middleware architecture and two smart fog middleware

driven device discovery protocols will be presented and illustrated. Finally, this chapter

concludes with the experimental results of the proposed protocols.

3.1 DaaS and Virtual Sensor

The main goal of this research is to realize a fog-based middleware capable of over-

coming the hottest still open issues of IoT, and enabling an easy, secure, technology-

independent interaction with the cloud. The two elements that have been identified as

key enabling components in order to fulfill the final goal, are: a fog-based architecture,

and a smart fog-driven device discovery protocol. The fog-based architecture bases its

core on the appliance of the fog paradigm to the IoT world and on the exploiting its

high standing qualities to overcome the IoT limitations. The architecture exploits a smart

fog-driven discovery protocol to discover any IoT device in a completely technology inde-

pendent manner. This protocol has a crucial relevance for overcoming the heterogeneity

of the IoT devices and prolonging the battery life time of IoT nodes. Indeed, the pro-

posed protocol exploit the location awareness, geo-distribution, the mobility support, local

management and overview provided by fog paradigm to solve the technology difference

related problem of IoT nodes, improve the discoverability capacity of traditional IoT dis-

covery schemes, and prolong the battery life-time of the devices. The higher level model,

this project is presenting, is DaaS. As it is already stated, DaaS’s goal is to abstract the

physical IoT objects in order to surpass their limitation in terms of hardware and tech-

nology heterogeneity, aggregate them to provide better solutions to complex scenarios,

solve the problems due to physical node high dynamicity, fault tolerance and battery life.

In a nutshell, DaaS is a virtual sensor. The virtual sensor model exploits the above men-

tioned fog-based architecture and smart fog-driven device discovery protocol to provide

an abstraction of the underlying world at cloud level. The next section describes a com-

prehensive model of virtual sensor and its architecture, then the next two, heavily focus

35
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of the core part of this project, the fog-based architecture and the smart fog-driven device

discovery protocol, along with in-depth detail discussion and the experimental results.
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Fog Middleware Tier The Fog Middleware layer is the mid tier of the architecture and it

has most relevant role. It accounts the creation of the physical IoT node abstrac-

tion and its providing to upper Cloud Layer. At this scope, Fog middleware has to

manage the both side of interaction, IoT Nodes - Fog Middleware, and Fog Mid-

dleware - Cloud. This tier receives and harvests the big amount of data from IoT

nodes, processes, aggregates, and manipulates it in order to provide an on-demand

abstraction to Cloud layer services and applications. Fog Middleware exploits the

environment information and data provided by IoT Nodes tier to create a proper

virtual sensor configuration, mapped on real physical objects, able to hit the cloud

services and applications requirements. The type of virtual sensors’ configuration

is addressed more in detail in the subsection 3.1.2. On the Cloud side, the Fog Mid-

dleware layer, provides virtual sensors as a abstract logical entities and the methods

to access and query them.

Cloud Virtual Sensor Tier The Cloud Virtual Sensor Tier is the highest layer of the ar-

chitecture. It accounts the exploiting of virtual sensors, provided by underlying tier,

to meet the requirements and request of the final user applications and/or other

services. This layer is totally unaware of how the virtual sensor is really realized,

located, obtained and queried, it sees the virtual sensor as a service that can be

queried or demanded. The Cloud Virtual Sensor layer requests to Fog Middleware

for a virtual sensor, then restricts itself to provide a way to access and interact with

it. In a nutshell, the main role of this layer is to expose the virtual sensor to the

requester. For requester is meant any type entity allow to request a virtual sensor,

it can be a final user, an application, a service, or any combination of the previous.

The proposed middleware creates an abstraction layer that absolutely uncouples the

physical and the business/applications layer. With this abstraction level the real de-

vices will be totally hidden, making the applications entirely independent from device’s

identity, location, connection technology, etc. Second, this extremely simplifies the in-

teraction and the integration of widespread and industry-relevant cloud/sensor already

existent solutions. Third, the virtual sensors into the Cloud could acts as a data man-

ager/manipulator/handler, in this way, it optimizes the IoT - Cloud communications in

terms of traffic, reduction of latency, response times and device’s energy consumption.

Fourth, the improvement of device recovery and availability is another main aspect the

proposed architectural model can theoretically achieve. With the virtual sensor a faulted

physical real device might be transparently replaced with a backup device without any

service interruption. Fifth, virtual sensor enables and facilitates the facing of incoming

system load peak conditions. With an appropriated resizing/reshaping of the virtual sen-

sor network, the incoming load peak can be balanced. An efficient and effortlessly resiz-

ing/reshaping of the virtual sensor network can be achieved, through a smart fog-driven

device discovery protocol and a dynamic device provisioning.
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specific type of data enabling all, and only, sensors in the WSN those relate to that

particular interesting phenomena. By aggregating data, this configuration provides

fault tolerance and data quality. Fig 3.2.b.

Many-To-Many This configuration trivially represents the combination between the two

above. A physical object can correspond to many virtual sensors and being part of

aggregated data sensors network. Fig 3.2.c.

Derived The derived configuration is the generalization of all the configurations above.

It exposes a virtual sensor as an aggregation of several different types of physical

real devices (other configurations work with devices of the same type instead). The

virtual sensor with a a Derived configuration allows to sense complex event type,

for example it is possible to monitor the state of an entire room with a single Virtual

Sensor configured as Derived (fig 3.2.d.1). Moreover, Derived configuration, has

another impressive application, it allows the simulation of data gathered by a sen-

sor not physically deployed in a local area. To clarify this remarkable aspect, it is

enough to think to an occupancy virtual sensor obtained by a derived configuration

of a multitude of brightness sensors deployed in a room. The occupancy informa-

tion is derived by the calculation of the interpolation of the brightness devices’ light

intensity variation (fig 3.2.d.2).

The crucially main role for the creation of virtual sensor configuration is played by the

discovery protocol. The discovery protocol has to be able to overcome the heterogeneity

of the different devices. The efficiency of the protocol has a main importance. Indeed, in

environments extremely dynamic like IoT, the discoverability of a new device is decisive;

moreover in case of configuration reshaping need, elasticity need, fault tolerance han-

dling, and quality of service or data.

The next subsection addresses the proposed smart fog-driven device discovery protocol.

3.2 Smart Fog-Driven Device Discovery Protocol

The smart fog-driven discovery protocol, as it has already described, is one of the two

core part of this project. IoT nodes can have different nature, resource capabilities, mo-

bility pattern, battery life etc. The proposed discovery protocol has to be technology

independent in order to overcome such heterogeneity. it has to be applicable to any IoT

environment, scenario, and object type. In a remarkably dynamic environment like IoT,

the efficiency of a discovery protocol is a characteristic with a certainly high importance,

moreover for the middleware and the goals this project aims to achieve. An high efficiency

protocol, in terms of device discoverability, is capable to assure the new device discov-

erability regardless its type, its speed, its mobility pattern, etc. This feature is crucial for

the proposed middleware. Indeed, the creation of virtual sensor configuration, the contin-

uous availability, the fault tolerance, the WSN elasticity, the virtual sensor homogeneity,

are all features achievable only with an extremely high efficiency of the device discovery

protocol. In addition, the battery life of the IoT device has a remarkable role. As it is

already stated, IoT scenarios have an high dinamicity and the continuously running of the
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discovery protocol drives to a quite quick battery drain. Hence, a protocol capable to save

power and reduce the energy waste surely brings huge benefits. The proposed device

discovery protocol aims to overcome the device heterogeneity, be discoverability efficient,

and be energy sustainable, by exploiting the main quality provided by fog paradigm. The

proposed protocol has an hybrid nature and it is run part in D2D mode among IoT objects,

and part with a IoT device - fog interaction. This fog-driven hybrid protocol falls in both

the discovery protocol family introduced in subsection 1.3.2, Request-Based Discovery

and Direct Discovery. The protocol is hardware agnostic as long as the IoT object has in-

ternet connectivity. According to its nature, the internet connectivity is necessary in order

to let the IoT node interact with fog. The necessity of internet connectivity is not a such

strong constraint, because all nowadays smart object has at least one interface capable

of internet connection. Moreover, by definition, an IoT object should have internet con-

nectivity. The proposed smart fog-driven device discovery protocol follows the following

generic steps:

1. At the beginning fog loads to IoT objects the areas of interest

2. When the IoT nodes enters in any area of interest, it starts to periodically ping the

fog with its position

3. The fog node alerts the in-range IoT device closest to the approaching node

4. The alerted IoT object initiates the D2D communication

5. The alerted IoT object establishes the connection with the approaching node

6. The IoT node became part of the network

Nowadays Bluetooth is the standard de-facto technology for the wireless connect-

ing any IoT devices. The Bluetooth SIG, with the release of Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE),

has paved the way to the massive adoption of Bluetooth as node communication enabling

technology in Iot field. While the IoT fog interaction for the alerting/wake-up mechanism

is based on Message Queue Telemetry Transport (MQTT), a lightweight M2M communi-

cation protocol suited for resource constrained devices and largely used in IoT. MQTT is

one of the most widespread, adopted, supported and used in IoT environments. For this

reason BLE and MQTT have been selected as study case technologies for the proposed

smart fog-driven discovery protocol.

In the next subsection is provided an overview of the MQTT and Bluetooth Low Energy

discovery process.

3.2.1 IoT Application-Layer Protocols

There are two main categories of application-layer protocols in IoT: Publish/Subscribe

and Request/Response protocols. The two most representative protocols of these two

categories are Message Queue Telemetry Transport (MQTT) and COnstraint Application

Protocol (COAP), respectively. The architecture of COAP is based on REpresentational

State Transfer (REST). COAP can work on UDP over 6LowPAN, and its implementations

include reliability techniques in order to overcome the unreliability of UDP [129]. The
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security services are considered as a drawback in COAP. Therefore, its implementations

use Datagram Transport Layer Security (DTLS) for protecting the UDP messages, al-

though DTLS does not fit well in the IoT applications [130]. As regards MQTT, it belongs

to the Publish/Subscribe category, and it is a lightweight M2M communication protocol.

As opposed to COAP, MQTT works on simplified TCP. Pub/sub messaging requires less

communication bandwidth and computational power in IoT applications when compared

to request/response messaging protocol like COAP [130]. While there are reference

studies for designing publish/subscribe patterns for COAP [131], the common-sense is

that MQTT is perfected tailored for resource-constrained devices with limited bandwidth.

MQTT architecture can be broken down into three main components as follows:

Subscriber , is an entity that is subscribed to one or more topics, which automatically

receives updates from the broker about its subscribed topics;

Publisher , is an entity that publishes messages on one or more topics while these

messages are delivered to the subscribers by the Broker.

Broker , is a server that waits for the incoming messages on the topics, and dispatches

them upon receipt. It is worth mentioning that publisher-subscriber peers communi-

cate through a topic without knowing each other. that being said, the broker is also

responsible for ensuring security in the application layer [129].

MQTT is highly capable of suiting the needs of resource-limited devices. In particular,

MQTT has the potential to prolong the battery lifetime of IoT devices. However, the impact

of MQTT protocol on the lifetime of IoT devices is still under investigation. For example, in

[132] the authors state that the system can be put in sleep state; however, the analysis of

individual components in an MQTT-driven node discovery system remains an open issue.

Besides these, a comparative study on the impact of the application-layer protocols on

IoT networks [133] reports that COAP is preferable if energy efficiency/battery lifetime is

a concern whereas whereas MQTT is a beneficial choice when reliability is a concern.

More recently, the authors in [134] presented a comparison of COAP, MQTT, MQTT-SN,

WebSocket, and TCP, and provided insights for the performance and energy aspects of

these protocols. To wrap up the debates on the effectiveness and efficiency of application

layer protocols, it can be stated that there is almost a consensus on the suitability of the

MQTT protocol for IoT applications that seek persistence of messages, secure multicast

communications and high reliability.

3.2.2 Bluetooth Low Energy Discovery

Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) is a fairly recent wireless technology with widespread us-

age. It represents a remarkable improvement over the regular Bluetooth, and it has been

introduced since Bluetooth version 4.1. All the improvements (both hardware and soft-

ware) that BLE has brought up paved the way to a widespread diffusion and use of this

technology in the IoT domain because BLE meets most of IoT needs, especially in device

discovery. The device discovery process in BLE is led through two main entities, a scan-

ner, since now on named BLE-S, and an advertiser, since now on named BLE-A. The

BLE-A is the entity that typically broadcasts packets, namely advertising packets, to allow
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the BLE-A to be discovered by other BLE-S devices. The presence of an advertising

packet in the scanning window of a BLE-S implies the discovery of the BLE-S.

There are two types of advertising processes:

• advertisement to establish a bidirectional connection between BLE-A and BLE-S

• 2) transfer of information without requesting any connection

Indeed, each advertising process has its own advertisement packet type. When a BLE-

A is advertising, it sends the same packet on three channels (namely, 37, 38, 39, at

2402 MHz, 2426 MHz, 2480 MHz respectively) at the physical layer. The frequencies

of the channels have been selected in order to minimize the interference with the WiFi

channels. Then, the advertising cycle consists of sending the same advertising packet

on the channel 37, 38, 39 consecutively as depicted in Fig. 3.3. It is pretty intuitive that

transmission of advertising packets on fewer channels would save power, however power

savings will be at the expense of lower discoverability of the BLE-A device.

Figure 3.3: BLE Advertising process duty-cycle
.

BLE-S plays the other main role in the BLE discovery (scanning) process. Indeed, BLE-

S can activate and scan for other advertising devices at any time. Two types of BLE

device discovery procedures can be performed, namely active and passive scanning. In

the former, BLE-S, after having detected a new BLE-A, may send a further scan request

as an inquiry about the new device whereas in the latter, the BLE-S can only receive

the advertising data from the BLE-A. Analogously to advertising process, the scanner

listens for advertising packets on the same three channels (i.e., 37, 38, and 39). A BLE-S

remains in the listening mode for new devices for a fixed time window. The time window

in which the BLE-S remains in the listening mode is referred to as the scan window or

scan frame. Thus, BLE-S initiates a scanning window on each channel cyclically for a

fixed period, which stands for the scanning frame length. In case an advertising packet is

detected in a scanning window, the BLA-A is marked as discovered. Fig. 3.4 illustrates

the scanning process.

Prior to wrapping up the brief review of the BLE discovery process, it is worth noting

that parameters in both processes are tunable. For the advertisement procedure, these

parameters include: advertising interval, combination of advertising channels, and adver-

tising type in advertising scheme. For the scanning procedure, the parameters are: scan

interval, window length, duration, and type. Although all of these parameters are con-

figurable, it might happen that BLE-S and BLE-A do not discover each other with a high
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Figure 3.4: BLE scanning process duty-cycle
.

success rate. A possible scenario, which may cause low success rate in the discovery

can be as follows: an advertising packet is not launched on a different channel or at a dif-

ferent time with respect to the scanning window open time. Moreover, as better discussed

in the following, properly configuring these parameters would make it possible to signifi-

cantly improve energy efficiency of the standard BLE discovery protocol. The proposed

smart fog-driven device discovery protocol provide insights for the executing context at

the service discovery layer, by the improving of discovery protocol performances in terms

of success of the discovery process, and enabling power-efficient discovery.

3.2.3 Proposed Sustainable Discovery Protocol

3.2.4 Model

The wide spread of wearable, Body Area Network (BAN), and Personal Area Network

(PAN) calls for new solutions able to efficiently support the continuous connectivity of

these smart objects. As it is already stated, Bluetooth has become the standard de-facto

technology for the wireless connecting any smart devices. This trend has led the whole

research community to focus its attention on the crucial aspects of this technology. In

the mobile communication field, one of the hottest topic is the node discovery process.

Moreover, speaking of battery-operated mobile nodes, another crucial aspect to address

is the energy management. This is the main cause developing a smart fog-driven de-

vice discovery protocol is crucial for the proposed fog middleware. The device discovery

has a central role in IoT, it enables the nodes connection and the IoT service providing.

BLE has paved the way to the massive adoption of Bluetooth as node communication

enabling technology in Iot field. BLE is able to provide a quite simple discovery process

keeping the energy consumption relatively low. The applications of Bluetooth Low Energy

discovery-based systems fall several fields such as marketing advertisement, city’s point

of interest discovery, sports performance monitoring, indoor positioning systems, smart

health systems, just to name few. The traditional or conventional BLE discovery process

has a quite simple and trivial architecture, it involves two type of entities, a scanner and

an advertiser. The BLE scanner (BLE-S) looks for other devices in the proximity, while the

BLE advertiser (BLE-A) announces its presence to the nearby BLE-S. Let me introduce

an example of a typical conventional BLE discovery scenario, a BLE beacon is located

in proximity of a painting in a museum and it is continuously in the active state scanning

the vicinity for other devices. In this scenario, when a new device approaches, it gets

discovered and the scanner sends to it all the information regarding the painting. In this

traditional BLE discovery scenario, one of the two entities has a static location and con-
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tinuously advertises its presence or scans for other devices while, on the other hand, the

other entity, it supposed to be moving. I consider this as my reference, a scenario in which

the BLE-Ss have a static and known position, while the BLE-As are mobile. In the default

BLE discovery protocol, the BLE-S constantly and periodically scans for devices in the

proximity, being the scan process an endless loop. The other entity of the model, the

BLE-A, continuously advertises its presence. As I mentioned before, the BLE-A does not

have a static and fixed location, it is in continual movement, carried by pedestrians. The

BLE discovery process succeeds when a advertising packet sent by BLE-A, hits a BLE-S

active scanning window. In other words, when an advertising BLE-A is close enough to

a scanning BLE-S to allow an advertising packet to hit the BLE-S’s scanning window, the

BLE-A is discovered. This traditional discovery approach might result to be inefficient.

For example, the BLE-Ss keep scanning for devices even if there are no BLE-As nearby,

on the other hand, the BLE-As keep advertising even in the areas where there are no

BLE-Ss. Even if a BLE-S and a BLE-A are in proximity, they might not discover each

other cause the scanning and the advertising process are not synchronized (for a de-

tailed description of how the discovery process works at low level, refer 3.2.2). If a BLE-A

sends an advertising packet on a channel and a BLE-s is scanning on a different one,

they does not discover each other. Hence, there might be the possibility that two devices

do not discover each other despite they are in proximity. BLE is worldwide used as main

short ranged node discovery technology, but it does not mean that its discovery process

cannot be improved both in terms of device discoverability and power consumption. BLE

is well known to be power efficient, but energy wastage could still occur and its power ef-

ficiency could be improved even more. I have already introduced the cases in which the

conventional BLE discovery scenario results to be not efficient in terms of device discov-

ererability, now I highlight its inefficiency in terms of power consumption. In the traditional

BLE discovery scenario, the scanners have the BLE interface always active and scan for

devices periodically and constantly, i.e. a BLE beacon. On the other hand, the advertisers

have also the BLE interface always active and they are in advertising mode, continuously.

This approach is clearly inefficient in terms of power consumption. A continuously scan-

ning BLE-S, with no BLE-As around, is wasting energy. In the same way, a BLE-A would

significantly save power if it does not advertise its presence in an area where there are

no BLE-Ss. Under this point of view, the most power efficient approach would result

in the BLE-S and BLE-A active their BLE interface, and start scanning/advertising only

when they are in range of each other. The main idea driving this protocol is to exploit the

fog paradigm for overcoming the aforementioned issues of conventional BLE discovery

scenario.

By aiming at sustainable discovery of BLE nodes in IoT application domains, a smart fog-

driven discovery protocol, is proposed. This protocol is fog-driven because it exploits the

support provided by fog in order to improve the traditional discovery protocols and achieve

the above mentioned goals. The interaction with fog is based on MQTT protocol, hence,

since now on it will be referred as MQTT-driven protocol. It is named Power Efficient

Node Discovery (PEND). PEND has been further extended in order to better overcome

the energy wasting challenges it faced, which will be further presented. PEND adopts

an MQTT-based BLE discovery which consists of three entities, BLE-S, BLE-A, and Fog
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Node (FN). BLE-S is located at a previously determined fixed position to periodically scan

the nearby BLE devices in the vicinity. As opposed to BLE-S, the BLE-A is not fixed to a

static position; thus, BLE-A may or may not happen to be present in the scanning range

of BLE-S at the time of scanning. The FNs are located in fixed position spread all over

the territory as part of the infrastructure.

Firstly, let me recap what I am going to take as a base reference, namely Benchmark,

traditional, conventional, or Regular scenario. It is a usual BLE discovery scenario wide

used and known. It involves only two entities, the BLE-S and BLE-A without any type of

support. In this scenario, BLE-S are in a fixed, static and known location and it scans

for devices periodically and constantly. The BLE-As are capable to move and they ad-

vertises constantly and periodically. In this scenario there is not any intelligence and or

support to the discovery process. In case of no devices nearby, the scanner keeps scan-

ning the region as it is set to be active, scanning continuously and periodically. Under

conventional discovery scenario, there is no guarantee of device discovery within BLE-S

scanning frame. Indeed, there might be scanning frames with no devices discovered, or

it is also possible to have a new device entering in BLE discovery range between two

consecutive scanning frames resulting in the advertiser and the scanner being mutually

non-discoverable. According to that, the traditional BLE node discovery results to waste

significant power if BLE-S is battery-operated. The smart MQTT-driven discovery proto-

cols aim to overcome these issues by exploiting the geo-location of the devices provided

by FNs via Internet connectivity. The goal is to reduce the waste of energy of the conven-

tional or benchmark approach and to improve significantly the DMR evaluated for each

device. The Device Matching Ratio, DMR, is defined as the percentage of the scan-

ning windows in which at least an BLE-A has been discovered out of the total number of

scanning windows within a limited period of time. For example, if a BLE-S runs twenty

scanning processes (scanning windows) in ten minutes and only in ten of them it discov-

ers at least an BLE-A, the DMR results to be 50%. Consequently, with a 100% DMR, I

mean the case in which a BLE-S discovers at least a BLE-A in each scanning window

in a finite period of time. DMR is formulated as shown in Eq. 3.1 where Fs is the total

number of scanning frames, and δ f denotes a binary variable that is one if a BLE-A was

discovered within the scanning frame f .

DMR =
∑

Fs

f=1
δ f

Fs

(3.1)

Following, the novel proposed discovery protocol and its extension, along with technical

discussion on the of battery power consumption and the improvement of DMR, will be

addressed.

PEND: Power Efficient Node Discovery

In order to overcome to the deficiencies of the conventional BLE device discovery, PEND

activates the BLE interface and the scanning procedure only if a new advertiser gets in the

proximity of the BLE-S. A BLE-S is able to detect a new device inside its own BLE discov-

ery range exploiting the geo-location of the devices provided and the location awareness

by fog. Indeed, an integral part of PEND protocol is the interaction with the FN. This com-
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munication is based on MQTT protocol. In PEND scenario, the FN is supposed to carry

an MQTT broker, installed and running. The location of every BLE-S is static and known

by the server running on the FN. It is worth noting that each BLE-S is equipped with a

WiFi interface, continuously active and subscribed on an application-specific MQTT topic

on the broker. In this way, each BLE-S gets alerted via MQTT when a BLE-S is in its BLE

discovery range. The scanning procedure in PEND scenario is MQTT-triggered. PEND

also takes advantage of the low-cost WiFi connectivity as opposed to its counterparts.

The figure 3.5 provides an illustration of PEND protocol and its message flow.

Figure 3.5: An illustration of PEND with message streams extending MQTT
.

In my scenario, Bluetooth interface of the BLE-S is initially off. Every BLE-A has preloaded

all the geofences of the BLE-Ss’ proximity. The BLE-As start to send their location to the

MQTT broker on FN as soon as they get in a BLE-S’s proximity. The geofences on the

BLE-As allow the advertisers to send their location only when they enter in a scanner

proximity region. Once that the BLE-As enter in the area, they sends their location peri-

odically to fog. The FN calculates the distance between the BLE-A and the nearest BLE-S

upon the MQTT broker has received the advertiser’s location message. If the distance

between scanner and advertiser falls within the BLE discovery range, the MQTT broker

wakes the scanner up with a WAKEUP message. When a BLE-S receives a WAKEUP

message, it enables its BLE interface, and it starts scanning. The scanning frame is kept

active for a limited amount of time. The BLE interface is turned off upon the scanning

period is over. Thus, according to PEND, a BLE-S activates the BLE interface and scans

for devices only if an advertiser is in the vicinity, within a certain distance, and only for

limited period of time. According with this behavior, I expect PEND improves the battery

lifetime of a BLE-S which is not always plugged in, compared to conventional scenario.

It is worthy to highlight that the main feature of the proposed protocol is to guarantee

the discoverability of new devices. Indeed, the activation the BLE interface and scanning

only when a new node is within the range ensures a 100% DMR. Despite the efficiency of

PEND in terms of DMR and battery power consumption, it still experiences challenges.
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Firstly, selecting the optimal length of a scanning frame (Ls) requires thorough investi-

gation. Secondly, the spawning frequency of a new BLE-A ( fa) remains an open issue

whereas the proximity threshold for the MQTT broker to wake up a BLE-S (Pth) also re-

quires further study. Moreover, a question might be risen: Is it possible to consume less

power by having BLE always ON instead of switching on and off? In this paper, I aim at

addressing these issues through a thorough performance study.

SPEND: Smart and Power Efficient Node Discovery

In this subsection, SPEND is introduced, as an improvement of PEND protocol. SPEND

stands for Smart and Power Efficient Node Discovery (SPEND), and it is a smarter ver-

sion of PEND protocol. Being PEND already ables to perform 100% DMR, with SPEND,

I mainly aim to improve the power efficiency. In SPEND, the power consumption can

be significantly reduced under some circumstances, however there is no guarantee for

minimization. In PEND, the BLE-S is waken up by FN through a MQTT message, when

a new node is detected as approaching. The BLE-S starts scanning for the new nearby

device for the duration of the scanning frame. PEND keeps the BLE interface active and

scanning for a deterministic duration, and this might turn into energy waste if BLE-S im-

mediately discover the BLE-A and the scanning frame length is long. The deterministic

active state duration of the BLE interface in PEND might result in increased power con-

sumption under long frame lengths. In order to save more energy as possible, SPEND

forces the scanner to terminate the scanning process as soon as the nearby approach-

ing BLE-A has been discovered, regardless of whether the scanning frame should end.

In SPEND the BLE-A sends to FN either the location and the UUID of the device. This

UUID is forwarded to BLE-S as content of WAKEUP message by FN. In this way the

BLE-S is able to perform a selective scanning process, guaranteeing the discovering only

that specific device. With a selective scanning, I are sure of closing the scanning win-

dow only when the new nearby approaching BLE-A has been discovered. In SPEND, FN

plays a important role even more, indeed it enables the BLE-Ss to perform a filtered scan-

ning. The filter is based on a device’s UUID, and it makes the discovery process ables

to discover only those specific devices effectively interested in the service or information

provided by the scanner. Moreover, the filter allows the BLE-Ss to shut the scanning

window down as soon as those devices have been discovered, saving power. If the new

nearby approaching device has not been discovered after a certain amount of time, the

scanning frame terminates anyway. In the worst case, SPEND results to be PEND. With

this kind of approach, SPEND saves power in the most of cases, in the worst case the

performances in terms of power consumption are similar to PEND.

In order to highlight even more the different behaviors of the three proposed schemes,

conventional or benchmark, PEND, and SPEND, the fig 3.6 illustrates the behavioral wave

forms of the three approaches.

The sub figures 3.6a, 3.6b, 3.6c depict the behavioural waveform of benchmark, PEND,

and SPEND schemes respectively. In fig. 3.6a, the continuous blue line represents the

scanning frames of BLE-S, the dotted orange line represents the advertising frames of

BLE-A, and the dashed yellow line is the behaviour of BLE-S’s BLE interface. As it is easy

to spot, the BLE-S scans the proximity periodically and constantly, while the BLE-A does
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not have a static and fixed mobility pattern, it could not enter at all in BLE-S range or it

can enter between two consecutive BLE-S scanning frames. In the first case the BLE-S

keeps scanning in vain the proximity, wasting energy. Even worse, in the second case, the

BLE-A enters in the BLE-S discovery range without has been discovered. In both of the

cases it results in energy waste and bad DMR. In fig 3.6b, and 3.6c, the continuous blue

lines represent the advertising frames of BLE-A, and the dot-dashed orange lines are the

representation of BLE-S scanning frames. As it possible to see in both sub figures the

BLE-S scans the area for new approaching devices only when a new BLE-A is effectively

in-range. This particular behaviour is possible because the activation of BLE-S scanning

process is triggered by the FN via MQTT. Here, it is even more highlighted, how the

exploiting of fog is essential to provide an high DMR and to reduce the wasting of energy.

Figures 3.6b, and 3.6c, hence PEND and SPEND, differs to each other for the BLE-S

scanning policy. In fig 3.6b, is possible to notice how the BLE-S scanning windows is

kept active for a fixed amount of time, namely scanning frame length, and for its whole

duration. While, on the other hand, from fig. 3.6c, emerges how SPEND immediately

shuts the scanning frame down upon the approaching BLE-A has been discovered.

Before presenting the high number of experiments run under several conditions, let me

introduce the other core part of this project, the hybrid IoT-fog architecture that, through

the above presented protocols, will be able to provide the physical IoT devices to an

higher level.

3.3 Fog-Enabled Architecture for BLE-Based Discovery

This section, after a brief introduction aimed to contextualize the presented fog-middleware

architecture, first introduce the distributed architecture, then presents and explains an

adaptive strategy for the proposed environment. For the sake of clarity, for proposed

environment, is meant the Fog-Enabled architecture for IoT and the smart MQTT-driven

device discovery protocols introduced in section 3.2.3. The introduction of fog paradigm

in the architecture has the main crucial role of leveraging all the IoT needs. Indeed, fog

middleware is able to support IoT and IoT devices with computing resources, communica-

tions protocol, location awareness, mobility support, low latency, and geo-distribution. In

addition, the exploiting of fog paradigm enhances the IoT user experience. The fog mid-

dleware architecture has a key importance also in supporting the node discovery process.

Indeed, through the fog middleware is possible to drastically improve the IoT device dis-

coverability and IoT nodes sustainability. By exploiting the location awareness provided

by fog nodes, it is possible to make the IoT nodes aware of the presence of each other

in the proximity. In this way, the discovery process can start only when there effectively

are two nodes in the proximity. With this kind of fog support, the discoverability and sus-

tainability of IoT nodes will be increased. Next sub section presents an architecture and

a new interaction model aimed to heavily improve the BLE device discoverability and to

apply a better energy management. The model is based on introducing fog computing

paradigm into the traditional BLE discovery scenario. The idea is to provide an IoT-Fog

architecture ables of exploiting the main features provided by fog computing such as geo-

distribution, location awareness, mobility support and so on, and applying them to IoT
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level in order to optimize the devices’ discoverability and reduce the power consumption

at the same time.

3.3.1 Distributed Architecture

The architecture I am proposing is composed by three entities: BLE-S, BLE-A and Fog

Node (FN). Fog nodes have been introduced in the model, unlike the convention scenario,

to exploit advantages and quality provided by the fog paradigm to improve the power

efficiency of the BLE discovery process and optimize the devices’ discoverability. Via FNs,

I target the discovery synchronization, in other words, I want to make the BLE-Ss and the

BLE-As aware of when they are in proximity of each other, synchronizing the advertising

and the scanning process. In this way, the BLE-A and the BLE-S start advertising and

scanning only when they are in their proximity, saving power and optimizing the device

discoverability. The architectural model I am going to refer is depicted in fig. 3.7. I assume

the BLE-Ss are located in a fixed and static locations, their goal is to discover BLE-As in

the most efficient way in terms of power consumption. The BLE-Ss are not connected to

any power supply. The BLE-As do not have a static and known position, they are free to

move. I suppose the BLE-As to be carried by pedestrians. Their goal is to be discovered

and to receive information by the BLE-Ss. The BLE-Ss and BLE-As are smart devices like

smartphones. These devices have internet connectivity and a BLE interface. The FNs

are smart entities connected to the infrastructure. At the beginning, the FNs load on BLE-

As all the areas in where there are BLE-Ss providing services of interest. For example,

an advertiser might be interested in some particular commercial advertising, food or drink

spots, some touristic attractions, therefore any type of location-based service. In this way,

only a restricted set of BLE-Ss are loaded to the BLE-A and it will not be involved in the

discovery process by each nearby BLE-S. When a BLE-A enters in one of the pre-fetched

areas of interest (green areas in fig.3.7), it starts sending its location to the FNs. In this

way, the FNs become aware about BLE-As position and, when they enters in the BLE

discovery range of a BLE-S (blue areas in fig.3.7), the FN alerts that specific BLE-S and

makes the discovery process synchronized and starting. When a BLE-S is alerted by a

FN, it switches the BLE interface ON and begins the scanning process, at the same time,

the interested BLE-A begins the advertising process, in a fully synchronized manner. In

this way, with this model and architecture, the BLE device discoverability is optimized,

and, activating BLE interface and discovery process only when it is strictly needed, the

power consumption is also reduced, saving power.

The model exploits the awareness given by fog paradigm in order to optimize the devices’

discoverability and minimize the scanners power consumption at the same time. The

model depicted in fig. 3.7 describes a three entities architecture composed by BLE-Ss,

BLE-As, and FNs. The communications between the FNs and the BLE-Ss and that one

between the BLE-As and FNs are via internet connectivity using the MQTT protocol. Fur-

ther, WiFi is used and referred as internet connectivity . In the model there two factors of

power consumption, the BLE discovery process and the internet connectivity. Firstly, I fo-

cus on the biggest of these two factor in terms of power consumption, the BLE discovery

process. At the first stage, I keep the internet connectivity of the scanner active, focusing

on saving the power consumption due to BLE usage. The BLE interface of BLE-Ss is kept
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Figure 3.7: A model IoT-Fog Distributed Architecture
.

off at the beginning. In the proposed model, the BLE-As are in permanent movement,

as soon as an BLE-A enters in the BLE-S’s proximity area (green area), it starts sending

its location and its UUID to the FN via MQTT, making the FN aware about the position

of the advertiser and its ID. When the BLE-A gets closer to BLE-S, in the BLE discovery

range (the blue area), the FN alerts the relative BLE-S that switches on the BLE interface

and starts scanning for that specific BLE-A. The FNs, being aware of the location of the

BLE-Ss and BLE-As, alert and wake up the BLE-S only when the BLE-A is in the BLE

range. This synchronization makes the device discoverability guaranteed, minimizing the

active time of the BLE interface. Once the BLE-A is discovered, the BLE interface will be

switched OFF. It easy to understand that, according with the approach aforementioned,

the switching ON/OFF of the BLE interface is strictly dependent by the arrival of BLE-As.

This kind of interaction protocol and an its improvement have already been described as

Power Efficient Node Discovery (PEND) and Smart PEND (SPEND), in the previous sec-

tion, 3.2.3. The aforementioned protocols bring a remarkable improvement, in terms of

power efficiency, of the conventional scenario in which the fog paradigm is not involved.

The protocols face the interaction D2D, or rather between BLE-A and BLE-S. This sec-

tion focuses the attention on a new strategy for the cost optimization, aimed to reduce

even more the power consumption. Furthermore, the model is made even more power

efficient by addressing the second main factor of the power consumption, the BLE-Ss’

internet connectivity always active. In the model already presented the BLE interface

usage is reduced but the internet connectivity is always active. In order to improve the

power saving, this aspect is faced by reducing also the internet connectivity usage. The

problem is addressed by keeping the internet interface OFF at beginning, and setting a

timer on BLE-Ss. When the timer triggers the BLE-S connects to the FNs, and if there are

BLE-As in the proximity, it activates the BLE interface a starts scanning for devices. The

FN, being aware of the BLE-As’ location and their speed, sets up the next timer value.
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The disadvantage of this kind of approach is that the model might not guarantee the dis-

coverability of a BLE-A. Indeed, with a bad setting of the wake-up timer, or with a sudden

direction or speed change, a BLE-A might pass through the BLE-S’s area without being

discovered. This kind of approach paves the way to several challenges, for instance, what

is the minimum value of the timer that guarantee the discoverability of the BLE-As? And

then, What is the best trade-off between losing some BLE-As and saving more power?

In the next section a deep analysis regarding a switching on/off strategy to minimize

the power consumption for the first stage of the model will be presented. Furthermore,

the calculation of the minimum wakeup timer of the BLE-Ss for avoiding the advertisers

losses, is faced.

3.3.2 Adaptive BLE switching on/off strategy for energy saving

The first factor of power consumption of the proposed architectural model is the energy

consumed by BLE activities. This aspect is faced by switching on/off of the BLE-Ss’ BLE

interface accordingly with the arrival of the BLE-As. It is easy to understand that this

approach is strongly dependent by the BLE-As’ arrival frequency. If this frequency signif-

icantly grows, a BLE-S might enter in a continuous BLE switching on/off status. This kind

of status results to be more power consuming than keeping the BLE always active (base-

line scenario). With a high arrival frequency of the BLE-As might be more power efficient

to keep the BLE interface of the BLE-Ss always active. This falls in a balance dilemma

between switching continuously on/off the BLE interface and adopting the baseline strat-

egy, keeping the interface always active. The balance dilemma just described belongs to

class of problems of choosing between paying a periodic cost (rent a pair of skis) or pay-

ing a bigger cost just once (buying price). This class of problems is known as ’Ski Rental

problem’ [135]. The best off-line deterministic strategy is paying the rental cost until the

accumulated expense does not reach the buying cost, then, it is better paying the buying

cost. In the presented model, it means that the optimal strategy in term of power saving

is to adopt the strategy of switching on/off the BLE interface of the scanners at every

BLE-A’s arrival until the power consumption due to continuous switching becomes equal

to keep the interface active. The problem is addressed only in terms of power consump-

tion, assuming the scanning frequency of the baseline scenario high enough to avoid

the device discoverability losses. This strategy belongs to the class of two-competitive

algorithms in which the optimum is given by the ratio between the buying and the rental

price. More formally, the proposed analysis is based on two metrics; Energy of SWitching

(ESW) is the energy consumed for switching on the BLE interface, the energy required

for the scanning process, and the energy required to switch off the interface. The sum

of these three elements has to be repeated each time a BLE-A enters in the BLE dis-

coverability range, plus the energy consumed by keeping the internet connectivity active

and the MQTT activities. ESW is namely the repeating cost of renting. The Energy UP

(EUP) is the energy consumed by keeping the BLE interface always active with a periodic

scan process. It is given by the sum of the energy consumed by switching on and off the

interface just once, plus the energy consumed by the scanning process multiplied for the

scanning frequency. The scanning frequency is supposed to be static and calculated over

a finite period of time, i.e. one hour. EUP is namely the buying cost of the ski. Formally
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the two metrics are expressed in the equation 3.2a and 3.2b

ESW = ewi f i +
N

∑
i=1

(eONi + eOFFi + eSCANi)∗ f rARRi ∗δi (3.2a)

EUP = eON + eOFF + eMAN +(eSCAN ∗ f rSCAN) (3.2b)

Where N is total number of BLE-As in the system, eON and eOFF are the energies re-

quired to activate and deactivate the BLE interface, respectively. The eMAN is the energy

required to keep the interface active, while eSCAN represents the energy consumed by

the scanning process. Furthermore, let ewifi be the energy consumed by keeping the

internet connectivity always active and the MQTT activities. Then, frSCAN and frARR are

respectively the scanning frequency of a BLE-S and the arrival frequency of the BLE-As.

While δi is a boolean variable, it is 1, if the ith BLE-A is in the BLE discovery range of a

BLE-S, 0 otherwise. Once we have defined the aforementioned metrics, we can obtain

the the optimum of the balance dilemma. The optimum, according with the deterministic

two competitive strategy for this class of problem is given by the division of EUP over

ESW. The optimum of the dilemma means the maximum number switching on/off of the

BLE interface before to keep the interface always active becomes more power efficient.

The optimum OPT is calculated with the formula 3.3

OPT =
EUP

ESW

=
eON + eOFF + eMAN +(eSCAN ∗ f rSCAN)

ewi f i +∑
N
i=1

(eONi + eOFFi + eSCANi)∗ f rARRi ∗δi

(3.3a)

considering the worst case in which every BLE-A enters in the BLE discoverability range

and defining eSW as (eON + eOFF), equation 3.3 becomes:

=
eSW + eMAN +(eSCAN ∗ f rSCAN)

ewi f i +[(eSW + eSCAN)∗N ∗ f rARR]
(3.3b)

As already stated, considering a finite period of time T, frSCAN is static and fixed. It makes

the calculation of the optimum totally depended by frARR.

The second power consumption factor of the system is given by the internet connectivity

always active. This aspect is faced by turning the internet connectivity of the BLE-Ss to

dormant state for a certain period of time. The timer that wakes up the connectivity of

the BLE-Ss is driven by FNs. The FNs are aware about BLE-As movements, speed, and

frequency. Given all those information, the FN is capable to efficiently set the timer on the

BLE-Ss. The problem regarding the calculation of the minimum timeout that guarantees

the discoverability of all BLE-As, is faced. I assume that, the BLE-Ss are placed on

points of interest, and they have a circular area of radius r as BLE discoverability range.

Moreover, as already stated, the BLE-As are devices carried by pedestrians with a certain

speed(VBLE-A) and an arrival frequency(frARR). It is reasonable to state that the minimum

wakeup period of the BLE-Ss must be less than the BLE-A’s arrival period plus the time

the BLE-A takes to entirely across the discoverability area of the BLE-S(TAREA). Formally

this relation is expressed in the formula 3.4 :
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TWAKEUP < TARR +TAREA

TAREA =
2∗ r

VBLE−A

(3.4a)

=> TWAKEUP < TARR +
2∗ r

VBLE−A
(3.4b)

=> f rWAKEUP >
1

TARR +
2∗r

VBLE−A

(3.4c)

Assuming the speed of the BLE-As known and constant, the frWAKEUP becomes de-

pendent by frARR. The FNs are aware of BLE-A’s speed and the radius of the area, and

according with the historical of the arrival frequency of the BLE-As, the FNs are capable

to estimate and set the wakeup timeout on the BLE-Ss.

In the next section the experimental results will be presented. I run tests and experiments

targeting the proposed protocols and architecture under several and different conditions.

Each sub section will be formed by two parts, the first will address the general settings

of the experiments, while the second one will present the experiment results along their

discussion. Furthermore, the next section will provide the application of the adaptive BLE

switching on/off strategy and will present a new version of PEND protocol.

3.4 Experimental Results

In this section, the performance study of the proposed MQTT-driven node discovery so-

lutions are presented. The protocols have been tested under many conditions, cases,

and Key Performance Indicators (KPIs). These condition can be broken down in three

components:

Scanner Sliding Window The first broken down component of the aforementioned con-

ditions is the BLE-S’s sliding window. The protocols have been tested under differ-

ent BLE-S’s scanning frame lengths

Advertiser Dinamicity In the second component, PEND and SPEND have been tested

considering the arrival of BLE-As dynamic

Dinamicity on Sliding Window The third component is the combination of the previous

two. The two proposed protocols have been tested measuring their performances

considering the impact of BLE-A’s dinamicity on the varying of the BLE-S’s scanning

frame length

Under all the conditions presented above the performance of the two proposed protocols

is compared with that one of benchmark, traditional scenario. Each of these three com-

ponents are presented in a different sub section, and each sub section is composed by

two parts. The first part address the experiment setting along a brief description, while

the second part effectively presents the experimental results along their discussion dis-

cussion. Finally, this section presents the application of the adaptive switching on/off

strategy described in 3.3.2, and it also introduces a new version of PEND protocol along

its performance and discussion.
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3.4.1 Scanner Sliding Window

This sub section presents the experiments run on PEND and SPEND by varying the

length of the BLE-S scanning window. Table 3.1 summarizes the experimental settings

in detail. Two smartphones have been used for emulating the BLE-A and BLE-S in the

environment, while a personal computer running the Mosquitto server to serve as the

MQTT broker at the fog level. Implementing the MQTT broker as a fog layer entity has

already been shown as a feasible solution in relaying the communication between IoT

nodes and the cloud platforms, where data processing and storage take place [136].

The smartphones run Android 6.0.1 Marshmallow version and Android API level 23. The

MQTT client has been implemented using two libraries, Eclipse Paho Client version 3.1.1,

and Eclipse Paho service 1.1. These provide the API implementing the MQTT protocol

and allow the Android applications to interface with the MQTT brokers. The computer that

implements the fog level, runs an MQTT broker based on Mosquitto server and creates a

private WiFi network for the smartphones [137]. Android Debug Bridge (ADB) has been

used to fetch the battery statistics [138].

The experiments have been run under the following three schemes. 1) Conventional node

discovery which only involves Bluetooth-based discovery of the BLE-A by the BLE-S. In

order to investigate the impact of MQTT-driven sustainable node discovery, traditional

discovery scenario has been used as benchmark, 2) PEND, which is MQTT-triggered

and involves WiFi connection, 3) SPEND, as the faster and more sustainable version of

PEND. The experiments aim at studying the different behavior and the variation in terms

of Power Consumption of the three discovery mechanisms and the two new protocols

PEND and SPEND. In order to investigate the impact of the BLE-S frame length, the

scanning frame length has been varied from 10 seconds to 1 minute. SPEND stops

scanning as soon as a device match has been accomplished; hence the frame length

does not affect SPEND since the entire duration of the frame length is never reached.

Therefore, any experiment under identical settings but different frame lengths will result

in the same device matching and consequently the same level of battery drain by all

components.

For each data shown in the following charts the same experiment has been run three

times, and the value in the charts is the result of the average of the three runs. Each run

is one hour long. The results and the trends might be more clear and stable with a larger

number of runs.

Experimental Results

In this subsection, the experimental results of PEND and SPEND with different BLE-S

scanning frame lengths, are presented. As mentioned in the above section, the eval-

uation of the BLE-S performances is based on two key performance indicators (KPI),

measured under the three approaches. The KPIs are : DMR, and power consumption.

The goals of the two novel proposed algorithms are to maximize the DMR and to reduce

the power consumption. The power consumption KPI, can be broken down in three dif-

ferent performances of battery drain in order to have a fully and complete overview about

the battery consumption. The study and the analysis of different aspects of the battery
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Table 3.1: Experimental settings. First part of the table presents general experimental
settings. Second part presents discovery scheme-specific settings

Parameter Value

Node Discovery Schemes Conventional,

PEND, SPEND

BLE-A and BLE-S operat-
ing systems

Android 6.0.1

Marshmallow

Number of experiments
per scenario

6

Total number of runs per
experiment

3

Duration of a single run 1 hour

BLE-S Scanning Frame
Length

{10,20,30,40,50,60}
sec.

BLE-A Advertising Frame
Length (`)

30 s

BLE-A Inter-arrival dura-
tion

60 sec.

MQTT Broker Type Mosquitto Server

BLE Activity in Conven-
tional Discovery

Always Active

BLE Activity in PEND MQTT Broker-

Triggered

BLE Activity in SPEND MQTT Broker-

Triggered

WiFi Activity in Conven-
tional Discovery

OFF

WiFi Activity in PEND Always ON

WiFi Activity in SPEND Always ON

WiFi Activity of MQTT Bro-
ker

Always ON

BLE-S Scanning Frame
Rate in Conventional Dis-
covery

1 every 30 sec.

BLE-S Scanning Frame
Rate in PEND/SPEND

On demand
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drained is performed on the scanner during the discovery phase. The power drain has

been evaluated on the following components for the BLE-S: 1) Battery drained by the BLE

interface of the BLE-S, 2) Battery drained by the CPU due to BLE operations, 3) Battery

drained by the node discovery application.

Figure 3.8: Device Matching Ratio (DMR) under the benchmark scheme and the pro-
posed schemes, PEND and SPEND. The larger the frame length of the BLE-S, the
higher the probability of finding the BLE-S in the active scanning mode when a new
BLE-A approaches. On the other hand, the DMR of PEND and SPEND is unaffected
by frame length cause the two proposed protocol are MQTT-triggered, hence the DMR
is constantly 100 per cent; The BLE-A discovery is always guaranteed regardless of the
scanning frame length.

Fig. 3.8 presents the DMR behavior under varying BLE-S frame length. As shown in

the figure, the benchmark improves the DMR as the length of the BLE-S scanning frame

increases. The experiment is run by keeping constant the BLE-A arrival rate. The experi-

mental results show how the DMR performance of conventional locality-driven BLE-based

node discovery increases with the enlarging of the scanning frame length, indeed it is ap-

proximately 30% under a frame length of 10 seconds, and it grows up to 100% as the

length of the BLE-S frame reaches 60 seconds. It is worthy to notice that these results

are strictly dependent by the defined settings depicted in table 3.1. Indeed with a differ-

ent BLE-A arrival rate the DMR performance under conventional discovery protocol would

change. Under the conventional discovery process, unless with a scanning frame always

active, the 100% of DMR might not be ever reached. This behavior is expected because

the probability that a new BLE-A approaches during the BLE-S is in active scanning mode

is higher if larger is the scanning frame length. On the other hand, the discovery under

PEND and SPEND schemes is always guaranteed, with a DMR constantly at 100%; this

because PEND and SPEND are not affected by scanning frame length. The reason is as

follows: In PEND and SPEND, the activation of the scanning mode of BLE-S is triggered

by the MQTT broker running on the fog node. It occurs only in case a new BLE-A is

nearby and effectively discoverable. Hence, the scanning mode of BLE-S is activated by

the MQTT message sent by FN, and it makes the scanner independent by the BLE-A

arrival rate and scanning frame length.

Fig. 3.9 depicts the first broken down component of the battery drain. This chart shows

the battery consumption of the BLE-S due to BLE utilization. Before analyzing the behav-
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slightly lower than the conventional discovery approach, and absolutely comparable with

SPEND protocol. According to that, it is reasonable to state that the CPU overhead due

to the switching ON/OFF mechanism is significantly reduced. The performance of new

PEND are totally comparable with SPEND, the best algorithm in terms of power saving

with 100% DMR. It is worthy to remember that PEND does not take advantage from us-

ing a extremely short scanning window, contrary to what SPEND does. Under the larger

frame lengths, the performance of new PEND degenerates, becoming comparable to its

original version. This is reasonable and expectable because with the larger scanning

windows, i.e. 40-60 seconds, the component of CPU power consumption due to the BLE

scanning cycles prevails on the component due to the interface switching ON/OFF. This

because, within a larger scanning window, there are more scanning cycles compared to

a shorter one. The power drained by the CPU due to BLE activities is mainly affected

by two components, the scanning cycles and the switching ON/OFF of the BLE interface.

With the shorter scanning windows the switching component impacts for the most part

to CPU power consumption, while on the other hand, with larger scanning windows the

predominating component of the CPU power consumption is the scanning cycles.

3.4.2 The Impact of Advertiser Dynamicity

This section presents a thorough investigation of the two MQTT-driven node discovery

schemes already presented under the impact of advertisers’ dynamic arrival. As it has

done in the previous section, it follows a brief presentation of the experimental settings,

and then the effectively presentation of the experimental results. In this case, the study

of the impact of the dynamic BLE-A arrival patterns on the DMR and power consumption

of PEND and SPEND has been addressed.

As the first set of experiments, to emulate the BLE-A and BLE-S have been used two

smartphones (Android 6.0.1 Marshmallow version and Android API level 23). The MQTT

broker in the fog layer has been run in laptop, with an operating Mosquitto server. Over

the two applications, Eclipse Paho Client 3.1.1 and Eclipse Paho service 1.1 provide the

API for the MQTT protocol implementation and facilitate an interface between Android

applications and MQTT broker.

The objective of the experiments is to investigate the impact of dynamic arrival patterns

of BLE-A under fixed scanning frame length for the BLE-S. Primarily, the focus has gone

on DMR, then on Power Consumption. As mentioned earlier, in order to study the impact

of the dynamic arrival of BLE-A nodes, I fixed the BLE-S frame length to 30 seconds

and I scheduled the arrival rates of the BLE-A according to the Poisson Distribution with

average arrival rate of λ . Thus, the inter-arrival times would follow negative exponential

distribution with the mean β = 1/λ . In the experiments, we vary the inter-arrival time

(β ) within the following set {30s, 60s, 90s, 120s}. As the previous section, I present the

performance of the approaches Benchmark, since now on Baseline, PEND, and SPEND.

Regardless of the scanning frame length, SPEND deactivates the scanning frame im-

mediately upon the detection of a device match. Therefore, SPEND is not affected by

the frame length in the experiments. That being said, any two subsequent experiments

with identical settings except the scanning frame length will output the same DMR re-

sults, as well as the same battery drain under the SPEND discovery regime. Most of the
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settings are still the same of the previous set of experiments, however, in table 3.2 are

summarized the discovery scheme-specific settings.

Table 3.2: General and discovery strategy-specific settings in the experiments.

Parameter Value

Node Discovery Schemes Baseline, PEND,

SPEND

BLE-A and BLE-S operat-
ing systems

Android 6.0.1

Marshmallow

Number of experiments
per scenario

4

Total number of runs per
experiment

3

Duration of a single run 1 hour

BLE-S Scanning Frame
Length

30 sec.

BLE-A Advertising Frame
Length (`)

30 sec.

BLE-A Inter-arrival dura-
tion

scheduled accord-
ing to Poisson
Distribution

Inter-arrival time β 1/λ

(λ ) values for Poisson Dis-
tribution

{30,60,90,120}
sec.

MQTT Broker Type Mosquitto Server

BLE Activity in Conven-
tional Discovery

Always Active

BLE Activity in PEND MQTT Broker-

Triggered

BLE Activity in SPEND MQTT Broker-

Triggered

WiFi Activity in Conven-
tional Discovery

OFF

WiFi Activity in PEND Always ON

WiFi Activity in SPEND Always ON

WiFi Activity of MQTT Bro-
ker

Always ON

BLE-S Scanning Frame
Rate in Conventional Dis-
covery

1 every 30 sec.

BLE-S Scanning Frame
Rate in PEND/SPEND

On demand
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to activating/deactivating the BLE interface rather than the number of scanning frames as

the scanning process is triggered/initiated by the MQTT Broker. On the other hand, under

baseline solution, the energy consumed for activation/deactivation of the BLE interface

is significantly low whereas the battery is drained due to the higher number of scanning

frames. It is worth mentioning that the energy consumption of the BLE-A discovery appli-

cation under PEND and SPEND also includes the energy consumed due to the utilization

of the WiFi interface.

3.4.3 The impact of Advertiser Dynamicity on Scanner Sliding Window

The crucial importance of BLE-As dynamic arrival on the protocols and model has been

already highlighted along the whole set of experiments addressed so far. In this sub-

section I present a set of new experiment runs born by the combination of the impact of

dynamic arrival of advertisers and the different lengths of the scanning frame. Following

the same pattern, I firstly lay the focus of the dynamic arrival on the Device Matching

Ratio (DMR) and, then, on the power consumption. As the above sets of experiments,

I study the performance of Baseline, PEND and SPEND schemes by varying the adver-

tiser arrival rate according the Poisson distribution, over three different scanning frame

length. I scheduled the BLE-A’s arrival with an average rate of λ . Hence, the inter-arrival

times between two consecutive advertisers would follow the negative exponential distri-

bution with the mean β = 1/λ , as I already have explained in the above sub section. In

the experiments, the inter-arrival time (β ) has been varied within the following set {30s,

60s, 90s, 120s}, while the scanning frame length within this other one {10s, 30s, 60s}. It

is worthy to remind that, SPEND deactivates the scanning frame immediately upon the

detection of a device match. Therefore, SPEND is not affected by the frame length in the

experiments. All the settings of the experiments is listed into the table 3.3. According

with the approach used in the previous sets of experiments, the performance study re-

garding the energy consumption is broken down into the same components: 1) Battery

energy consumption of the BLE interface of the BLE-S, 2) Battery energy consumption

of the CPU as a result of BLE-initiated processes, and 3) Battery energy consumption of

the discovery application. Most of the settings are still the same of the previous sets of

experiments, however, in table 3.3 are summarized all the used settings.

Experimental Results

The following charts show the trend of DMR under Baseline, PEND and SPEND by vary-

ing the frame length of the BLE-S. Fig. 3.18 depicts four different series, one for each β

according the parameter listed in table 3.3.

In Fig. 3.18 is depicted the DMR behaviors of the three schemes under varying arrival

rates (i.e. inter-arrival times, β ) of BLE-A and the BLE-S scanning frame length. As

seen in Fig. 3.18, the PEND/SPEND schemes are represented by only one line, this

because the scanning process under these two approaches is triggered by the fog node

any time a new BLE-A approaches. This policy guarantees the discoverability of the

BLE-A, hence the DMR is 100% under any BLE-A arrival rate. On the other hand, in

the Baseline scenario, the scanning process is constant and periodic, hence the DMR is
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Table 3.3: Experiment Settings of this set

Parameter Value

Node Discovery Schemes Baseline, PEND,

SPEND

BLE-A and BLE-S operat-
ing systems

Android 6.0.1

Marshmallow

Number of experiments
per scenario

12

Total number of runs per
experiment

3

Duration of a single run 1 hour

BLE-S Scanning Frame
Length

{10,30,60} sec.

BLE-A Advertising Frame
Length (`)

30 sec.

BLE-A Inter-arrival dura-
tion

scheduled accord-
ing to Poisson
Distribution

Inter-arrival time β 1/λ

(β ) values for Poisson Dis-
tribution

{30,60,90,120}
sec.

MQTT Broker Type Mosquitto Server

BLE Activity in Conven-
tional Discovery

Always Active

BLE Activity in PEND MQTT Broker-

Triggered

BLE Activity in SPEND MQTT Broker-

Triggered

WiFi Activity in Conven-
tional Discovery

OFF

WiFi Activity in PEND Always ON

WiFi Activity in SPEND Always ON

WiFi Activity of MQTT Bro-
ker

Always ON

BLE-S Scanning Frame
Rate in Conventional Dis-
covery

1 every 30 sec.

BLE-S Scanning Frame
Rate in PEND/SPEND

On demand
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interface usage. The charts represents the power consumed by varying the arrival time

between two consecutive BLE-As (β ) from 30 up to 120 seconds in average. The three

charts relates the power consumption just described with different values of β on chang-

ing of the BLE-S’s scanning frame length, 10, 30, 60 seconds in, 3.20a, 3.20b, and 3.20c

respectively. Fig. 3.20 highlights how the power consumption generally grows as the

BLE-S’s scanning window enlarges. One of the impact factor of this consumption is the

number of scanning cycles on the three different frequency channels during the scanning

process. In fact, when the scanning process is active, the BLE interface constantly scans

three channels on three different frequencies, namely 37. 38. 39 (2402, 2426, and 2480

MHz). Hence, it is understandable that larger is the scanning frame length, higher is the

number of cycles per window. The worst case occurs under PEND scheme with frame

length 60 seconds and inter-arrival time 30 seconds. It is worthy to remind that the scan-

ning process under PEND is BLE-A’s arrival dependent and MQTT-triggered, with a large

scanning window and an arrival rate high enough, the BLE-S’s scanning process would

be always active. On the other hand, Baseline scenario is not arrival dependent and the

consumption under this scheme is driven by the number of times BLE-S discovers a new

device. Finally, SPEND is proved to be the best scheme even under this aspect. As the

other experiments, it is not affected by the window’s length, and thanks to its policy of

shutting down the scanning process as soon as a new device is discovered, SPEND has

very low power consumption. The energy drained is low also because SPEND discovers

the new device very probably at the first scanning cycle, then it stops the scanning pro-

cess, hence, the consumption of energy is kept as low as possible. In the next figure, the

energy consumption due to CPU usage by the application is depicted.

The charts in Fig. 3.21 depicts the power consumed by the CPU of whole application

under different settings of BLE-S’s scanning frame length and BLE-A’s inter-arrival time.

It is worthy to be underlined that the CPU power consumption showed in this figure, rep-

resents the CPU power consumption of the whole application, and it differs from that one

in fig.3.20 because it refers to the CPU power drained due to BLE utilization, and it is ac-

counted into BLE power consumption. Generally, the trend of CPU power consumption

of the whole application follows the BLE’s one. It increases as the scanning frame gets

larger under each scheme. From Fig. 3.21a emerges that the Baseline scenario has an

higher power consumption than PEND and SPEND, and its level of CPU power drain is

more or less constant on varying of BLE-A’s arrival rate. This chart clearly shows how

the Baseline scenario is device arrival independent. On the other hand, under PEND

and SPEND, the scanning process is device’s arrivals driven hence, lower is the arrival

frequency, lower is the power consumption. SPEND consumes less energy than PEND

thanks to its immediately stopping scan process policy upon the device is discovered.

The CPU power consumption of the application under PEND and SPEND scheme rea-

sonably increases as the arrival frequency grows, in other words, as the β increases, the

frequency accordingly decreases and the power consumed lowers. The worst scenario

for PEND scheme, as in Fig. 3.20, occurs with a scanning window of 60 seconds and

an advertiser’s inter-arrival time of 30 seconds. As explained above, with an high arrival

rate and a long scanning frame length, the scanner would be always active and it would

scan continuously. The consumes under SPEND are the same on all three charts, for all
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values of frame length. SPEND is not affected by the scanning frame length. Also in this

case, SPEND is proved to be the best scheme in terms of power consumption.

3.4.4 Energy saving strategy implementation

In this subsection, it is presented the study of the proposed energy saving strategy due

to the implementation of the formula 3.3. All the parameters has been calculated and

estimated from the experiment run and presented in the above sections. Traditional con-

ventional scenario or Baseline, PEND, and SPEND, have been considered for the ap-

plication of formulas. Those data has been used to calculate the theoretical maximum

number of BLE interface ON/OFF switching before a smart interface switching approach

turns to be more power inefficient than traditional scenario. Then, it is also analyzed and

plot how this number change by varying the frequency of BLE-A’s arrival. As it is already

mentioned, the data used for implementing the formula3.3b has been calculated by the

experiments run on PEND, and conventional scenario, and the data are summarized in

table3.4.

Table 3.4: Parameters values of the optimal number of switching equation.

Parameter Value

EUP 43,5 [mAh]

ewifi 3,25 [mAh]

esw + eSCAN 0,48 [mAh]

N {20,30,40,50}

EUP is the energy of keeping the BLE interface constantly ON and in periodic scanning.

It is the energy consumption that reflects the scanner behaviour under the conventional

scenario. Briefly, it is statically tuned the BLE-S’s scanning frequency and scanning frame

length by setting the inter-scanning period to 60 seconds, and the frame length to 30 sec-

onds. By doing so, I focus the attention on BLE-A’s arrival, and I make the equation strictly

dependent by advertiser’s arrival frequency. Once the scanning frequency is defined as

static, EUP becomes a constant and its value can be easily fetched by conventional sce-

nario experiment. The other values of the parameters has been fetched by the energy

consumption report made by the Android Device Bridge during the experiments [138].

The values are calibrated on experiment with a finite time duration of 60 minutes. The

energy consumption due to wifi interface utilization is expressed with ewifi, while esw +

eSCAN is the energy consumed by a single switching ON/OFF of the BLE interface plus

the energy due to the scanning process. N is the number of the total advertisers in the

system. Fig. 3.22 depicts the ration between EUP and ESW on varying of the BLE-A’s

arrival period. Four trends are plotted, each of them represents a different total number

of BLE-A in the system, N.

The chart in Fig. 3.22 shows how the number of optimal switching varies according

with the arrival of the BLE-As. The proposed strategy is implemented with four different

number of total advertiser devices within the whole system. The values of N used are,

20, 30, 40, 50 devices. On the X axis there are the values of the advertiser arrival
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Chapter 4

Cloud Infrastructure for IoT

In the previous chapter it has been addressed the interaction Fog-IoT aimed to resources

provisioning. The smart fog-driven device discovery protocol and fog middleware archi-

tecture have been introduced, presented and properly addressed. The IoT-Fog interaction

accounts the resource provisioning, in other terms, the physical real device provisioning

in order to fetch data and environment information to expose at higher layer. This chapter

addresses the upper layer of the architecture depicted in fig 3.1. It presents the Fog-Cloud

interaction, the agents/actors working at high level, and the applications of the entire ar-

chitectural stack from cloud top to the bottom IoT tier. The interaction fog middleware-

cloud has the crucial role of making the data and the environment information, gathered

from IoT layer, available at higher layer. In this way the data sensed, acted, and other

information, can be used by cloud services and application. With this level of abstraction

the virtual sensor, more generally, the data provided by the middleware, can be directly

used by end user application or can be combined with other services or application in

order to create a complex system. This chapter, will address a methodology for resource

provisioning, a common way to access, query, and perform actions on the data provided

by the fog middleware. The chapter will also present an fog middleware application in a

real and mature telecommunication scenario. This application highlights the capacity of

fog middleware to provide elasticity in a complex multi services system. Finally, a com-

plete use case of the entire vertical architecture implemented in the European Arrowhead

project. With an higher level of detail, the main content this chapter is going to address

are:

Resource Provisioning and Data Availability The first point addressed by this chapter

is how a third party entity, that might be an end user application or another service,

can access the data, and can use them for its purpose. For achieving data acces-

sibility and availability it has been chosen Semantic Web, and its standard de-facto

query language, SPARQL. This choice has been taken because Semantic Web and

SPARQL have proven to be crucial in modeling e managing heterogeneous type of

data/entities and supporting interoperability.

Virtual Sensor Orchestration At cloud level, once the data and information are made

available and accessible, the providing of those resources has to be managed and

orchestrated among the several requests. As it is already stated in section 1.2.3,

NFV in fog computing is paving the way to new solutions in many fields. The field
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that benefits the most is telecommunication. This chapter presents an application

of NFV on fog nodes and how this function is orchestrated cloud-side to respond to

elasticity needs.

Real Use Case Finally, this chapter presents a real use case based on a real and con-

crete application of the vertical cloud-fog-IoT architecture applied to an electro-

mobility (EM) scenario. This scenario is part of an European project named Ar-

rowhead. In this EM scenario the presented architecture has been used to facilitate

the usage of electric cars by providing an entire framework aimed to offer to the

user many services.

4.1 Virtual Sensor Data Accessibility and Availability

Upon data, and environmental information have been collected from IoT physical nodes,

the next step the fog middleware is to expose such data to cloud side. At cloud layer

such data can be accessed, managed, manipulated, and used by end user application or

other services. These data are heterogeneous and have heterogeneous sources, but it

is needed to provide a common method to let the other entities in the cloud access such

information. Among the several methodologies to access data in the web, in this research

work, it has been chosen Semantic Web.

Semantic web principles, methodologies, and techniques have long ago proven to be cru-

cial in modeling and managing complex relationships between entities/data and to sup-

port interoperability, reasoning and inference/automation in coarse-grained, semistruc-

tured, and heterogeneous data environments: in this field, the SPARQL protocol (based

on the Resource Description Framework – RDF – specification [140]) has become the

de-facto standard to extract and manipulate information from distributed data sources on

the web [141, 142]. However, traditional Semantic Web methodologies and techniques

typically exhibit severe limitations in large heterogeneous scenarios where multiple dis-

tributed data sources have to be integrated. In those cases, Semantic approaches would

require complete a priori knowledge of all data sources and their network distribution and

topology. That limitation becomes important if applied to IoT-Fog distributed and het-

erogeneous scenarios where a complete, durable, and a priori data source knowledge is

often unrealistic and unfeasible. Another typical example in which the above limitation are

even more particularly crucial in Enterprise IT/Data Governance scenarios. In this case,

a possible example would be one where multiple public and private academic institutions

are willing to integrate to optimize their geographic and demographic coverage (e.g., to

avoid geographic course overlap from different academias). Such synergic education of-

fering would require a continuous data integration flow from both education (e.g., currently

available courses and teaching areas) and administrative departments (e.g., students dis-

tribution, cost and revenue distribution per area and department), with demographic data

from municipalities (e.g. Open Data about citizen distribution per geographic area and

age). Both municipalities and academic institutions will likely feature their own, very dif-

ferent and constrained data sources, information systems and data gathering and man-

agement processes, so making them converge to single, uniform and standardized data
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sources, systems, and processes would be simply unrealistic. Similarly, both academic

institutions and municipalities should be left free to change/evolve their own IT infrastruc-

tures/systems and processes, and still guarantee data interoperability and integration.

Despite the aforementioned limitations in terms of distributed data source knowledge,

this research project proves that flexibility and extensibility of Semantic approaches are

particularly suitable for IoT-Fog and IT/Data Governance scenarios. This research project

proposes a novel, semantic-based approach to overcome data provisioning complexity

and to mitigate/hide heterogeneity and distribution of data sources. The next sub sections

will present and describe the reference architecture model, adopted in this research, that

relies on a federation of SPARQL endpoints, as well as a full implementation on top of an

existing, largely adopted Semantic framework, and a real use-case scenarios as exam-

ple of the viability of the used approach. This approach goes further than traditional IoT

nodes managing models (where data harvesting and integration are expensive, difficult,

and often limited to specific domains/areas), and fosters a much broader-scoped, hori-

zontal, and continuous integration of data: the adopted federated approach promotes a

higher level of data normalization and integration which proposes a more proactive man-

aging/provisioning model where data analysis may be used not only to lead retrospective

analysis, but also to proactively support upcoming strategic decisions. The above inte-

gration example will be used as a fil rouge throughout the next sections.

4.1.1 The SPARQL Federation Model

Data Federation is crucial in letting the fog middleware easily and effectively shaping

and supporting information flow across the various services and application branches.

The research done aimed at defining a viable and effective model and implementation

to adopt Semantic Web methodologies and the SPARQL implementation to overcome

typical issues such as heterogeneity and distribution of data sources. Key principles in

defining the used approach are:

Opennes: data federation and integration in large IoT scenarios typically means integrat-

ing data sources from heterogeneous (both custom and third party) nodes/devices;

avoiding vendor lock-in and preserving openness and portability is key in defining a

sustainable, long-term data federation strategy for any IoT-Fog scenario;

Lightweightness: the adopted solution poses from a limited up to no overhead on run-

ning systems, so as to minimize the impact of Data Federation on large IoT scenar-

ios with complex, highly distributed data sources;

Autonomy and ease of use: the proposed solution should be able to cope with uncer-

tainty, and to autonomously discover relationships among federated data even in

case of partial a priori data model and network knowledge.

Semantic Web standards and the SPARQL query language have long proven to be

the key in enabling open, autonomous, machine-driven content matching and reasoning

knowledge management infrastructures. However, SPARQL support for data federation

– via the SERVICE construct (e.g. distributed data source integration and query) – is
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still at an early stage and it is still poorly suitable for large, real-world scenarios. Cur-

rent SPARQL data federation limitations mainly relate to the fact that designing federated

queries requires complete, a priori knowledge of data models and actual data across all

data sources involved; this clearly becomes a relevant constraint in large complex sce-

narios where data sources are heterogeneous and can change frequently and at different

paces from each other, likes IoT. The only way to overcome that limit is to find new mech-

anisms capable of dynamic behavior for a suitable adaptation to any scenario change,

very likely to occur in large environments with many actors.

In the appendix A, the main architectural approaches to realize a scalable and extensible

SPARQL endpoint federation has been described. In addition, that appendix introduces

the KPIs used to compare the different approaches and highlighting the motivation of

choosing the Federation Web Services solution. Then, the appendix A, addresses the

study several evaluated middleware platform. This study compares all the evaluated

middleware platforms according the listed KPIs and motivates the choice of OpenLink

Virtuoso [143].

4.1.2 Adopted Architecture and Platform

This sub section highlights some relevant implementation details related to the selection

of the Semantic middleware adopted (and related evaluation KPIs) and Federation Web

Service implementation.

4.1.3 Federation Web Service implementation

The implementation of federation consisted of two main aspects: the Federation Ontol-

ogy, and the Federation Web Service that together have granted the full support needed

in the project.

Federation Ontology

IoT-Fog contexts stress the need to manage large amounts of data that show proper-

ties such as heterogeneity and distribution of the data model. However, aggregation of

heterogeneous data is crucial for business processes such as Decision Making, Device

Quality, and Data Management. This aggregation supports the concept of federation,

which provides a federative pact on which to build the federation itself. The implementa-

tion follows the example introduced above (section 4.1). The implementation has gone

in this direction, defining a uniform data model and to be shared between all members

of the federation, in order to eliminate the problems described above. The ontology is

composed by three main elements:

• The concept of federation;

• The concept of the federation member

• The member_of relationship that represents the relationship between the member

of the federation and the federation itself.
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The Federation Web Service clearly decouples the query definition, execution, and ag-

gregation from the definition and management of the data set distribution. Even though

this solution may conceptually handle highly distributed data sets, some management

concerns may arise:

Endpoint Timeout: how to handle alive nodes that fail to reply to queries in a given

amount of time (e.g., due to temporary network issues); ignore/retry strategies

should be carefully planned to reach a viable balance between result complete-

ness (e.g. retrying queries in order to overcome the temporary network outage),

and total response time;

endpoint unavailability: endpoints may become unavailable for larger amounts of time,

e.g. due to severe server/system failures.

4.1.4 Evaluation

In this sub section we describe some Semantic platform benchmarks, as well as a specific

use case of our SPARQL federation model

Semantic platforms benchmarking

In order to prove the feasibility of our approach, we provide some useful insights about

semantic platform performance under heavy load. These quantitative analyses justify

both Virtuoso adoption as the Semantic middleware/platform of our choice with respect

to other contenders, and shed some light on absolute performance of Virtuoso under

load.

Dataset Load Time Loading large amounts of data becomes crucial in complex dis-

tributed scenarios where each node may contribute with a set of millions of records,

thus limiting the overall performance of the whole system. The table below shows

a load time comparison for datasets ranging from 1M to 100M entries, the times in

the table are expressed according the dd-hh-mm-ss format.

Table 4.1: Semantic middleware performance – dataset load time

1M 25M 100M

Sesame 00:02:59 12:17:05 03:06:27:25

Virtuoso 00:00:34 00:17:15 1:03:53

Allegrograph 00:00:52 00:36:49 00:48:30

Jena TDB 00:49 00:16:53 01:34:14

Query execution Querying large amounts of data becomes crucial in complex distributed

scenarios where each node may contribute with a set of millions of records, thus

limiting the overall performance of the whole system. The table below shows a load

time comparison for datasets ranging from 1M to 100M entries (Query per hour).
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Table 4.2: Semantic middleware performance – query execution/single client

Single Client 1M 25M 100M

Sesame 18094 1343 254

Virtuoso 17424 12972 4407

Allegrograph 4075 493 656

Jena TDB 4450 353 81

Table 4.3: Semantic middleware performance – query execution/multiple clients

Multi Client 1M 25M 100M

Sesame 19057 18295 16517

Virtuoso 28985 32668 33339

Allegrograph 5861 7453 7888

Jena TDB 6752 8453 8664

The Semantic middleware taken as reference implementation – Virtuoso – clearly out-

performs its contenders both in terms of initial dataset load time, and in terms of query

efficiency. These numbers also clearly evidence how Virtuoso may scale linearly and

handle extremely high workloads both in terms of initial dataset load, and in terms of sin-

gle/parallel query executions, thus proving itself as a viable, production-grade option for

large real data federation scenarios.

The following sub section presents a realization of a complex integration scenario adopt-

ing the federated web services. The scanario addressed is that one described at the

beginning of section 4.1.

Federated Web Service: a Use Case

The SPARQL Federation model has realized the complex integration scenario described

in section 4.1. It has been realized a proof of concept Federated Education Portal

that provides a synergic academic offering that federates education and administrative

data sources from Italian academic institutions together with citizenship distribution data

sources from Italian municipalities in order to realize a more integrated education offering.

A traditional Semantic approach allows to decouple actual data sources and their imple-

mentations, hence allowing to reuse the same SPARQL query over any academic and

municipality data source, no matter the real data source implementation (would it be an

ERP system backed by a traditional RDBMS, or a legacy mainframe system). However,

a SPARQL-only approach for the Federated Education Portal would require to:

• have a priori knowledge of all municipalities and universities involved in the overall

integrated offering;

• explicitly/manually perform the same SPARQL query on academic data sources to

retrieve students distribution;
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• explicitly/manually perform the same SPARQL query on municipality data sources

to retrieve citizen distribution;

• explicitly map and combine both semantic result sets into a cohesive data set that

highlights gaps in actual course offering with respect to real citizen distribution.

This process is obviously largely inefficient and poorly extensible: our Federated Educa-

tion Portal should be extended any time new data sources get added, in order to query

new endpoints and combine results with old ones. The approach adopted leverages the

following elements:

• A Federation Ontology implementation that maps Italian municipalities and relevant

information about citizen geographic distribution;

• A Federation Ontology implementation that maps Italian academic institutions and

relevant information about courses and student distribution;

• Students and Citizens are linked via the semantic notion of person (via the foaf:Person

ontology );

• a set of Virtuoso instances as the default Semantic middleware;

• a set of SPARQL endpoints, for both municipalities and universities, on top of Virtu-

oso Semantic middleware;

• an instance of our Federation Web Service.

In this scenario

• Federated Education Portal performs a single query to retrieve geographic distribu-

tion of both persons involved in academic courses (students), and persons (citizens)

from municipalities;

• the Federation Web Service identifies all involved academic and municipality data

sources and transparently query each one of them;

• the Federation Web Service takes care of combining results (e.g., via an INTER-

SECTION strategy).

The adopted approach dramatically facilitated the realization of the Federated Education

Portal:

• no a priori data source knowledge should be hard-coded into the Federated Educa-

tion Portal, hence resulting in a more open and flexible solution;

• a single query can be executed both on academia and on municipality endpoints,

hence facilitating the development efforts of the overall solution.
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4.2 Fog Nodes for NFV, a Service Composition Application

The vastly spread of IoT application usage and development led to consider the networking-

relative issues as a primary concern. With the huge number of devices and such massive

IoT application all the network-oriented aspects become crucial for the IoT Quality of Ser-

vice, hence for satisfying the end user. Among the other, to keep latency low, has a main

role in achieving a very positive user experience. Under these presuppositions, NFV is

even more an emerging solution for fog environments. As it is already explained, NFV re-

places the network functions with VM instances. Since the key enabler of fog computing is

virtualization and those VMs can be dynamically created, destroyed and offloaded, NFV

will benefit fog computing in many networking aspects by virtualizing gateways, switches,

load balancers, and placing those instances on fog nodes. This section presents an

application that exploits NFV techniques in telecommunication field. This application is

cloud-based but through the adoption of NFV, it proves that NFV applied to fog and fog

nodes, not only it is feasible, but it will play a very important role in supporting the future

telecommunication’s infrastructures starting from 5G network. The following example is

part of vast and very important European project, named EU FP7 Mobile Cloud Network-

ing, I have joined [144].

MCN Brief Introduction

The Mobile Cloud Networking (MCN) is a EU FP7 Large-scale Integrating Project (IP)

funded by the European Commission. MCN project was launched in November 2012

for the period of 36 month. The project is coordinated by SAP, and ZHAW is the tech-

nical leader. In total top-tier 19 partners from industry and academia commit to jointly

establish the vision of Mobile Cloud Networking. The project is primarily motivated by

an ongoing transformation that drives the convergence between the Mobile Communica-

tions and Cloud Computing industry enabled by the Internet. These observations led to a

number of objectives to be investigated, implemented, and evaluated over the course of

the project [144]. In this project, I joined for the six months extension inside a project that

touches involved in multiple Work Packages (WP). More precisely, my work has primary

fallen in WP3.

This WP addressed the providing of the necessary foundational infrastructural resources

and services required to create, enable and deliver fully virtualised end-to-end Mobile-

Cloud services. They will be offered in an on-demand, self-service manner, charged on a

per usage/time basis. They will be implemented with resource pooling and multi-tenancy

capabilities. Those underlying resources will be easily scaled up and down, scaled out

and in, both through self-service facilities and also internal QoE/QoS adjustment mecha-

nisms. The main objectives targeted by WP3 are:

• To design and implement a system enabling and providing virtualised foundational

infrastructural resources from the various service domains within MobileCloud, namely

Radio Access Network, Mobile Core Network and Data Centre. Here providing vir-

tualisation technologies upon commodity hardware will be a focus;
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• To design a coordination and orchestration function from the infrastructure perspec-

tive for the composition, provisioning, life cycle management of services and main-

tenance of agreed Service Level Agreement (SLA) guarantees spread across Mo-

bileCloud’s service domains;

• To provide monitoring facilities for extraction, pre-processing, distribution, storage,

analysis and notification of metrics such that higher-level services can utilise these

facilities to enable adaptive platform services (such as SLAs; the Follow-Me con-

cept), where certain guarantees and service quality (QoS) and/or experience (QoE)

must be maintained;

• To design the mechanisms to deliver those foundational virtual resources as service

for the execution of non-traditional virtualised instances such as baseband unit, IMS

and EPC functionality (WP4, WP5);

• To define unified and consistent interfaces on top of and between disparate infras-

tructure management frameworks. Through the definition of these interfaces this

work package will receive and supply architectural input from and to WP2.

Following a brief context overview about where the application is placed, and then, how

the NFV techniques have been exploited and adopted in order to provide infrastructure

elasticity.

4.2.1 Scenario Overview

Elasticity represents one of the most relevant properties in cloud computing, providing ca-

pabilities for increasing or decreasing on demand the infrastructure resources utilized for

building up web services. More recently, also telco service providers are looking for ways

to flexibly and cost-effectively deploy their services on top of private cloud infrastructures,

as well as to offer cloud service enablement of virtualized network infrastructures on top

of their next generation networking infrastructures, all bundled under the Network Func-

tions Virtualization (NFV) initiative within ETSI [145]. ETSI NFV provides a set of guide-

lines for defining a framework architecture aimed to offer Network Functions as a Service

(NFaaS). There is the need for relevant integration, deployment, and experimentation

work in order to provide mature framework prototypes where telco service providers have

the possibility to monitor, control, audit and accordingly perform dynamic management

operations on cloud-provided resources. Of course, one primary technical challenge is

the ability to offer guaranteed quality for service provisioning in virtualized environments,

with only partially predictable traffic trends, that is comparable to the quality traditionally

offered by telco providers via dedicated hardware resources [146]. Considering the 5G

evolution, applications will play a central role in defining the new set of requirements of

the new core network architecture. Among these, the IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS)

has played and is still playing a relevant role in 3G/4G telco support infrastructures, with

many general concepts that are going to persist in 5G networking [147]. The IMS defines

an overlay architecture for session control in all-IP next generation networking to obtain

openness and interoperability by using an application-layer approach, mainly by using

the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) as the central core mechanism. Although IMS and
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its Cloud integration are no longer an innovative novelty, there are some still open well-

recognized challenges, for example the resource provisioning for multimedia-oriented ap-

plications or scalability of IMS components. This work overcomes the scalability limitation

of IMS-based cloud scenarios. In literature some solutions to overcome this issues are

already present, the majority of them being focused on scalability and/or reliability of the

signaling plane. Our work, instead, is fully integrated with the signaling plane, but its main

focus is on scalability of data plane so to provide horizontal elasticity for increasing user

demands.

Within this general context, the following research addresses the work of development

aimed to achieve cost-effective and industry-mature elasticity of IMS-based multimedia

applications. This work proposes a novel solution to overcome above mentioned limita-

tions that presents the following main features. First, it has been proposed and realized

a novel MultiMedia Application Server (MMAS), which plays the role of an Application

Server in the IMS infrastructure (at the signaling-plane) handling the scale in/out oper-

ations of a media gateway (at the data-plane). Second, the integration of MMAS with

the novel, open-source, and fully NFV-compliant Open Baton NFV framework has been

leveraged, and, it has been recently integrated in the MCN architecture and exploited by

providing elasticity mechanisms that can be automatically triggered and invoked at run-

time for optimizing resource usage. Third, a practical example of implementation work

in full compliance with industrial standards and fully based on open-source reference im-

plementations has been done. This practical example is widely recognized as crucial

in this field to enable rapid adoption in real industrial environments. The work is based

also on standard and industry-mature SIP User Agent Clients (UACs) and User Agent

Servers (UASs), as well as with the widespread Asterisk Media Gateway (AMGW) for

multimedia dataflow management. Fourth, it has provided to the IMS community the im-

plemented MMAS that interworks with the MCN Monitoring as a Service (MaaS) in order

to trigger proper scale in/out management operations and to deploy/manage the resource

instances via the intermediation of the Open Baton orchestration1. The implementation

and deployment experience proved the feasibility of the adopted approach, even under

the challenging technical constraints due to multimedia provisioning and the associated

quality requirements, and it paves the way to the massive adoption of NFV techniques on

fog nodes for the next generation network.

In the appendix B, it is provided a detailed and deepened overview of the orchestrator

used in this project, namely Open Baton.

4.2.2 Elasticity in IMSaaS: Concept and Architecure

Our preliminary work in the field has shown that the most critical element of the IMS

infrastructure is the Media Gateway (MGW) component [148], especially when offering

multimedia provisioning services with quality requirements and for high numbers of con-

current multimedia data flows. For this reason, our proposal is concentrated on simple

extensible mechanisms and integration work for supporting scaling-out/-in operations of

the MGW function over the multimedia data plane. Our scale-out/-in solution is based on

three main components, namely, the MCN MaaS, the OpenBaton Orchestrator (indicated
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as NFVO in the following), and our original MMAS, working in a pipeline to operate the

needed scalability management actions. First of all, we exploit the MaaS service for trig-

gering scaling alarms as needed. In particular, MaaS monitors the execution of the most

critical MGW function and can raise monitoring alarms to the NFVO that, for the sake of

simplicity, here we consider both as the scale-out/-in decision entity and orchestrator of

the whole scale process. Hence, once alerted, and in case of overloading of a MGW in-

stance (for the sake of simplicity, let us assume to have initially one only overloaded MGW

instance, namely, MGW1), NFVO can horizontally scale-out the MGW, by adding another

instance. Finally, the MMAS behaves like a dynamic load-sharing for the incoming ses-

sion establishment requests at runtime, able to exploit all available MGW instances. After

introducing the general concept, we fully and comprehensively describe the architecture

of our proposed solution for Elastic IMSaaS (EIMSaaS), also for the full understanding of

the proposal and of its implementation insights, as well as the primary motivations behind

our design choices. The EIMSaaS includes a fully-compliant IMS Client, which controls

session setup and media transport by implementing all SIP extensions specified by IETF

and 3GPP IMS-related standards. Any session is setup between two IMS clients playing

the roles of User Agent Client (UAC) and User Agent Server (UAS). Then, as already

anticipated, the second crucial component of our architecture is MMAS, which allows the

introduction of new IMS services and extensions, including the MGW. MMAS has full con-

trol over traversing SIP dialogs and session descriptions. The third EIMSaaS architecture

component is the standard IMS Serving-Call Session Control Function (S-CSCF), which

receives register requests from IMS clients and authenticates them; then, depending on

filters/triggers specified by client profiles and dynamically downloaded from the Home

Subscriber Server [147], S-CSCF may either route incoming SIP messages from UAC di-

rectly to UAS or forward them to our MMAS. The last component of central interest here is

the MGW, an external component controlled by IMS that takes part to the media delivery

plane between UAC and UAS, and that we have integrated in our solution by employing

the widespread Asterisk media server, as detailed in the following. As well known, given

its ability to re-route traffic in the IMS infrastructure, the S-CSCF can extend UAC-to-UAS

session signaling paths through the interposition of convenient application servers. We

exploit exactly this characteristic in our solution where our MMAS can participate to mul-

timedia content transport/buffering/adaptation as well as enabling elastic scalability by

interacting with media gateways suitably deployed at the IMS media plane. By delving

into finer details fully complying with the IMS standard specification, we have designed

and implemented the EIMSaaS architecture as depicted in fig. 4.2.

The architecture consists of two main components that interwork together to glue the

session control plane and the multimedia data plane, namely MMAS and MGW. MMAS,

deployed at the UAC home network, participates to IMS session signaling and controls

the MGW as required by ongoing session dialogs by acting as its stub at the session

control plane (steps 1 and 2 in fig.4.2). MGW, at the data plane, works as a middlebox

component that splits the (otherwise direct end-to-end) multimedia data path between

UAC and UAS (step 3) by enabling several possible advanced multimedia facilities such

as adaptation, mixing, and handoff of traversing multimedia flows. For MMAS-to-MGW

interaction, we used SIP, given its wide diffusion, also beyond IMS; in addition, this choice
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currently not supported by most commercial off-theshelf MGW servers, also because it is

usually assumed that the session duration is short enough, such as for phone services,

to assume that load sharing is sufficient to distribute fast the load in a short time from

the old to new MGW, as ongoing sessions at the old MGW terminate. In the following,

the focus is led on main involved distributed components at the session signaling and

multimedia data planes.

User Agent Client Implementation As depicted in fig.4.3, SIP UAC communicates with

our MMAS in order to establish a valid session and then, once this operation is

successfully completed, it dialogs with UAS through the Asterisk MGW. In fact, to

successfully establish a call, two steps are required. The REGISTRATION is the

first operation required. This operation has to be done either by UAC and UAS,

respectively to register Callers and Callees. The second step is to establish a valid

SIP session; this operation is UAC-initiated (client sending the INVITE message to

UAS); the message passes through two intermediaries, firstly the AS, and then the

Asterisk MGW. The media streaming is instead a UAS-initiated operation and UAC

just “echoes” back the data. SIP UAS has a completely dual role. It receives INVITE

messages and, once the session is established, it starts to send the requested data

flow. As UAC does, also UAS has to run the registration procedure before starting

to establish its SIP sessions. In addition, UAS registers the callees to the Asterisk

MGW. After terminating the media flow transmission, UAS has to hang up the call

by explicitly sending the SIP BYE message.

MultiMedia Application Server As already stated, our MMAS is providing the main func-

tionalities for achieving elastic media plane. It manages a pool of MGW composed

at least by one instance at any time. In fact, at initiation time, MMAS has only one

instance of MGW and forwards every SIP message towards it. MMAS receives the

SIP messages from the UAC and UAS, it modifies the headers of the SIP mes-

sages in order to place itself in the middle of the conversation, and then forwards

them to the Asterisk MGW. Concordantly to the IMS standard specification, MMAS

does not manage the data streaming: the stream flows from UAS to MGW and

from MGW to UAC directly (and vice versa). In case of congestion of the MGW

instance, NFVO can request another instance to be deployed and then to be added

to the MMAS pool. In the same way, an instance can be removed from a pool in

case of low workload. In case of multiple MGW instances, MMAS does not redirect

the on-going calls; only the new incoming calls are forwarded to the newly added

instances; analogously, in the dual case of instance removal, the “old” instance

continues to handle its calls until they terminate

Asterisk Media Gateway In the prototype, for the MGW we opted for the integration of

the widely diffused and supported Asterisk server. Asterisk can interact with various

session signaling control protocols, e.g., H.323, Media Gateway Control Protocol

(MGCP), SIP, and the proprietary Inter-Asterisk eXchange (IAX). AMGW has the

task of creating a proper and valid channel for the calls and managing their data

flows. The EIMSaaS architecture always includes at least one instance of AMGW

(main instance), and it can have more extra instances according to the supported
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workload. In order to establish a proper media channel, AMGW has to handle

also the session/related messages: in fact, in our architecture, AMGW receives

SIP messages from our MMAS and creates two different sessions, one between

UAC and the gateway itself, the other between the gateway and UAS. The two

distinguished sessions are completely independent one from the other, for example

it is possible to set two different audio/video codecs for them. The registration

phase is very important; in this phase the two agents register all the users capable

of calling. The registration of each user (caller or callee) communicates to the

AMGW all the necessary information for the communication. For instance, these

data include: who the user is, which IP address will be used, if the user is beyond

NAT or not, which audio/video codecs the user accepts, etc. When an incoming

call arrives, the AMGW first checks if the caller is enabled to call the callee: in

the positive case, AMGW tries to retrieve the information about the callee. If the

callee is registered, AMGW starts a new session between itself and the callee,

by forwarding to it both the SIP messages and the exchanged media stream. As

already stated, the decision of scaling-in/-out is taken at the NFVO level, based

on monitoring indicators collected by the MCN MaaS. In particular, in the current

prototype implementation, also for the sake of simplicity (sophisticated triggering

algorithms are put of the scope of this specific paper), we have decided to consider

the only CPU average load as the primary monitoring indicator under observation.

We use two thresholds for this indicator: one for triggering scale-in and one for

triggering scale-out. From the point of view of load-balancing, a simple round-robin

algorithm is employed.

4.3 Fog Middleware, a Use Case: ArrowHead Cloud-IoT verti-

cal Architecture for Electro-Mobility Scenario

In this section a real fully use-case of vertical architecture from the top cloud layer to

the lowest IoT, passing through the fog middleware. This use case is part of a Eu-

ropean project named Arrowhead. This project aimed to provide a framework for the

fully integration edge-to-cloud in smart environments, such as smart buildings and infras-

tructures, electro-mobility and virtual market of energy [149]. My effort was focused in

electro-mobility scenario [150]. Following a brief introduction of the Arrowhead project,

its framework, and the context in which the use-case is placed.

4.3.1 Arrowhead Project: A General Overview

Arrorhead Framework is a complex fully vertical cloud-fog-IoT architecture for the IoT

automation, result of the vast and comprehensive Artemis European project Arrowhead

[151].

Arrowhead is addressing efficiency and flexibility at the global scale by means of collab-

orative automation for five application verticals. That means production (manufacturing,

process, energy), smart buildings and infrastructures, electro-mobility and virtual market

of energy. The main goal of the framework is to enable collaborative automation by net-
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worked embedded devices. The grand challenges are enabling the interoperability and

integrability of services provided by almost any device. The assumption at the base of

this project is that, a service-based approach will be the feasible technology that enables

collaborative automation in an open-network environment connecting many embedded

devices. The success of Arrowhead technology depends not only on the technology but

also on the capability to create and pursue innovations supported by the core of our

technology. If successful the approach is expected to strongly contribute to very sig-

nificant reduction, 75% or more, in the design and engineering efforts for the predicted

multi-billion networked devices. Arrowhead is facing both energy and competitiveness

challenges. These challenges are tightly linked and require new dynamic interactions be-

tween energy producers and energy consumers, between machines, between systems,

between people and systems, etc. Cooperative automation is the key for these dynamic

interactions and is enabled by the technology developed around the Internet of Things

and Service Oriented Architectures. Under these preambles Arrowhead project poses

the following goals to address the technical and applicative challenges associated to co-

operative automation:

• Provide a technical framework adapted in terms of functions and performances

• Propose solutions for integration with legacy systems

• Implement and evaluate the cooperative automation through real experimentations

in applicative domains: electro-mobility, smart buildings, infrastructures and smart

cities, industrial production, energy production and energy virtual market

• Point out the accessible innovations thanks to new services

• Lead the way to further standardization work

The Arrowhead project focus its effort in five macro fields, namely Pilot Domains, such

domains are:

• Production

• Smart Building and Infrastructure

• Electro-Mobility

• Energy Production and End-User Services

• Virtual Market of Energy

Successively, the focus will be laid on the Pilot Domain in which i was directly involved, the

Electro-Mobility. This domain contains the aforementioned use case of the fully vertical

cloud-to-edge architecture for IoT integration [152].

Electro Mobility: a Brief Introduction

Electro mobility is one of the application field in which Arrowhead project is demonstrated.

In particular, following an increasing penetration of electric vehicles (either full electric
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or plug-in hybrid) in the overall mobility market, an increasing energy consumption for

recharging such vehicles has to be foreseen and managed in near future. So far, the

aim of the project is to include all electro mobility related information and services in

Arrowhead Framework, in order to benefit of the interoperability and integrability of the

services conceived within such framework. In this scenario, three real world recharge

environments and situations have been identified and will be implemented in three real

world demonstration sites:

Slow recharge station in private environments This environment consists of a slow

recharge station for plug-in electric vehicle recharge. This is the currently most com-

mon recharge way, as it is already implemented for private and public AC recharge

spots. This application will include end user services such as availability and book-

ing, as well as a possible planning and flexibility management of the recharge event

and a remote monitoring of the charging spot itself.

Autonomous recharging stations featuring slow and fast recharging This recharging

environment consists of a dual mode recharge station for plug-in electric vehicle

recharge, capable of either recharge mode: slow AC and fast DC recharge. This

activity includes the development of a recharging spot with an autonomous power

source (photovoltaic) and an internal storage system (batteries) in so far that the

power interfaces to the energy network is the same as a low power recharge station

but it is capable of fast, high power DC recharge. This application will include the

same end user services as the slow recharge application plus other energy man-

agement features related to the energy storage and fast recharging capabilities.

Longer terms recharging infrastructure Finally, this environment consists of contact-

less charge-while-drive station. This is a brand new concept that allows an electric

vehicle to be recharged while driving over a properly equipped part of the road,

without stopping the vehicle. This application will be demonstrated on a short road

section in a closed area in which the proper power transfer equipment will be in-

stalled. This demonstrator will include end user services such as recharge equip-

ment characteristics (capabilities and details for proper electro-magnetic coupling),

availability and booking, as well as a possible planning and flexibility management

of the recharge event and a remote monitoring of the charging spot itself.

In the appendix C, a larger and more accurate introduction and overview of the Electro

Mobility context is provided.

4.3.2 Electro mobility System of Systems

Electro mobility System of Systems (EM SoSs) are complex SOSs composed by hetero-

geneous entities that interact, cooperate, and interoperate to provide global services for

electro-mobility, including electric vehicle recharge booking and management, charging

infrastructure monitoring and maintenance, route planning [153], and EM services ori-

ented to analytics. EM SoSs are based on the Arrowhead Framework for the publication
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4.3.3 Electric vehicles and recharge infrastructure

Electric vehicles and charging stations represent the main subsystems of the distributed

EM electrical infrastructure. Within the vehicle, the battery, the vehicle main control unit,

and, depending on the vehicle, a power converter are the components involved in the

recharge process; therefore, they are the vehicle subsystems that interact with the rest

of the recharge infrastructure. The amount of energy stored in a battery system can

be very different from vehicle to vehicle, according to the vehicle purpose, performance,

range, and battery characteristics. The battery’s general behaviour can be described by

the variable state of charge (SOC), an estimated value that spans from 0% (battery fully

depleted) to 100% (battery fully charged). Furthermore, every battery system has its own

operating limits, in terms of maximum and minimum operating voltage and operating cur-

rent, that depend strongly on each battery’s characteristics. These limits can never be

overcome in any condition. Recharge is mainly managed by a power converter that con-

nects the energy grid (typically AC) and the vehicle battery being charged (a DC storage

system). Such a converter is thus mainly an AC/DC converter that can be located either

on board a vehicle or off board, depending on its characteristics and power capabilities.

From the electrical point of view, the recharge sequence can be roughly described as a

sequence of two phases:

First Phase It allows charging the battery from any starting level up to 70–80% SOC

level, and is the constant current phase, in which the charger acts roughly as a

current generator. The current value is defined by the charger capabilities (power)

and the battery acceptance capabilities. The maximum voltage level is defined by

the battery characteristics. During this phase, the battery voltage increases up to

this maximum level. When this voltage level is reached, then the charger continues

with the second phase.

Second Phase It is needed to reach the full charge level, is the constant voltage phase,

in which the charger acts as a voltage generator. The current is regulated (i.e.,

decreased) in order to keep the target voltage level without exceeding it. This phase

ends when the current needed to reach the target voltage level decreases to 0 (i.e.,

full charge condition).

Of course, the charge sequence, from the electrical point of view, is not so straightforward

and needs an information exchange between the battery and the charger: the details

about this process are out of the scope of this section. In addition to the sequence

previously described, it is worth remarking that a charge sequence has to be performed

“as a whole”, which means it cannot be interrupted but should not be segmented, i.e.

once it has been interrupted it should not be restarted. A typical charge profile, regardless

of current or voltage values, is depicted in fig.4.5.

It must be highlighted that this kind of profile is applicable to every kind of battery, regard-

less of the charging technology or charging mode, as described in various international

standards. It is a physical/chemical behaviour that cannot be modified. From a simpli-

fied point of view, the battery voltage can be described as the sum of two contributions:

one depending on SOC (the higher the SOC, the higher the battery voltage) and one de-

pending on the current (coherent with current sign, so increasing voltage while charging
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standardization efforts currently running in Europe and worldwide about EV charging

scenarios. AC slow charge for domestic EVSE is the most common charge type. It is

available to every electric plug-in vehicle on the market. The battery charger is quite

compact, is limited to 16A or 32A (at grid level), and it is hosted onboard. The charging

time is thus quite long, i.e., several hours, and the EV charge is typically intended to be

performed overnight, to take advantage of off-peak low energy rates. DC fast charge for

public EVSE in remote locations (i.e., rural areas) is a particular case of DC fast charging

that involves a new generation of battery charger that is capable performing a fast DC

charge also in situations (remote locations) in which grid capabilities don’t allow it. Such

over performance is possible by adopting a battery storage system used to accumulate

the energy needed for a fast charge. Such a storage system can be charged either

from the power grid or from a photovoltaic system also present on site. The battery

storage system accumulates energy while no vehicle is charging and then will be quickly

discharged during the vehicle recharge process. Of course, charging the auxiliary battery

system will take a much longer time than discharging, due to grid or photo-voltic (PV)

intrinsic capabilities, so the fast charge will be available only few times a day, according to

the battery storage system capacity and to the total amount of energy requested by the

incoming vehicles. Some additional considerations regarding fast charging technology

are:

• fast charging technology is available only for properly equipped EVs;

• the power converter for fast charging is typically a huge, high-power AC/DC con-

verter located off vehicle, permanently connected to a power grid

• the charging interface to a vehicle is in DC.

The contactless charge on-the-move is a brand new charging technology that exploits

jointly two novel concepts. The first is the contactless recharge, which adopts wireless

power transfer technology to establish a power connection between one or more transmit-

ting coil(s) located in the road, under the tarmac surface, and one receiving coil located

in the lower part of the vehicle. This coil-based system transfers energy from the grid to

the vehicle’s battery without a wired connection. The second technology is the applica-

tion of the coil-based approach to a moving vehicle, thus having a series of coils in the

road, being activated and deactivated in sequence as soon as the vehicle being charged

transits from one coil to the next one. The three recharge use cases have been studied in

the context of the Arrowhead project, and three distinct but interoperable pilots have been

designed and implemented. The pilots are based and natively integrated within the Ar-

rowhead Framework by means of Arrowhead EM services, which are the main topic of the

current section. Starting from the vehicle batteries and the charging stations, the automa-

tions of the EM complex system will be achieved through an end-to-end IoT cloud-based

solution, an ICT infrastructure of hardware and software components that exploits the

state of the art of pervasive systems, telemetry, cloud computing, and service-oriented

platforms.
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4.3.4 Arrowhead SOA EM solution

The core of the EM SoSs is a service-oriented end-to-end automation solution based on

the Arrowhead Framework, on IoT technologies, and on cloud computing. The proposed

solution has been successfully applied to EM real contexts identified in the three main

use cases: private recharge, public recharge, and recharge on the move. The evaluation

of the systems and of the application services, implemented to address the use cases,

demonstrated that the required interoperability level among the hardware subsystems,

the software pervasive subsystems, the services, and the cloud has been obtained. The

analysis also showed that the implemented systems and services, by cooperating to-

gether, originate a tangible added value perceivable by both stakeholders and by final

users, a positive indicator for the general acceptance and interest for EM. The defined

EM automation software architecture may hire an unbounded number of interacting ser-

vices and systems, as it has been defined to be extensible; thus only the most relevant

considerations about system interaction in the defined use cases of interest will be ana-

lyzed in detail. Fig.4.6 shows the main components of the EM automation infrastructure

from a high-level perspective. The EM cloud platform constitutes the core of the architec-

ture where the information from all the data sources is stored and shared with the other

actors and services, according to privacy and information access policies enforced by

the cloud management system. Sensible information to be managed in the cloud may

come from different sources, i.e., electric vehicle onboard equipment, private or public

buildings, energy storage systems based on renewables, charging stations, power grid

components, or meters. The cloud platform publishes the EM-Management services on

the Arrowhead Framework and uses the services provided by the framework (i.e., the

EM-Booking service, the WeatherForecasting service, the FlexOffer service, etc.). With

this approach, the technical details are completely hidden and the functionalities of the

EM SoSs are efficiently made available to other subsystems of the EM SoSs or to other

cross domain applications. At the same time, the EM SoSs, interacting through the cloud

with the AF, can exploit the services provided by other domains. The charging stations

represent the edge of the EM SoSs and exploit IoT technologies to interact with the cloud

platform that, in turns, “converts” their functionalities and collected data in Arrowhead ser-

vices. The charging stations adopt the Eclipse Kura IoT framework [154] for a pervasive

integration with the cloud platform. Kura runs on a control unit inside the charging station

that, acting as a multiservice gateway, provides the following functionalities:

• A hardware abstraction layer that simplifies the business logic development;

• Wide support for data collection from the field;

• Edge computing services for local data processing;

• Efficient and secure cloud client that supports MQTT-based telemetry;

• Remote management functionalities that provide full remote control through the

entire life cycle of the charging station.

The same pervasive IoT solution has been adopted for all the use cases. The clients

of the envisioned EM infrastructure may be fixed workstations, mobile applications or on
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exploits the potentialities of complex System of Systems. With this philosophy, the EM

scenario becomes an ecosystem where multi-vendor and multi-domain solutions cooper-

ate to provide new added value services to heterogeneous users and stakeholders. The

artifacts introduced in the EM scenario to create this ecosystem are (fig. 4.7) the electro

mobility management system (EMMS), a set of services specific of the EM domain and

a set of services from other application domains. The systems and services that have

been involved are:

• EM Management System;

• Booking Service;

• Route Planner Service;

• Weather Forecast Service;

• FlexOffer Service [155].

The EMMS is the Electro Mobility System of Systems and is responsible for managing

and monitoring the charging infrastructure deployed on the field, to manage its interaction

with the cloud and to provide the EM service to the Arrowhead Framework. The services

from the other application domain cooperate with the EMMS to create the added value

application, that have been investigated and demonstrated in the EM use cases. More

specifically, the actors and the entities involved in the use cases, through the Arrow-

head Framework, are those defined in the three recharge scenarios illustrated in section

9.3.4.3.2 The first example of cross domain service usage is the booking service. The

importance and the value of the booking system can be evaluated from three different

perspectives. From the user point of view, the booking service allows booking a recharge

directly from a mobile device or from the charging station, at home or almost everywhere,

also in rural areas, and this feature contributes to the reduction of driver anxiety, one

of the biggest obstacles preventing the medium user from choosing an electric vehicle.

Due to the long recharging time, it is paramount for users to be able to plan long trav-

els considering the various recharge options. From the charging infrastructure point of

view, situations in which users crowd specific charging spots, leaving others underused,

will give way to a more balanced and sound resource usage as the customers will be

distributed on the available spots. Furthermore, this service allows collecting data that

will enable the charging station owners to estimate the future demand and properly man-

age the local resources to face future usage trends. The booking service provides also

an estimation of the minimum number of vehicles that are going to use the charging

station, and this information is particularly relevant in the public recharge scenario, with

local energy storage system. The public charging station, in fact, has to select the most

convenient way to recharge the local storage; two options are available: exploiting solar

energy with no added cost or relying on the power grid with the consequent costs, a faster

method that is mandatory if there is the risk of completely depleting the local storage. A

third perspective under which the booking service may improve the EM scenario is that

of the energy provider. The impact of EM on the electric distribution grid is relevant, as

demonstrated by several scientific research papers [156, 157]. The power grid has differ-

ent working modes: depending on the total demand it may range from high efficiency with
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low demand to low efficiency and high costs with high demand. In this context, the data

collected by the booking service from the charging stations allows the energy distributor

to improve the power demand estimations and so the power grid component usage, the

costs, the quality of service, etc. As anticipated, other services may improve the EM use

case, if properly immersed in the AF ecosystem. The weather forecast service can be

used in the public recharge scenario to improve the estimation of how much energy it is

possible to store through solar panels in the coming hours. A route planner service may

advise routes with wireless power transfer equipment in order to augment the probability

of completing long trips without the risk of total battery depletion. The EM-Management

system provides monitoring and management services that can be exploited at two dif-

ferent levels: directly in the electro mobility scenario and/or by other applications in other

domains. The basic role of the EMMS is the orchestration of the distributed charging

infrastructure: the main benefit is a shared solution based on IoT and cloud technologies

for the integration of every single use case in the electro mobility scenario. This benefit is

available at the scenario level and in other domains through EM services. For example,

EM services are fundamental for the booking service in order to avoid the reservation of

a charging station that is out of service or of a charging station on which a maintenance

intervention has been planned. Two important areas of interest for the potential creation

of cross domain applications are maintenance and multivendor intercharge. Maintenance

activities can have greatly benefit using the EM-Monitoring service, because the remote

control of charging stations simplifies their life cycle management, reducing the deploy-

ment and maintenance costs with provisioning functionalities, remote monitoring, remote

management, and preventive maintenance. Intercharge is another example of cross do-

main application: EM services provide a common and shared interface that could connect

various e-mobility players and provide EV drivers with simple and customer-friendly ac-

cess to heterogeneous charging infrastructures. Different charging stations managed by

different companies become part of the same network, and the new System of Systems

does not only hide the complexity caused by this heterogeneity but offers to the drivers

the same interface to receive real-time information about the status of the charging sta-

tion or the charging process. Finally, the FlexOffer service may be used in the private

recharge scenario to propose to the end user the best energy cost, thanks to a proper

allocation of the effective recharging time, in a time interval where the power grid is not

congested or, simply, the contract offers lower prices.

It is worth noticing that the contribution of the services to the quality level of the target sce-

narios, that is, the concrete added value, is achievable only if the exchanged information

is trusted, if the services are able to seamlessly find and use each other’s functionalities,

and if a good grade of orchestration and cooperation among the services is supposed: in

short, if the Arrowhead Framework core services are correctly used to manage the inter-

action among actors. For example, the booking service only allows booking of a charging

stations if the charge consumption data can be received by charging spot owners or en-

ergy distributors. Moreover, the quality of service offered will be lower if the booking

service can’t use the knowledge base of the monitoring service to improve its reliability,

e.g., to avoid reserving a charging spot currently in maintenance or to properly advise

the end user and propose other recharge options when a fault happens on a previously
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the same EVSE at the same time could represent a concrete issue. In this case the user

which confirms the last the reservation is informed that the booking option is not available

anymore due to a concurrent booking from another user and is invited to choose another

option or make a new query to the booking service.

4.3.7 Co-Simulation platform

Energy and smart cities scenarios are considered among the most interesting and pow-

erful environments in which automation systems and services prove their usefulness.

However, such systems are often tricky to demonstrate, since the required architecture,

especially the hardware components, is not in place. This also motivates simulations

as both validation environments and pre-deployment analysis tools. The University of

Bologna developed a co-simulation framework capable of depicting an urban scenario

with vehicular traffic, electro mobility, charging stations, and smart grid model [163]. In

particular, the developed simulator allows the analysis of urban traffic, including a sig-

nificant percentage of electric vehicles and clusters of charging stations (in particular,

fast charging stations concentrated in public parking lots). The co-simulator platform de-

scribed in this section has been created in order to meet the following goals:

• Design a distributed control able to mitigate the congestion in the network caused

by an excess power demand by the recharging of electric vehicles;

• Test the infrastructure from the services’ point of view, both as a pre-deployment

analysis and a scalability and benchmark test;

• Give to the developer the possibility of building automation systems on top of a

sandbox which resembles a realistic scenario.

This section provides a glimpse of the architecture of the co-simulation platform and of

its components as well as its Arrowhead services, illustrates the analysis carried out by

using the simulator through the presentation of some results, and depicts the possibilities

for automation systems and services operating within such an ecosystem.

Architecture of the co-simulation platform

The co-simulation platform integrates the traffic simulator and the power distribution sim-

ulator. Fig. 4.11 illustrates the general architecture of the co-simulation environment.

Smart-M3 has been adopted as a middleware for interoperability. In such a scenario,

the city SIB collects information regarding all the entities coming from different domains,

while the dash SIB collects data about the vehicles.

Traffic Simulator

Urban traffic is modeled using VeinS, which is an open source framework for vehicular

network simulations based, in turn, on two simulators, namely, discrete event-based sim-

ulator OMNeT++ and road traffic simulator SUMO. SUMO (Simulator of Urban Mobility) is
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the path. If a user-defined threshold of intermediate charge is satisfied, then the system

simply returns the desired path with the directions to reach the destination. The thresh-

old, called Intermediate State Of Charge (SOCint), was introduced as a safety threshold

that users can tune based on their anxiety. If the path is not feasible (due to a violation

of the SOCint parameter), the algorithm searches for an available charging spot, mini-

mizing the deviation from the original path. In order to avoid the problem of looking for

a charging opportunity farther and ending up in a longer trip, it looks for EVSE closer to

the destination compared to the starting point. From each EVSE which can be reached

without violating the SOCint threshold, it looks at all the paths to the destination, if feasi-

ble. If the algorithm finds one which does not exceed the SOCint parameter, it looks for

a feasible path from the EVSE to the destination. Among all the feasible paths, it takes

the one that either minimizes the consumption or the travel time, according to the user

preference. If it cannot find a path with the previous step, then it again execute the algo-

rithm to find an additional EVSE in which we can charge starting from the previous EVSE,

which becomes the starting point for the next step. The algorithm repeats the previous

steps until either it finds a feasible path and returns it to the user, or it cannot find any,

and thus it returns to the user that it is not possible to travel through the desired path

with the chosen parameters. A large-scale scenario has been simulated, i.e., the Italian

Emilia-Romagna region, taking into account real EVSE positions and 3D street maps.

Random trips were generated within the scenario, and the success probability was stud-

ied, i.e., the probability of reaching the destination when following the indications of the

route planning service or when using a conventional approach commonly adopted by EV

drivers. This approach consists in following the shortest path, and in seeking for an avail-

able EVSE, only when the charge is below a given threshold. Figure 9.18 shows that the

SP decreases (dashed lines) without route planning but also decreases, in a much slower

way, with route planning. This happens because the coverage of EVSEs on the target

scenario is not uniform: most of the EVSEs are located on urban areas, while charging

opportunities are quite scarce in rural areas. However, as before, fig.4.16 provides useful

feedback for service planning, since it demonstrates the performance gain of a planning

service for medium and long trips, and for grid planning, since it allows detecting the ar-

eas of the Emilia-Romagna region which are mostly uncovered by the current charging

infrastructure.





Chapter 5

Conclusions and Some Open

Research Challenges

The integration with fog and cloud has surely and remarkably leverages all the most

common issues of IoT paradigm. The introduction of the fog middleware made feasible

the introduction of DaaS concept by enabling all the advantages of fog paradigm, firstly

at IoT level, and secondly toward cloud. Although a complete, comprehensive, and fully

integrated framework for virtual sensors is still in early stage, this project has proved the

complete feasibility and practicability of the idea and the concept. By exploiting the fog

middleware the project has overcome:

Device Heterogeneity The fog middleware totally abstracts the physical layer of devices,

overcoming all their hardware, technology, and communication protocol differences.

The fog middleware makes the IoT objects and their functionalities available and

accessible at cloud tier in a standardized and homogeneous manner.

Power Efficiency This project, through fog middleware, enhances the energy sustain-

ability of IoT nodes. This aspect is crucial for devices running on battery. In addi-

tion, this research provides a strategy for power saving based on a BLE interface

switching on/off mechanism dependent by the advertisers’ arrivals.

Device Availability The fog middleware totally decouples the physical layer from the

abstraction layer making the virtual sensor fault tolerant and enabling the data re-

covery. In addition, the research project also provides a Semantic Web-based data

access methodology enabling federated query.

Object Data Rawness The adoption of the fog middleware allows multiple interactions

IoT-Fog without the need of data/computation offloading to the cloud. In addition,

the fog middleware acts as data aggregator and manipulator, providing at cloud

level more stable and accurate data.

Moreover this dissertation has proved the feasibility of application of virtual sensor and

fog nodes in telecommunication fields. This is only the first step towards the definition of

a new paradigm and modus-operandi for telco providers. Starting from fifth generation

network on, telco providers will be able to provide services running on virtual sensor and

fog nodes through NFV methodology. This will lead at a huge cost reduction and a huge
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number of available nodes spread on the territory making the telco service pervasive and

with much higher performance. In the last chapter is presented the complete application

of virtual sensor architecture in a real use case. Nowadays electro mobility is a rapidly

spreading scenario with a large number of still open issues. The project has presented

the application of a fully vertical cloud-fog-IoT architecture similar to that one presented

in this research work for DaaS. From the use case presented, emerges how this type of

solutions are feasible and applicable to the real world and usable in common everyday life.

In the following section will be summarized the achieved results, then, finally, in the last

section, the future research direction will be introduced.

5.1 Achieved results

This section will address and discuss the achieved results by this research. Firstly, the

aspect emerged from the proposed adaptive energy saving strategy will be addressed,

then, the focus will be moved on the results achieved by the proposed and adopted ap-

plication discovery protocol. Finally the discussion will be moved on the abstract sensor

data query method, analyzing the federated semantic web service, and, to conclude, the

discussion will address the Arrowhead project use case results.

5.1.1 Architecture and Strategy

The fog paradigm enhances the IoT capabilities acting as a middleware between IoT

nodes and Cloud. Fog supports IoT environments by providing location awareness, com-

puting resources, mobility support, geo-distribution, and so on. These features are crucial

for improving the quality of experience and the efficiency of service providing and seeking

in IoT environments. The architecture presented in this work exploits the fog paradigm to

improve the BLE node discovery in terms of device discoverability and in terms of power

consumption. The proposed model, leveraging the location awareness of the nodes in

the proximity, effectively triggers the discovery process thus granting PEND/SPEND full

discoverability by overcoming typical issues of the conventional BLE discovery. At the

same time, the employed ski-rental optimization allows to save energy by self-adapting

the discovery process. From the implementation of the proposed adaptive strategy for the

energy saving, has emerged interesting consideration. The maximum number of switch-

ing of the BLE interface has limited from the asymptote given by the energy consumed by

WiFi connection. This behaviour is reasonable because with the enlarging of the arrival

period, the BLE-A arrives ever more sporadically. With a that very occasional arrival, the

BLE-S, basically, does not ever switch on its BLE interface, and the energy consumed

by WiFi interface becomes the predominant component of the total energy consumption.

Indeed, theoretically speaking, If the arrival period is pushed to the infinite, the energy

consumption of the BLE interface becomes 0. This happens because the BLE-S never

switches the BLE interface on, hence, the consumption of BLE interface is nullify, and the

only determining factor of the power consumption of the whole system is the constant

value of WiFi interface. Another remarkable aspect has emerged from the implemen-
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tation of the strategy. By plotting the two separated components of energy, it is clearly

observable the intersection between their trends. Those points of intersection projected

on the X axis are the threshold arrival period after which is more convenient keep the

BLE interface always active and scanning. Therefore, with the arrival period of threshold

is possible to calculate the arrival rate limit for the switching on/off strategy.

5.1.2 PEND and SPEND

The introduction of fog middleware MQTT-based coordination of BLE discovery can rel-

evantly help in increasing power sustainability for several IoT application domains where

MQTT brokers are required to be employed for data collection. MQTT is an efficient

Publish/Subscribe protocol for bandwidth and resource-constrained devices in IoT ap-

plications. Device discovery in MQTT results in sustainability concerns for the battery-

limited devices as BLE-S always keeps the Bluetooth interface active to scan BLE-A in

the vicinity. As this results in tremendous battery drain and –due to synchronization is-

sues between the waveforms of scanner frame and the advertiser frame– high device

matching rates may not be achieved. To cope with this, this research project adopted the

proposed Power Efficient Node Discovery (PEND) protocol which employs an MQTT Bro-

ker to continuously collect the geo-locations of the BLE-A nodes, it wakes-up the BLE-S

depending on the location of an approaching node. As the scanning frame starts with

the synchronization of the WAKEUP message and the advertisement message, 100%

device matching rate is achieved. Moreover, since the Bluetooth scanner interface is

only activated whenever a BLE-A node is in the vicinity, significant power savings can

be achieved under short to moderate scanning frame durations. However, it has also

highlighted how long scanner frame durations may lead to inefficiencies in terms of bat-

tery drain due to wake up/sleep power consumption. To overcome to this PEND weak

point, it has developed and proposed a new protocol, called Sustainable and Power Ef-

ficient Node Discovery (SPEND), which turns the BLE-S scanner interface off as soon

as a device has been discovered during a scanning frame. The results under SPEND

have shown that the battery drain by the BLE interface can be as low as 60%-70% of

a naive-locality based discovery scheme whereas the battery drain of the discovery ap-

plication under the proposed scheme can be as low as 85%-92% of the node discovery

benchmark. In addition to the device sustainability, the proposed and adopted protocol

achieved the full IoT nodes discoverability reaching the 100% device match ratio. This

means that, with the interaction with the fog middleware, the devices (BLE-S) surely dis-

cover an new approaching node, making it available for further interaction or needs. The

full device discoverability plays a crucial role in IoT scenario, where, by definition, the

nodes have an high mobility.

5.1.3 New PEND

The results emerged from the first run of PEND and SPEND highlighted a slightly over-

head in the CPU trend due to the BLE interface switching on/off. This is the key reason

that has led to the introduction of the new version of PEND. In this new version, PEND

protocol, still have the activation of the discovery process triggered by fog layer but it
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keeps the BLE interface always on. As it was expected the device discoverability re-

mained guaranteed, since the triggering of discovery process is still driven by fog node.

On the other hand, on the power efficiency side, the new version of PEND has proved to

be more sustainable, highlighting how the switching on/off mechanism of BLE interface

has a remarkable impact on the power drain. The CPU overhead has been leverage with

this new version of protocol and that has led to have much better performance even in

the CPU power drain due to BLE activities.

5.1.4 PEND and SPEND: Advertiser Dynamic Arrival

In the conventional node discovery approaches for IoT, a scanner node remains in the

beaconing mode and continuously scans the environment for an approaching advertiser.

In the previous experiments the proposed fog middleware driven discovery protocol have

been tested according a static arrival rate of new approaching advertising nodes. As it

is already stated the two proposed protocols are fog middleware driven; this means that

the discovery process is triggered by fog node via MQTT message, if and only if a new

a new advertising device is approaching. This kind of approach makes the two smart

protocols advertiser’s arrival dependent. Hence, the further test step has been analyzing

the impact of advertisers’ dynamical arrival on the two proposed protocol.

In section 3.4.2, it is investigated, on the conventional/Benchmark, PEND, and SPEND

schemes, the impact of the dynamicity of the advertiser nodes (BLE-A) on the device

discovery success and the sustainability of the battery-powered IoT nodes. Through ex-

periments and emulation, it has been confirmed, as it is expected, that the fog middleware

driven discovery of IoT nodes can always ensure 100% device discovery regardless of

the dynamicity/arrival patterns of the BLE-A. Furthermore, the smart and power efficient

node discovery solution SPEND can ensure significant energy savings in the BLE utiliza-

tion, CPU utilization and the scanning application as a result of self-initiated deactivation

of the scanner frames at the BLE-S nodes. While in the previous test set presented

the promising behavior of SPEND under static/constant arrival of BLE-A nodes; the ex-

perimental results provided in set have further supported the potential of SPEND to be

adopted in IoT-Fog environments.

5.1.5 Federated Semantic Web Service

Discovery, aggregation, and manipulation of distributed, diverse sets of data have be-

come key in supporting the availability and the access to the various type of hetero-

geneous data. Semantic approaches have been proven valid to infer relationships and

dependencies from heterogeneous sets of information pieces, however the current de

facto standard query language SPARQL falls short when performing truly federated data

navigation, with no exact knowledge of data distribution. This research project has pro-

posed and adopted a lightweight Federation Ontology and a Federation Web Service to

map information sources across different locations, so as to address current SPARQL

limitations in terms of a priori network knowledge. The adopted Federated Web Service

represents a portable, non vendor specific solution that relies on the Federation Ontology
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to infer network endpoints upon with to perform queries. The Federated Web Service

then aggregates results via different composition strategies. The applicability of the pro-

posed Federation Web Service and Ontology has been proved by realizing a Federated

Education Portal that integrates data sets from both academic institutions and munici-

palities: the Federation Web Service and Ontology has granted to dramatically ease the

development of the portal itself. The system adopted in this project have been also valued

and then adopted by some organizations as a reference for their internal projects.

5.1.6 Fog Middleware Use Case: Arrowhead Electro Mobility Scenario

The automation of complex systems is a challenging context which has to deal with many

factors, including technology readiness, business opportunities, user appreciation, le-

gal regulations, heterogeneity of legacy systems and privacy issues. From this point of

view, the electro-mobility scenario represents a relevant case study where an automation

software architecture based on the Arrowhead Framework has been designed and imple-

mented. The identified solution has been conceived to meet the scenario requirements,

identified through the analysis of some relevant electro-mobility use cases selected in

the Arrowhead project. The resulting software architecture is based on a IoT-to-cloud

approach that efficiently exploits the IoT enabling technologies and the computational re-

sources offered by the cloud infrastructure, providing an evident improvement in terms

of interoperability, information security, and extendability. Among the heterogeneous set

of systems and application services that is possible to plug in the architecture, the EM

management system and the booking system have been analyzed in detail, designed,

and implemented. With respect to other services provided by the Arrowhead Framework,

their importance for the electro-mobility scenario has been highlighted or envisioned with

simple considerations: the selection included, but in principle is not limited to, Weather

Forecast, FlexOffer and RoutePlanning services. One of the most important results in-

ferred from the performed analysis is that the full potential of a service is available only

when it is integrated in a whole automation infrastructure with the ability to interact with

other services for the orchestration of new advanced functionalities. The evaluation of

the architecture and the services has been performed through a co-simulation framework

taking into account the traffic, the variable percentage of electric vehicles, the power grid

elements, and the implemented set of services. The simulation environment, according

to the mobile application “zoo philosophy,” allowed realistic tests with real services applied

to a simulated power grid and a simulated set of electric vehicles and users. The obtained

results confirmed the validity of the proposed automation infrastructure, showing a clear

improvement of metrics like the load balance of the power grid and the percentage of

long trips ended without total battery discharge. Taking into account all the considera-

tions done and the presented results, it is possible to confirm that the application of the

Arrowhead Framework to complex scenarios allows their complete automation by improv-

ing the interaction between the subsystems and the cloud and preserving, at the same

time, the indispensable security and reliability requirements.
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5.2 Future Works

To conclude this thesis, in this last section, some future research directions will be ad-

dressed. As it is already state, and despite the great result already achieved by this

research, this project is only the first stage of a broader and ambitious research. The

future directions presented will be divided in two big category:

IoT-Fog Side This category will contain all the extensions and future works targeting the

IoT world, the interaction IoT-Fog and the low level networking and device provi-

sioning.

Fog-Cloud Interaction In this category will fall all the future work extensions aiming to

improve the abstract resource provisioning, the complex multi virtual sensor service

composition, and other business-oriented side services.

This final section is structured as following, for each category will be addressed firstly the

future work direction, extension and improvement of the solution already adopted, and

then totally novel features, solution, service or application will be introduced.

5.2.1 IoT-Fog Side Future Directions

In this field very important results have been already achieved, this research project has

already proposed two solid device discovery protocol solutions runnable on any IoT de-

vice. These two solution are protocol that work at application layer, in this way the hetero-

geneity of the IoT devices is overcome. Despite these protocols result to be a good, solid

and stable solution, they still present some open challenges, and provide some starting

points for further improvements.

Discovery Protocol

The protocol already proposed, targeted BLE as reference communication model and

technology mainly because it is the currently most used. The fist possible development

would be make the discovery protocol completely independent by the technology and dis-

covery approach. The discovery protocols adopted in this research projects are focused

on device-to-device interaction, and BLE technology. A valuable extension of this work

would be to implement and to test the proposed protocol with other relevant device-to-

device technology such as WiFi direct or LTE direct. Moreover, it would be interesting to

develop an hybrid long-ranged mid-short-ranged discovery protocol able to switch com-

munication technology as soon as the approaching device gets closer. For example an

interesting application of the concept of hybrid discovery protocol would be Wifi direct

BLE discovery protocol, that exploits the long range capability of WiFi direct for fetching

the first information regarding the new approaching device, and then exploits the low en-

ergy consumption of BLE technology, on the based of the information already gathered

in the first step, to complete the discovery and to invoke functionalities. Another point

to address as a future development regarding the discovery process is a fully study on

the power efficiency. This branch offers a quite large plethora of ideas for future devel-

opment. For example, the already proposed study is only focused on BLE scanner, this
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study might be extended as well to the BLE advertiser. By scenario definition, it has been

assumed that the BLE-S had a static location, while the BLE-A was free to move. A ques-

tion might be risen, is this the most power efficient solution? In other words, which does

process consume more energy, the scanning or the advertising? Those questions will be

addressed by a full and comprehensive power consumption study. Another interesting

future research direction would be the application of real mobility patter of several real

scenario to the advertisers’ arrival. In this way, it would be possible to have a real feed-

back on the performance of the two proposed protocols applied to everyday real scenario.

In stack of that, a new approach for discovery protocol might be proposed, an adaptive

fog middleware driven device discovery protocol. It is possible to develop a discovery

protocol that though a machine learning algorithm running on the fog middleware, is able

to adapt itself to the advertisers mobility pattern minimizing the power consumption and

optimizing the device discoverability.

Advanced Efficient Handoff of IoT Nodes

It has already been stated that one of problem of the sensor network in the IoT worlds

is the node mobility. IoT is a computer paradigm highly dynamic, its network topology

is in continuous reshaping, and its nodes might have an extremely high mobility. Cause

of that, in IoT scenario, a lot of effort and energy is drained by node discovery process.

This process would be drastically leveraged if the new approaching node would have

been already known by the arrival network. This idea might be achieved by perform an

IoT node handoff. This handoff might be feasible by exploiting the fog middleware. The

first time a new IoT node approach to any IoT node network, it is discovered, it joins the

network and all the information and services exposed by the new node are stored in a

fog node. Then, when this node move to another IoT node network, all the information

regarding that node are migrated by the fog middleware from the original fog node the

fog node in the new locality, in this way the discovery process in the new network might

be drastically reduced if not totally avoided. In IoT-Fog environment the IoT node handoff

is possible by migrating all the IoT node information, services, context, and status, from

a fog node to another. In literature, there already are some proposal regarding IoT node

handoff, this future work direction will address the still open challenges in this area, such

as IoT node status live migration, or proactivity IoT object migration based on location

prediction algorithm. In both the above mentioned future development, the migration is

meant live without any stop of service provisioning. This IoT node handoff is feasible by

exploiting the proposed fog middleware, and its realization would be a very interesting

and promising future research.

5.2.2 Fog-Cloud Side Future Directions

On this side of the architecture this research has already proposed a valuable method to

access abstract sensors data and to query them. The main future research directions in

this field would be

• Improving the methodologies already proposed
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• The introduction of a Naming Service for virtual sensors

• the introduction of a billing and accounting service and a service compositor for

business

The future work cloud side are mostly focused on improving the virtual sensor availability

and accessibility and providing service for building complex services on top of virtual sen-

sors. The first step for the future development is to investigate a strategy to mitigate the

current limitation of Federal Semantic Web Service in terms of endpoint time-outs and

unavailability. It is possible to think of developing a specific type of virtual sensor aimed

to act only as endpoint of the Federated Web Service. These special virtual sensor would

not be directly accessible, and available by end user application and other services, but

their purpose would be only to be employed as endpoint for Federated Web Service in-

frastructure.

The other interesting aspect of cloud side future work would be the development of a

Naming Service for virtual sensor. This service would have the same characteristics

of the traditional naming service already presented in literature, but applied to virtual

sensors. Naturally, this service will not contain the physical location of the abstracted

sensor, but it would act more as a catalogue in which are listed all the available virtual

sensor with their characteristics, available information and the list the exposed service

to invoke. This virtual sensor catalogue will offer also the opportunities of composing

virtual sensors for creating a more complex and personalized one. This will open the

door to the adoption of virtual sensor by the companies. In addition, it is possible to

develop a billing and accounting service. This will lead to the profiling of each user or

entity that uses the virtual sensors, enabling a pay-per-use interaction model. The name

service and the billing and accounting service will lead to the massive adoption of virtual

sensor by the companies that will be able to build business on top of virtual sensors. By

the exploiting of all these side services would be possible to develop, as a future work,

a fully integrated framework that would aggregate all these services and would make

easy to access, query, gather information, compose, list, and account virtual sensor and

services.



Appendix A

Semantic Web: Evaluated

Approaches and Platforms

This appendix gives an three main architectural alternatives that have been evaluated to

realize a fully scalable and extensible SPARQL endpoint federation. Several qualitative

Key Performance Indicators (KPIs), have been also defined to help the comparison, the

organization, benefits and shortcomings of these alternatives, and to ultimately facilitate

the choice of the further adopted solution. Any listed solutions has been checked against

those KPIs to compare their properties and ease the choice. Furthermore, the same

approach has been used in the middleware platform selection process. Last section of

this appendix gives an overview of all the evaluated middleware platforms and all the KPI

used to compare such platforms.

A.1 KPIs

Ease of development SPARQL federation should require limited development efforts,

no matter the specific Semantic framework implementation.

Integration SPARQL federation solution should easily integrate with other framework

features, with little or no additional effort.

Maintenance SPARQL federation solution should be conceived so as to limit develop-

ment effort in case of bug fixing or feature adaptation activities

Evolution The solution should be easily extensible in order to cope with new require-

ments.

A.2 Architectural Approaches

Endpoint Extension This solution extends the internal logic of a SPARQL endpoint,

from the classic logic to the execution of the query for extracting data to a model for

the interception of the query, the query rewriting through the wired application logic,

by inserting the statement required to query all the nodes in the federation, and

finally performing on the various endpoints, returning the result in accordance with
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evolution) point of view. The architectural choice has relied on the definition and imple-

mentation of a Federation Web Service.

A.3 Semantic Middleware Platforms

The first step in realizing the SPARQL federation model relates to the selection of a Se-

mantic middleware platform on top of which the adopted solution has been built. The

main and widely-diffused Semantic middleware solutions, again on the base of a set of

relevant qualitative KPIs.

Apache JENA . Apache JENA is one of the most widespread, open-source semantic

middleware on the market today. It is supported by the Apache community and is

written entirely in Java programming language. JENA does not natively support

SPARQL and SPARQL endpoints, though specific external libraries exist that pro-

vide both features (namely, the ARQ package and the Joseki extension) [168, 169].

Sesame . Sesame is an open source, Java-based RDF storage that natively supports

SPARQL and exposes REST services to facilitate integration with external systems

and services [170].

AllegroGraph . Allegrograph is an open source, Java-based RDF storage that natively

supports SPARQL and exposes REST services to facilitate integration with external

systems and services. SPARQL is the default query language in Allegrograph, and

a implementation of the TWINQL specification is also available; this specification

provides relevant query optimization features [171, 172].

Openlink Virtuoso . Virtuoso is a multi-model data storage solution that combines tra-

ditional RDBMS storage features, with advanced Semantic storage, reasoning sup-

port (e.g., RDF), and an extensive set of integration features

(e.g., REST/WebServices integration). SPARQL support is native in Virtuoso [143].

The above semantic middleware above described have been evaluated according qual-

itative KPIs. KPIs provided in the following are qualitative evaluation criteria relevant for

any middleware choice. Our scoring attribution is based on the Capability Maturity Model

Integration framework (CMMI), that provides a common reference model to assess the

maturity of a system with respect to a given evaluation aspect [173]. Each KPI is eval-

uated against a set of values between 0 (no feature/characteristic support) to 5 (full,

enterprise-grade feature/characteristic support).

Federation Support This KPI relates to the maturity of federation features provided by

the candidate framework, and is the most relevant KPI in the adopted evaluation

model (i.e., highest weight).

Jena, Virtuoso, and Allegrograph provide no support for federation besides the lim-

ited SPARQL SERVICE directive, hence scoring an evaluation of 0 (no support) for

this KPI. Sesame, instead, supports some sort of data sources federation, but data

model sharing is still at an early stage, hence scoring an evaluation of 1.
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Community Support This KPI relates to the maturity of the community involved in the

development and maintenance of the candidate framework. Typical community sup-

port features relate to bug tracking and resolution processes, documentation, wiki,

online support, etc, and are crucial for long-term manageability and stability of the

platform. Allegrograph has virtually no active community and provides only a static

documentation of the platform, hence scoring a lowest result. Jena and Sesame

provide a fairly active community that involves bug tracking/resolution, and product

roadmap definition. Virtuoso features the most active community and provides bug

tracking and resolution, product roadmap definition and direct on-call (chat) support.

Commercial Support Besides community support, commercial support is generally re-

quired in enterprise-grade software solutions to guarantee long-term stability. Com-

mercial support typically provides highly skilled, special-purpose consulting resources

as well as the ability to provide specific developments/extension and integrations.

Jena has no commercial support, Allegrograph and Sesame provide some level

of consulting support, and Virtuoso provides the most comprehensive commercial

ecosystem that offers also specific developments by need.

SPARQL Endpoint Support This KPI describes the availability of SPARQL endpoint

APIs within the candidate middleware. Virtuoso provides full endpoint exposition

and support, whereas other candidates have only limited functionality.

Java Support This KPI relates to product compatibility with the Java programming lan-

guage. This KPI is particularly relevant due to the widespread adoption of Java

(and its enterprise counterpart JEE) in developing large enterprise applications.

Jena implementation is fully based on the Java programming language, and ex-

poses fully workable Java APIs; on the contrary Virtuoso is entirely written in C#

and has limited API support for Java.

Market Adoption This KPI describes the availability skilled professional resources on

the candidate framework. This KPI is especially relevant to guarantee manageabil-

ity and evolvability of the solution. Virtuoso and Jena are leaders in terms of market

adoption, hence featuring a larger market workforce share.

Product Maturity This KPI defines the overall maturity of the product, specifically in

terms release process: products with frequent and long-term planned release sched-

ules and roadmaps tend to be more reliable from a business point of view.

The KPIs above described are grouped in table A.2, where for each eligible middleware

are listed the given grades based on a weighted sum of KPIs. The weights for the qualita-

tive KPIs reflect their relevance according the fog middleware scopes. Federation Support

and Market Adoption are particularly crucial in ac hiving the pre-fixed goals. KPI weight

values are in a range between 0 and 1.

Aggregate results are obtained as a weighted sum of all KPIs: despite its poor Java sup-

port and lack of native federation support, Openlink Virtuoso was the Semantic platform

that best fitted the project’s business needs and provides a stable and reliable option.
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Table A.2: Semantic Middleware Comparison

Weight Jena Virtuoso Sesame Allegrogroph

Federation

Support

0,3 0 0 0 1

Community 0,1 4 2 5 4

Commercial

Support

0,1 0 2 5 3

SPARQL

Endpoint

Support

0,1 1 2 5 1

Java Sup-

port

0,1 4 2 1 3

Market

Adoption

0,2 3 1 3 1

Product

Maturity

0,1 3 2 4 2

1 1,8 1,2 2,6 1,8
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municates with one or more VNF Managers via a REST API or messaging system. The

messaging system uses the AMQP protocol and its implementation is based on Rab-

bitMQ. In the context of this work it was employed only the Generic-VNFM which provides

generic capabilities for controlling the lifecycle events of a VNF based on its definition in

the Network Service Descriptor (NSD). This VNFM was used for controlling all the IMS

Service Instance Components (SICs). Some scripts have been implemented as part of

the Element Management System (EMS) for integrating the IMS SICs into the Open Ba-

ton NFV Catalogue. Using the MCN terminology, IMS corresponds to a MCN Service.

In order to provide the functionality “as a Service”, MCN Services are managed through

a combination between Service Manager (SM) and Service Orchestrator (SO). Through

the SM the Enterprise End User (EEU) can use the OCCI APIs to deploy, provision and

dispose Service Instances (SIs) and retrieve their status-information. Furthermore, the

MCN framework relies on the Cloud Controller entity as intermediate component between

different Cloud Management systems. Fig. B.2a shows the key entities of the MCN archi-

tecture. The Hurtle framework, implemented by the InIT Cloud Computing Lab (ICCLab)

at the Zurich University of Applied Sciences (ZHAW), represents a reference implemen-

tation of the MCN architecture. In order to manage the lifecycle of each Service Instance,

the Hurtle approach proposes to instantiate SO on demand via the SM interface. This

combination allows the SM to provide a gateway to numerous service instances for multi-

ple consumers while the SO itself remains responsible for one specific deployment, only

being accessed by the overlaying management. To let Open Baton be used as a SO by

the SM, an API providing the same functionality with nearly identical signatures is being

exposed. It offers deploy, provision, status information and disposing of service instances.

Fig. B.2b shows how the integration has been realized.

While in the hurtle-SO approach one SO would manage only one service instance, in the

Open Baton scenario, the NFVO manages multiple service instances, each identified by

a universally unique identifier, which is required for every request except for the initializa-

tion. For this reason, it is not necessary to deploy on demand a new Service Orchestrator

instance. Corresponding to this, the responsible SM is using a specific Service Orchestra-

tor Manager implementation. It includes the mentioned unique service instance identifier

in its requests so that it will do the requests to the correct service instances. While the

reference manager implementation makes usage of PaaS like OpenShift to deploy and

dispose service orchestrators into containers on demand, this is not needed for the Open

Baton approach, container creation is totally skipped and the whole lifecycle manage-

ment is passed over to Open Baton. The usage of a service manager using this manager

implementation does only differ to the generic implementation in the need to specify host

and port for the Open Baton in the service manager configuration. As can be seen in

fig.B.3, the Enterprise End User requests the instantiation of the IMS SIC at the H-SM

endpoint. Once the request is received by the SM, it calls internally the Open Baton Ser-

vice Orchestrator Manager class which has been leveraged for supporting multiple types

of Service Orchestrators. fig.B.3 shows the sequence diagram of the operations which

are executed when a user requests the instantiation of a network service according to the

following five main steps:

1. The Enterprise End User requests the instantiation of a IMS Service Instance via a







Appendix C

The Electro Mobility Use Case:

Context Overview and Introduction

A complex system represents a scenario where individual components cooperate and

interact to create new functionalities, which cannot be provided by single components

themselves. A complex system typically features a large number of interacting actors and

components which have to efficiently interact for the sake of user satisfaction, for security

reasons, or for specific industrial business purposes: heterogeneous hardware, different

devices, software components, entire ICT subsystems, and a large number of user cate-

gories. Automating a complex system means permeating all the involved actors with the

automation infrastructure components. The purpose is to achieve full interoperability at

low costs and with simple interaction primitives. The Arrowhead Framework provides all

the functionalities, services and tools to achieve a high grade of automation even with the

challenges that characterize complex systems [174], among which are:

• Products from many industries that have to mutually understand and actively inter-

act;

• Support for existing standards for data serialization and information models;

• Different computational capabilities of the involved devices: from supercomputers

to autonomous energy harvesting embedded electronics;

• System requirements that range from maximum quality of service to maximum per-

formances, depending on the analyzed subsystem;

• Cloud support with simplified interfaces for application development;

• System evolution and adaptability: new situations have to be managed adapting the

system configuration to the new needs;

• System extension is to be taken into consideration: when new functionalities are

added to an existing complex SoS, they should be discoverable by the other de-

vices/systems enabling proper and efficient use;

• Privacy issues: when multiple HW/SW components from multiple vendors exten-

sively interact in a common scenario, outstanding privacy issues arise for informa-
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tion belonging to end users and to that belonging to the industries; reliable mea-

sures for preserving information ownership are needed to achieve complete au-

tomation and interoperability;

• Security issues on information must be reliably managed; stored information cannot

be deleted or modified by unauthorized agents; all the interacting systems have to

be properly authenticated when requesting or performing a service.

The complex system domains are a universe so rich and vast that cannot be treated ex-

haustively in this section. The study has been focused on a specific scenario that is rele-

vant in terms of system complexity, market impact, and industrial interest. The objective

is to show how, adopting the approach proposed in the Arrowhead project, it is possible to

satisfy the requirements previously mentioned by relying on its framework for interaction

among systems. The complex automation scenario that has been selected is the elec-

tro mobility (EM) domain, with a particular interest in the vehicle charging infrastructure

and related ecosystem. The EM scenario is one of the main branches investigated by

the Arrowhead project because of the industrial and academic relevance, the societal im-

pact, business opportunities and eco-sustainability. EM is also sufficiently complex and

diversified to claim that the resulting SoSs have been obtained by directly facing most

of the issues existing for complex multi-vendor multi-player systems. Very briefly, the

scenario considers an ecosystem where electric vehicles recharge their batteries from a

network of charging stations connected to the power grid or powered through renewable

sources (i.e., solar panels). The study and engineering of EM involve many industrial and

academic players and have potential for significant benefits considering the impact on

society, economy, transportation, and environment. Furthermore, EM represents a rad-

ical change from the current consolidated mobility panorama based on petrol or diesel

vehicles, a change that is strongly influenced by the great investments required for the

construction and deployment of distributed charging infrastructure and for the creation of

the ecosystem of involved actors. EM, moreover, being a substantial innovation, could

potentially be exposed to the difference of the end user, nowadays used to combustion

engines reality, thus significantly reducing the EM potential acceptance. The concretiza-

tion of future EM on a large scale and the creation of the corresponding market represent

a serious challenge and the solution proposed in the Arrowhead project. can significantly

reduce the effects of EM criticality, dramatically increasing the acceptance of EM trans-

port solutions and contributing to their future diffusion. Arrowhead objectives in the EM

domain are two-fold:

• Allow a simple, effective, reliable, and secure interaction among multiple heteroge-

neous multi-vendor components involved in the EM scenario.

• Improve the EM services quality, usability, and efficiency, in order to achieve a criti-

cal mass for incentivising governmental financing and attracting the interest and the

investments of the important industrial players.

The following sub sections illustrate the Arrowhead Framework based solution for the EM

domain, starting from the description of the main technologies involved and the automa-

tion plan identified, i.e., including the SoS architecture conceived to manage the scenario
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requirements. The SoS components are successively analyzed in detail. As a fully op-

erational EM scenario is still not available on the large scale in European countries, at

the current level of progress, a specific section describes a modular co-simulation plat-

form that has been designed and integrated into the EM SoSs. The available information,

merged with the data originated by the co-simulator is finally used to test some of the

implemented application services and show the potential benefits they introduce in future

EM scenarios. Lastly, conclusions are drawn to summaries the goals achieved by adopt-

ing the Arrowhead Framework and to describe the issues still pending in the automation

process for EM and, more generally, for complex systems.

C.1 Vision from an Automation Perspective

Automation is considered one of the most promising enabling technologies in the EM

market in order to minimize the environmental impacts of transportation, create new busi-

ness opportunities, and increase efficiency, quality of service, and comfort for the final

user. Automation is the one of the hottest research topics in the field of smart transporta-

tion and, more specifically, in the area of electro mobility. The evolution of electro-mobility

is driven by the convergence and integration of different technologies, business mod-

els, and trends, including automation, green solutions, mobility as a service, intelligent

transport systems, IoT and other key trends. The evolution of these factors will not con-

tinue isolated and the effects and synergies of their convergence have not been exploited

yet. The Arrowhead Framework represents an enabling technology that will speedup this

convergence process, providing tools for the simplification of the electro mobility infras-

tructure management, the optimization of resource usage, and a significant improvement

of the perceived quality of service. Arrowhead will simplify also the removal of legal barri-

ers and the adoption of new business models through the adoption of the “everything as a

service” model, a widely accepted solution that exploits the vast potential for on-demand

cloud-based services intended to fully displace the delivery of a commodity service. It is

well known that in several cases the technology is already available but the application

of automation to electro-mobility is prevented by unsolved legal and liability issues. Fur-

thermore, current automation solutions have evolved independently for the vehicle, the

recharge infrastructure and the ICT related solutions, thus not fully exploiting the potential

benefits of electro mobility. From this point of view, the Arrowhead Framework represents

an efficient service oriented integration framework, allowing the electro mobility Systems

of Systems (SoSs) to spontaneously emerge from the cooperation of heterogeneous and

complex systems. This vision, based on a service-oriented framework, intrinsically inter-

operable, allows the harmonized and orchestrated collaboration between the actors of the

electro-mobility SoSs: automated and connected vehicles, recharge infrastructures, final

users, freight, road and fleet operators, public transports, energy suppliers, ICT service

providers, etc. The Arrowhead vision for electro-mobility will lead to a paradigm shift in

the way future electric transport systems are envisaged, implemented, and deployed. The

immediate impact of the adoption of the Arrowhead Framework in the electro-mobility do-

main is the possibility to set up an ICT solution for the integration and management of the

distributed recharge infrastructure. Perhaps the most urgent need in the electro-mobility
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market is financing the charging infrastructure. An intense debate has been focused on

the dilemma about the priorities in electro-mobility market development: should manu-

facturers focus on electric vehicles, or should they focus on the charging infrastructure

first? Currently, the two components of the market are being developed simultaneously,

with governments supporting the financing of the charging infrastructure: a study of the

electric vehicle infrastructure estimates a global expense for the charging infrastructure

of 2.5 billions dollars between 2008 and 2014, with 4.5 billion dollars of fiscal incentives

for both vehicles and infrastructure development. In this context, the cloud integration

platform based on the Arrowhead Framework could dramatically reduce the expenses

for the development of the infrastructure and optimize the investments. The advantages

could influence all the levels of the infrastructure development and future management:

• from the infrastructure design, development, and implementation;

• to its monitoring, maintenance, and optimization;

• to the creation of new electro-mobility services and related business opportunities.

C.1.1 Infrastructure Design, Development, and Implementation

During the design and development, phases the adoption of a unified, open and interop-

erable framework simplifies the design of the architecture of the charging infrastructure,

both in terms of offered functionalities/services and in terms of ICT solutions, from the

field up to the cloud. The electro-mobility solution based on the Arrowhead Framework

(AF), at fog layer, adopts a pervasive IoT framework (Eclipse Kura [154]) that is respon-

sible for the edge operations: it abstracts and isolates the developer from the complexity

of the hardware and the networking subsystems, and redefines the development and re-

usability of integrated hardware and software solutions. Kura simplifies the design and

development of the edge computing part of the charging infrastructure and contributes

abstracting and hiding the technical details of the services exposed through the AF. On

the cloud side, in turn, it simplifies the design and development of the core logic of the

electro-mobility application, the use of existing services from third parties, and the cre-

ation of new business logic for specific electro-mobility applications and services. The

presence of a pervasive IoT framework on the charging stations simplifies the deploy-

ment of the whole charging infrastructure, providing provisioning functionalities and full

remote control during the installation process.

C.1.2 Maintenance and Optimization

The Arrowhead Framework introduces a significant reduction of maintenance costs: the

remote control of charging stations based on cloud and IoT technologies enables con-

tinuous monitoring, remote, predictive and planned maintenance, reduction of technical

interventions on the field, optimization of maintenance procedures, etc. The Arrowhead

Framework also allows the optimization of the usage of the charging infrastructure. The

capability to collect near real-time data from the charging infrastructure represents a huge

opportunity in terms of analytics. The study of this huge amount of information allows the
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optimization of the use of the charging infrastructure in terms of electric load balancing,

costs for recharges, number of users served, and optimization of the territorial coverage.

C.1.3 Monitoring

Another important source of cost reduction is related to the electricity distribution network

that is required by the charging infrastructure. The availability of autonomous monitoring

stations capable to recharge their internal batteries using alternative and green energy

sources (i.e., solar panels) can significantly reduce the required territorial coverage of the

electricity network, in particular in rural areas where only low power lines are available

and the costs for improving grid infrastructure are higher. The charging stations based

on the Arrowhead Framework are fully autonomous also from an ICT point of view, allow-

ing them to seamlessly become part of the global charging infrastructure and services.

The Arrowhead Framework IoT-based solution enables the creation of services that allow

the connection of different electro-mobility players, providing a friendly access to charg-

ing stations. These services offer a solution for creating a provider-independent network

of electric vehicle charging stations, a unified multivendor charging infrastructure (inter-

charge). A similar interchange platform could operate like roaming between different net-

work operators on the international mobile communications market: the final user has one

single, unified, simple way to access a variety of different charging stations spread over

the territory. This is a significant example of the potential of the Arrowhead Framework

in terms of new service creation and new business opportunities exploitation. There is,

however, one obstacle to electric vehicle diffusion: the so-called range anxiety. Although

all EVs have a driving range suitable for most users, this does not totally fulfill the common

driver’s expectation. Except for some high-end vehicles, EVs’ range is lower than tradi-

tional vehicles and recharge time is significantly longer than gasoline/diesel refuel time.

This is widely perceived as a lower usability of EVs in comparison to traditional vehicles.

Arrowhead Framework electro-mobility infrastructure aims to overcome such obstacles

by deploying a pervasive recharge network, characterized by the widespread availability

of autonomous and remotely controlled charging stations. The pervasive coverage of the

recharge infrastructure, especially in rural areas, is a crucial factor to compensate for the

limitations of vehicle range, thus eliminating an important obstacle that will characterize

electro-mobility for several years to come. The adoption of a service-oriented solution

also introduces indirect positive impacts. An important obstacle for electric vehicle diffu-

sion is the cost of the batteries that, currently, has a significant impact on the vehicle price,

with respect to equivalent petrol or diesel models. The 30%–40% of the value added in

purely electric vehicles is still due to the batteries. The availability of an electro-mobility

infrastructure that will encourage the purchase of electric vehicle, is directly linked to their

mass production and the cost reduction is a consequence of mass production.
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